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CHAPTER I

Prime Ministers to the Book





I

PRIME MINISTERS TO THE BOOK

ALL my life I have been seeking a Baedeker to the

Kingdom of Books. The longer I seek, the more
clearly I understand the collaboration such a guide

book would demand, and the territory it would have

to cover. But what a volume it would be ! The papy-

rus workers of Egypt and the paper makers of China

would unfold their secrets before my very eyes; the

ancient scribes and the skilled illuminators would trans-

mit to me the responsibility they accepted in giving to

the thought ofman an appropriate vehicle; the jewelers

and the goldsmiths of the Byzantines would reveal the

fa6l that even solid gold, inlaid with precious stones, was
not considered too costly material for enshrining that

most priceless gem of all in the covers they wrought.

Then the master printers of the fifteenth century

would tell me how the printing press brought this gem
of thought within the reach of others than the wealthy

patrons, and of the persistent and courageous efforts

they made still to hold the setting true. It would be a

lengthy story, for it must cover the history of civili-

zation; but I should find each page more fascinating

than a novel. Most guide books are useful only when
tucked under my arm as I journey the world over;

this one would bring the Kingdom of Books to my
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own library, where, on a winter's night, with a cheer-

ful blaze in the fireplace, I could study the monuments
at my leisure, and commune with the great characters

of their periods in the revealing examples they have

left behind.

Again I say, what a volume that would be! Yet,

realizing the impossibility of its creation, I myself have

found much inspiration in my ever-continuing quest

of the perfe6l book from absorbing what other pil-

grims have discovered in their journeys along the same

fascinating paths. I have enjoyed comparing their ex-

periences with my own, particularly when these have

led to different conclusions. These very differences

have helped to fill in the details of a pifture which can

never be completed, for the Quest can never end. One
lover of books can expe6l only to relay to another the

messages which the volumes have conveyed to him,

and each message must be quite different in its indi-

vidual interpretation. The one common, outstanding

fa6l is that the Book is King, and that, since Gutenberg,

the Printer has been Prime Minister to an exading but

rewarding monarch.

Let no one think that the post of Prime Minister to

the Book has ever been a sinecure. Gutenberg's dis-

covery that letters might be placed together to make

words, and words to make sentences, presented new
problems for the ministers of mortal princes, and by

the same token the Kingdom of Books required able

and courageous administrators to guide its destinies

throughout its eventful history, involving com-

plicated contemporaneous politics and ecclesiastical

4
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ALDUS MANUTIUS
The tutof who was inspired by the vision of giving the Greek and Latin

classics to the world in printed instead of in written form,

(From a IVoodcut of the XVI Century published at Rome by Antoine

Lafrery. Biblioteca Marciana, Venice.)





PRIME MINISTERS TO THE BOOK
history,'and portraying every varying charafteristic of

human nature. Aldus Manutius in Italy in the fifteenth

century; Robert Etienne in France and Christophe

Plantin in Antwerp in the sixteenth; the Elzevirs in

the Netherlands in the seventeenth; John Baskerville

in England and the Didots in France in the eight-

eenth; William Morris, Cobden-Sanderson and Emery
Walker in England in the nineteenth— an honorable

list of portfolio holders, who gave a princely account

of their stewardship

!

There was Aldus Manutius, who helped to put the

printed Book upon the throne. He came to Venice

about 1488, when printing was in its swaddling clothes,

inspired by a wonderful vision. While Nicolas Jenson

was producing his splendid volumes in Venice, Aldus

had been studying Latin and Greek in Rome and Fer-

rara, with the ambition of becoming a tutor. Later, he

assumed charge of the education of the sons of the

Princess of Carpi, a sister of a fellow student, through

whom he met many of the learned Greek refugees who
freely gave to him of their knowledge. Here, at Carpi,

Aldus struggled with the problem of teaching youth

the beauties of life by means of the living voice and the

written word. "What an impetus the learning of the

world would receive," thought he, "if the treasured

classics of Greece and Rome were made available to a

greater number by being in printed form!"

Aldus studied the occasional example of the new art

of printing which fell into his hands, and pondered

over the difficulties his vision involved: the mechani-

cal knowledge to be mastered, the fonts of type to be
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cut, the workmen to be taught, the texts to be secured,

the di6lionaries and grammars to be written,^ the faciH-

ties to be developed for selHng his books. Can you not

see the young tutor at Carpi straining at the leash,

impatient to translate his dreams into aftion

!

"I have chosen," he declared, "in place of a life

of ease and freedom, an anxious and toilsome career."

There was no minimizing of the difficulties. He fully

recognized the responsibilities of a potential Prime
Minister. Strengthened by a modest financial back-

ground supplied by the sympathetic Princess of Carpi,

he ventured forth upon his quest. Think what he did

within that brief span of twenty years! An "anxious

and toilsome career" indeed, but full of glorious ac-

complishment. Type was not to be purchased at the

nearest founder's agency— it had to be designed and

cut. Aldus secured his Roman font, and added to it

small capitals, which no other printer had ever used.

Then he invented and cut the Italic letters, basing the

design, it is said, upon the cursive, inclined handwrit-

ing of Petrarch. Not content with these innovations,

he founded the earliest complete fonts of the Greek

characters.^

Once in Venice, Aldus took up his abode in the old

Campo S. Patemian, now the Piazza Manin.^ The an-

cient walls stood until about 1880, when the building

was torn down to make way for a modem strufture;

but you may find a tablet on which the historical fa6l

is recorded. Here, under one roof, Aldus was faced

^ See Plate on p. 17. ^ See Plate at p. 12
3 See Plate on opp. page.



THE HOUSE OF ALDUS
According to tradition, the house of Aldus in Venice was located in the

old Campo S. Paternian (now the Piazza Manin), at the right of the belfry

of Saint Paternian. The ancient walls stood until 1880, when the building was

torn down to make way for a modern strufture, on which a commemorative

tablet was placed. It was in this church that the body of Aldus lay in state,

surrounded by the books he had printed.

(From a Photograph.)
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by the manifold details of raising his family, running

his business, and supporting the thirty-three editors,

proofreaders, compositors, and pressmen who made
up the staff of the Aldine Press. The language of the

household was Greek. The compositors were mostly

Cretans, chief among whom was Marcus Musurus,^

from whose handwriting^ Aldus took the design for

his Greek charafters. The printing ink was made on

the premises, and the splendid paper— " hand work,

made of pure linen and hempen rags beaten in pieces

by dint of wood and made stiif with glue gotten from

boiled hides "— came from the Fabriano mills, which

even today supply beautiful sheets for modern books.

Another famous member of Aldus' household was

Erasmus,^ for many years a corre6lor of the Press.

Between him and Musurus there existed ill-concealed

antagonism. Aldus was so pressed financially that he

set a meager table, and afterwards Erasmus, in one of

his Colloquies^ complained that during that period he

had been nearly starved. To this, Musurus retorted that

Erasmus drank enough for the triple-bodied Geryon,''

but did the work of only half a man

!

Father Aldus owed a greater debt to Marcus Musu-
rus than merely for coming loyally to his defence, or

even for having supplied, through his handwriting, the

patterns for the Greek type. Musurus was a scholar

no less than Aldus, and his name appears in editorial

collaboration with that of the great Manutius. As for

the Greek type itself, this was printed in a few books

* See Plate on p. 13. ^ See Plate on p. id. ^ Sgg Plate on p. 19.

^ The three-headed monster slain by Hercules.
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PRIME MINISTERS TO THE BOOK
during the thirty years which elapsed before Aldus

took the world by storm with his Aristotle of 1495.

Fust and Schoeffer, at Mainz, used it for the titles of

each Paradox in their Paradoxa of Cicero of 1465, but

the compositor made so many errors in handling the

unfamiliar chara6lers that he made himself ridiculous;

Sweynheym and Pannartz, at Subiaco, printed Greek

type in their Laclantius of 1465— more corre611y set,

but with no capitals, breathings, or accents. Vinde-

lin of Spires and Nicolas Jenson, both at Venice in

1472, used Greek letters with breathings and accents,

but with no capitals. Bartolomeo di Libri, in Florence,

had printed the first edition of Homer in 1488, and

during the years 1494-1496 issued a Greek Anthology

^

a few plays by Euripides, and an Apollonius Rhodius^

composed entirely in capital letters based upon the

designs used in the old inscriptions.

The great difficulty in properly handling the Greek

language was the lack of Greek and Latin lexicons and

grammars. These, of course, had to be written and

printed before the editors could prepare the ''copy"

for the compositors, and before the press corre£lors

could revise the proof after the copy had been put in

type. Aldus, with his fonts provided for and his work-
men trained, undertook to supply this deficiency. Some
years earlier, a Greek refugee, Constantinus Lascaris,

had compiled the first lexicon ever attempted,^ which

had been printed in Milan, probably by Dionysius

Paravicinus, about 1480. Naturally, this early literary

production was hopelessly inadequate, but it supplied

^ See Plate on p. 17.

II
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an excellent basis for the careful revision which Aldus

employed Lascaris to make; and when the new manu-
script was completed it became, in 1494, the first issue

from the Aldine Press. Then, in the same year, ap-

peared Musaeus' Opusculum de Herone et Leandro, his

earliest experimental volume with his Greek chara6i:ers.

A year later, he printed a Greek grammar compiled by
Theodorus Gaza, and this was followed, within the

next two years, by his own Greek and Latin di61:ionary

which he had found time to revise and complete in

addition to his other manifold labors.

Thus for five years Aldus had been experimenting

while other printers had made use of incorre61: copy

and imperfe6l fonts. Then, and not until then, was

he ready to issue his great Aristotle in four volumes,^

so nearly like the manuscript text from which he had

taught his pupils at Carpi that he could feel the joy

of knowing that his dream had come true! This he

followed with his Aristophanes of 1498. Much as the

cursive design of the Aldine Greek has been criticized

in later years, its appearance was hailed with enthusi-

astic approval, and its popularity held for nearly three

centuries.

Aldus realized that to compete against the hand-

written volume his printed books must represent

extraordinary workmanship, and many of his beautiful

examples were deemed worthy of being embellished

by the art of the illuminator, and encased in the splen-

did bindings of Grolier. But his heart was still set on

issuing those smaller and less magnificent classics!

"• 1495 to 1498.

12
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ALDUS' FIRST GREEK BOOK
Aldus founded the earliest complete fonts of the Greek charafters, the

design of which was based upon the handwriting of Marcus Musurus,
a Cretan, the chief compositor of the Aldine Press. This page is from

the first volume in which this new Greek type was used.

(From Musaeus: Opusculum de Herone et Leandro. Venice, 1494.
Bibl'ioteca Marciana, Venice. 6x4 inches.)
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MARCUS MUSURUS
The chief compositor at the Aldine Press, Aldus' loyal friend and col-

laborator. The first font of Greek type was based on his handwriting.

(After an Engraving by Tobias Stimmer, based on Portrait in Jove: Virorum

Illustrium, 15 75.

J





PRIME MINISTERS TO THE BOOK
"I will never desist from my undertaking until I

have performed what I have promised," he declared,

"always unmindful of expense, however great, and

equally regardless of labor, even were I to live in ease

and affluence."

So, as the sixteenth century opened, Aldus began

his series of Latin and Italian texts in small o61avo

form, the type page being composed in his famous

Italic type, cut for him by Francesco da Bologna, of

the celebrated Griffo family. The small, compa6l form

of this design found immediate favor. The Virgil of

1501^ was the first volume printed in the new type,

to which were promptly added Dante and Petrarch^

and a long series of Latin and Italian authors. The
small o6lavo series in Greek was inaugurated with the

Sophocles of 1502. Then came Thucydides^ Herodotus^

Xenophon's Hellenica^ and Demosthenes. What a con-

tribution to a world which until then had been wholly

dependent upon manuscript volumes for all the classics,

except for a few isolated, imperfe61 editions!

The wide-margin Plato^ on heavy handmade paper,

at two ducats^ was no extravagance for a wealthy

booklover, but the little Aldine Virgil— no less per-

feftly made in smaller ^or/Tzczr on lighter paper at two
lire— was even more treasured by the student. There
is a difference between them, I must admit ! The beau-

tiful copy of the Plato which I know so well, at the

British Museum,— the only known example with uncut
^ See Plate at p. 16. 2 See Plate at p. 18.

2 The ducat represented about S5-oo in American currency, and the

lira 20 cents ; but the purchasing power of money in the fifteenth century

is estimated at about ten times its present value.

15
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edges,— is the apotheosis of luxury and a joy to

fondle. No wonder that the wealthy patrons of that

period, accustomed as they were to the magnificent

handwritten and illuminated volumes, should resent

the inconsistency of a printer who was willing to issue

low-cost books when he had proved the power of the

press by so splendid an achievement as the Plato ! What
a temptation to curry favor with the high and mighty

subjefts of King Book, instead of steadfastly insisting,

as did Aldus, that the duties of Prime Minister required

him also to dress his monarch in less gorgeous but

more pra6llcal working clothes.

Imagine a publisher today dependent upon personal

correspondence for the sale of his volumes! "Nearly

every hour," Aldus wrote to Navagerus, "comes a

letter from some scholar, and if I undertook to reply

to them all I should be obliged to devote day and

night to scribbling. I leave many letters unanswered

while to others I send brief replies . . . not from pride or

discourtesy, but to go on with my task of printing

good books." In time, he arranged with agents in the

various cities to assist in the distribution. Then came

piratical copies of his choicest volumes, made by un-

scrupulous printers in Paris and Lyons, who carefully

refrained from placing on them imprints or dates. The
copyright Aldus had secured prote6ied him only within

Venetian territory. The devastating wars added to his

complications. "For seven years," the harassed printer

complained, "books have had to compete with arms."

During this period, the universities north of the Alps

had to discontinue their classical instru61;ion because

i6
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THE FIRST ALDINE CLASSIC

The great ambition of Aldus was to issue an edition of the classics at a

price within the reach of the poor man, yet no less carefully made than

the more expensive volumes. This page is from the Aldine Classics,

which sold for two lire.

(From Virgilii Bucolica. Venice, 1501. Biblioteca Marciana,

Venice. Exact si^e.J
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THE FIRST GREEK AND LATIN LEXICON

Without lexicons, the early printers were handicapped in producing

accurate classical texts. Aldus found this, the only one in existence,

wholly inadequate, and had it revised by Constantinus Lascaris.

(From Joh. Crastoni: Lexicon graeco-latinum, />rznW f« Milan about 1480,

probably by Dionysius Paravicinus. BiBlioteca di Brera, Milan. Exact sv{e.)
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soldiers in the passes prevented the Aldine Classics

from being transported.

Problems enough, one might say, for any printer

to compete against. "My days and nights are devoted

to the preparation of material," he writes. "I can

scarcely take food or strengthen my stomach owing

to the multiplicity and pressure of business. With both

hands occupied, and surrounded by pressmen who are

clamorous for work, there is scarcely time even to blow

my nose!" Twenty years of an "anxious and toilsome

career," and then, on February 6, 151 5, came the end

of earthly service. Aldus died a poor man, estimated by

worldly possessions, but what fortune is vast enough

to buy the place he now holds in history! And what

greater triumph could a Prime Minister to the Book

achieve at his death than to lie in state, in the Church

of Saint Patemian, in his beloved Venice, surrounded

by the volumes he had created— mute but eloquent

witnesses of his service to his King.^ At the end, the

great heart turned back to those happy days at Carpi,

where his vision had first come to him, and he asked

that his mortal remains be laid at rest amidst the scenes

of his early labors.

After the death of Aldus Manutius, his father-in-law,

Andrea de Torresani, did all in his power to maintain

the traditions of the portfolio. Associated with him

were his two sons Francesco and Ferderico, and, later,

Paulus, the son of Aldus. Thanks to the friendship and

generous patronage of Jean Grolier,^ the Aldine Press

ran for some years on the momentum supplied by its

^ See pp. 189, 191, 195.
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ALDUS' WIDE-MARGIN PZ^rO
No wonder that the wealthy patrons resented the inconsistency of a printer

who was willing to issue low-cost books when he had proved the power

of the press by so splendid an achievement as this Platol

(From Omnia Platonis Ot^qv^, printed in Venice in 15 13.

British Museum. 12} x 8^ inches.)





DESIDERIUS ERASMUS
At one time Erasmus was a correftor at the Aldine Press, and when he

complained of the meager table set by Aldus, Musurus the Cretan, chief

compositor, retorted that he "drank enough for the triple-bodied Geryon,

and did the work of only half a man."

(From Dibdin: Decameron.^





PRIME MINISTERS TO THE BOOK
famous founder; but in the meantime things were hap-

pening in France which made it inevitable that King

Book should change his capital.

In Paris, Henri Etienne and Simon de Colines had

been producing volumes which threatened the suprem-

acy of the Italian press. The taste of the people was

Device ofSimon de Colines

changing, and the makers of books began to feel the

irresistible demand for greater decoration of the printed

page. Working in conjun6lion with Henri Etienne and

Simon de Colines was an extraordinarily gifted young
man by the name of Geoffroi Tory.^ He was an author,

a designer, and an engraver. He is referred to also as

1 See also page 200.
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a printer and a binder, but I believe his relation to the

building of books was artistic rather than physical.

The interest taken by this young man at this particu-

lar time in the history of the Book had an important

bearing upon the succeeding prime ministry.

About 1525, Simon de Colines issued a Book of

Hours ^ with initial letters and borders by Geoffroi

Tory which in spirit and design were entirely different

from anything that had been previously produced in

France. For the first time a printed book was treated

as the produft of a distin61: art in itself, instead of being

considered as a compromise on the handwritten volume.

This was exa6lly what the booklovers of the early six-

teenth century were waiting for; and when, in 1529,

Tory also proved himself an author of rare charm,

the artist designer and engraver found himself famous.

This Champfleury of Tory's was a curious volume

divided into three parts— the first being an appeal

to the study of philology; the second, a description of

the number, forms, and proportions of letters; and

the third— a bit incoherent— is a discussion of the

elements of languages.

The importance of this volume was the stimulus it

gave in France to the reformation of the old type de-

signing. Until then, the Italian fonts had been slavishly

copied, but, with the new interest inspired by Tory's

work, a definite attempt was now made to standardize

the Roman and the Italic faces, freeing them from

some of the defe6ls of the hand letters upon which

they were based. Tory's innovation, as suggested in

^ See Plate on p. 23.
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Omincne in furore

ruoarguas me:ncq;

m ira cua cornpias

me.

M ifcrere mci dbmi-

ne, cjiionia infirmus

{um:(ana me dominc» quoniam cons

turbara Tunc pfla mci.

Eit anjma mca curbata eft valdc ; fed

tu domine vfqucquof

Conuertcrc dominc,5i ctTpc animam
meam: (aluum mc fac propter mile;

ricordiamtuam.

Quoniam non eft in morcC , qui mc;

mor fit tui:in inferno auce, quis con*

fitebitur tibif"

Laborairi in gemitu mco,Iauabo per

fingulas noftes icdu meum, lachry*

mis meis ftrarum mcum rigabo.

Turbatus ^ft a furore oculus mcus.

GEOFFROI TORY'S BOOK OF HOURS
This volume, issued by Simon cle Colines, with initial letters and borders

by Geoffroi Tory, was the first instance of a printed book treated as the

produft of an art distindl: in itself. Tory freed the Book from its dependence
upon the styles of decoration set by the handwritten volume.

(From the YievLxes. Paris^ i^2<).J
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his Champfleury, of deriving the shape and proportion

of each letter from the symmetry of the human body,

was, of course, fantastic, but in effeft it produced a

revolution in French type design which gave a new

distinftion to the Roman charafters and abolished the

use of Gothic. It was Tory who introduced accents in

the French types.

The device of Geoffrol Tory is one of the most fa-

mous in the history of the Book. The first use of the

pot casse was as a line drawing at the end of a Latin

poem written by him upon the death of his little daugh-

ter, Agnes. He himself explains its significance in his

Champfleury— that the broken pitcher is symbolic of

our body, which is only a vessel of clay; that the

wimble represents Fate, which transfixes both the weak

and the strong. The three chains stand for the Three

Fates, sealing the Book of Life upon our death, and

the flowers in the pitcher are symbols of our virtues.

Others see in the design a more intimate story— the

broken pitcher standing for a life cut short; the book

recalling the literary exercises of litde Agnes, which

her father dire6led; the winged figure as symbolic of

her soul, and the motto Nonplus expressing the father's

despair over the loss of his beloved daughter. What-

ever the significance, Tory placed this mark upon the

sheets or the covers of the books he glorified. Thus

closely did these early artist craftsmen associate their

labors and their loves

!

By the time Tory died, in 1533, the decoration of

the Book was running riot. No volume was acceptable

unless it had portraits, or initial letters, or borders, or
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DEVICES OF GEOFFROI TORY
Showing the famous pot casse. This "broken pitcher" first appears as a

line drawing at the end of a Latin poem written by Tory upon the death of

his little daughter, Agnes. Also note the Lorraine cross.
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illustrations. Where all this might have ended except

for Robert Etienne, the new Prime Minister to the

Book, no one can tell. Robert was firmly grounded in

his knowledge of bookmaking by his apprenticeship

in the printing office of his father, Henri Etienne, and

later through his work with his stepfather, Simon de

Device ofBadius^ showing Hand Press used in Robert Etienne^s OJJtce

Colines. To make it complete, he married the daughter

of Jodocus Badius Ascensius, another famous printer.

He was in hearty sympathy with Tory's ideas regard-

ing the recutting of the type faces, but his interest

in book decoration did not go beyond the headpieces

and tailpieces and the initial letters^ Tory designed.

He established himself on his own account when barely

twenty-two years of age, and the volumes he produced

^ See Plate on p. 56.
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were so beautiful that in 1539 Francois I appointed

him Royal Printer.

Robert Etienne's various printing establishments, in

Paris and Geneva, never exceeded five or six fonts of

Roman and Italic type, with several cases of ornaments

engraved on wood; four hand presses; and from fif-

teen to twenty editors, compositors, and pressmen. Yet,

during the thirty-four years of his service to the Book,

he averaged sixteen volumes a year— a tremendous

output when the nature and quality of his publications

are taken into account. No wonder that Robert had

to negleft his personal and domestic affairs! "Without

divine assistance," he wrote, "I should have succumbed

under the strain." Like Aldus, fitienne maintained his

associates, and the language of his house was Latin,

while that of the Venetian establishment had been

Greek.

It has not been the custom to associate printers with

Royal functions, but Robert Etienne, in his new ca-

pacity of Prime Minister to the Book, was no less a

credit to his monarch than was Benvenuto Cellini. Both

were artists, and added luster to the French Court.

Frangois was eager to secure for himself through letters

the prestige which had been the glory of the Italian

princes, and out of the liberal support given to the

recutting of the old types came the glorious Royal

Greeks, than which nothing more beautiful of their

kind has ever been seen. Yet, curiously enough, Robert

leaned toward Latin more than toward Greek, and

demonstrated his scholarship by preparing a Latin dic-

tionary which remained the standard for two centuries.
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The responsibility of the Etienne prime ministry.,

then, was to maintain, to improve, and to carry on

rather than to create, and this Robert did in spite of

tremendous difficulties. There was no need for him to

concern himself with the preparation of Greek lexicons

Device ofRobert Etienne

or grammars, there was no trouble in securing accu-

rate "copy" for the classics— the work of Aldus

had provided these basic necessities; but new dangers

threatened King Book. Until now, the demand for

books had come mostly from the ecclesiastics and the

universities, but when the Reformation broke loose
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ETIENNE'S SMALL OCTAVO CICERO

fitienne had the same desire as Aldus to produce low-cost volumes, well

made, at a price the lean purse could pay. Here the Italic type is based

upon'the Aldine charafters, but is recut as the result of Tory's influence.

(From M. TuUii Ciceronis Opera. Paris, 1543.

British Museum. 6| x 4 inches.)
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the people realized that they must turn to the printed

book to learn what it was all about. This would seem

to be a wonderful opportunity for the printer, but

together with the demand from the people came an

awakening on the part of the Church that if the masses

were going to read, the subje61: matter of books must

be made to conform with the teachings of the monks.

Etienne and Aldus were the greatest scholars (unless

we include William Morris) who ever served as Prime

Ministers to the Book, and it was this scholarship that

led the Frenchman into trouble. After having Grand-

jon cut the Royal Greeks, Etienne undertook to edit

the texts to make them conform in accuracy with the

beauty of the type. It was he who first subdivided the

chapters of the New Testament into verses (doing

much of this labor, it is said, while riding on horse-

back between Paris and Lyons), and wherever he found

obvious errors in the text, he corre6led them. These

were liberties the ecclesiastical censors could not tol-

erate. They were already quite suspicious of the Greek

language because few of them could read it, and as for

Latin, the Church felt the responsibility of direfting

the nature of the reading placed before the people by
the printing press. That this censorship was oppressive,

and that it retarded the advance of learning, cannot

be disputed, but even the most partisan must admit that

it was a natural defensive rea6lion.

Two distin61:ive editions disclose Robert fitienne's

ambitions— the four-volume quarto Cicero^ of 1538,

printed in the recut Roman type based upon Italian

^ See Plate at p. 30.
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models, with a running head in large, lower-case letters

instead of the Aldine small capitals; and the same ma-

terial issued in eight small volumes^ in 1543, with

Italic type based upon the Aldine charafters. The mag-

nificent books printed in the Royal Greeks, and the

quartos in Roman type, were for those who could

afford the luxury of expensive volumes; the smaller

editions, like the classics of Aldus, were well made but

at a price which the lean purse could pay.

While Frangois lived Etienne was prote6led from the

censors, but when Henri II ascended the French throne

the printer realized that even his life was in a6lual dan-

ger. As early as 1546, when the publisher Dolet was

hanged and then burned, together with his heretical

volumes, in the Place Maubert, in Paris, Robert began

to make plans to leave the country. Not even the pun-

ning epigram Dolet is reported to have uttered at the

gallows, Non dolet ipse Dolet^ sedpia turba dolet^ could

restrain him. Yet it was six years before he a61:ually

succeeded in making his escape to Geneva. I wonder

what his feelings must have been, when, after deserting

Paris because of what he considered Catholic persecu-

tion, he saw the Catholic Servetus burned at the stake

in Geneva by order of the Protestant John Calvin!

Every copy of the offending Christianismi Restitutio

was supposed to have been burned with Servetus, but

in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris is the very copy

containing the annotations of Calladon, his accuser,

saved from the fire, but with its edges burnt by the

1 See Plate at p. 28.

2 " It is not Dolet himself who grieves, but the pious crowd.
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fiTIENNE'S QUARTO CICERO

This beautiful edition is printed in the Roman type, recut as a resuk of

Tory's influence, but still based upon Italian models, with running head in

large, lower-case letters instead of the Aldine small capitals.

(From M. Tullii Ciceronis Opera. Paris, 1538.

British Museum. 14I X 9I inches.)
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flames. No religion has ever held a monopoly on the

control of human passions

!

For half a century after Robert fitienne there was
little competition for the position of Prime Minister.

The portfolio was classified among hazardous risks!

Then Christophe Plantin^ came under the sway of the

beguiling King Book, and offered his devoted service,

but with a polite suggestion that the Court should be

located in Antwerp instead of in Paris. This was not

altogether because he felt that here he stood more
chance of keeping his head. The Plantin books recall to

us that by the middle of the sixteenth century Antwerp
had outstripped Paris or even London as the leading

commercial city in the world. Failing to foresee the

disasters which were to fall upon himself and upon
the city of his choice from the " Spanish Fury," Plantin

undertook to emulate the achievements of Aldus and

Etienne, and to build upon the basis they had already

established. The Roman, Italic, and Greek types of his

predecessors were minutely studied, revised, and recut;

he surrounded himself with learned authors and edi-

tors, chief among whom was the famous Lipsius; and

so scrupulous was he in the matter of accuracy that

he displayed his proof sheets in front of his printing

office, offering rewards for the detedion of errors in the

typography of the text.

Plantin was at heart as capable a builder of books

as Aldus or fitienne, but conditions had changed. He
made his great artistic gesture with his Biblia Poly-

glotta, and when that proved a dismal financial failure,

^ See also Chapter VII.
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he gathered up the pieces and changed his course to

meet the demands of his time. Readers all over the

world had so increased in number as to form a veri-

table army, and in addition to the Latin or Greek, in

which nearly all the earlier volumes were printed, there

now came a demand for books in the vulgar tongues.

One of Plantins oldest Printers'

Marks, cut in JVood by Arnold Nicolai

Money was a scarce commodity. Plantin saw at once

that he must cut his garment according to his cloth,

so he capitulated by becoming a liberal artist and pro-

duced low-cost books instead of the de luxe volumes

he had shown himself so well able to build. By doing

this he proved himself an astute statesman, fully com-
petent to guide the affairs of the Kingdom of Books

along the only line that could then be followed.
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A CHOICE
OF EMBLEMES,
AND OTHER DEVISES,

For the mofte parte gathered out of fundrie writers,

EngUnicd and Moralized.

AND DIVERS NEWLY DEVISED,
by Geffrey Whitney.

A veorke adorned with vartetie of matter, both pleafatit and proftahU : whe-

rein thofe that pleafe,mayefnde toft theirfancies :Bicaufe herein, by the

cjjice of the eie,and the eare, the minde maye reape doohle delighte throu-

ghe holfome preceptes , fhadomdrvith pleafant deuifes : both fit for the

vertuous, to their tncoraging: andfor the mclajd , for their admonijlitng

andamendment.

To the Reader.

Tirufe'^!lhheede,theafrendlieiudie,andbtaming VAjhe refr»m<ji

Stmat/itheurudtvttioihjf^ood, andjlmlt requite myf»incj.

Jm^rinted 4; L E Y D E N,

In the houfe of Chriftopher Plantyn^

by Francis Raphelengius.

M. D. LXXXVI.

A PLANTIN VOLUME IN ENGLISH

The Plantin Press, instead of restrifting itself to Latin and Greek, as did

most of the other Presses, issued volumes in almost every language. This

is one of the few printed in English. Note the curious division of words.

It was printed in Christophe Plantin's branch office in Leyden, where he

took refuge during the " Spanish Fury " in Antwerp.





PRIME MINISTERS TO THE BOOK
In 1566 the catalogue of the Plantin Press included

volumes in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, German,

Spanish, Italian, Flemish, Dutch, and EngHsh,^ and

Plantin's corre61;ors' room was filled with accomplished

linguists and scholars. Well-organized agencies for the

sale of his books were to be found at every strategic

point, and the business of books began to be estab-

lished. Thus far, however, the influence of the master

printers who preceded still preserved the quality of

workmanship. The Plantin volumes could not compare,

as a whole, with those of Aldus or fitienne, yet they

were so far superior to what other printers of the period

could produce that they excited universal admiration.

"From this very office," wrote Dibdin, even as late

as 181 5, "such a succession of beautiful, curious, use-

ful, and magnificent works issued as filled Europe with

astonishment, and raised the name of Plantin to the

topmost pitch of glory." Another enthusiastic writer

compared the Plantin office to " the belly of the Trojan

horse— from which more heroes (in the shape of He-

brew, Greek, and Latin books) had issued than came

Grecian warriors from the horse of Troy."

Then came the decline in the portfolio of Prime

Minister to the Book. All through the seventeenth cen-

tury was heard the demand (too familiar, alas! in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries as well !) for cheap

books— not low-cost, but cheap. Aldus and Etienne

and Plantin had made low-cost volumes, but never a

cheap one. Paper makers in Switzerland now catered to

public demand by offering a product made of inferior

^ See Plate on p. 33.
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rags or substituted fiber. Even the better grades of

paper had a hard, uneven surface, on which the type,

worn by constant use, appeared in broken, irregular

blocks. I like to call attention to this period when,

after expending infinite pains upon the typography of

a volume, a publisher protests over the slightly extra

expense of a quality of paper which is necessary to pre-

serve the harmony. I have even been tempted to refer

him to what the Reverend Cracherode— whose vol-

Device ofBonaventura and Abraham Elievir

umes are now among the most highly prized treasures

in the British Museum— used to say regarding the

leaves of a book: "How they talk to you! How they

invite you, by such * small talk,' to turn them over and

to read what is impressed upon them
!

"

And the paper was not the only degradation of the

seventeenth-century book. Makers of ink had discov-

ered new and less expensive materials, which resulted

in a grey page as against the beautiful black of the

earlier period. No longer were printers invited to set

themselves up in monasteries, as at Subiaco ; or in pal-

aces, as at Rome; or in colleges, as at Paris. Instead
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of supporting the art of printing, both Church and

State now openly opposed it. The scholar printer dis-

appeared, and the publisher printer, who considered

the publishing first and the printing as of secondary-

importance, entered the pi6lure.

About 1 62 5 , after a longvacancy, Bonaventura Elzevir

and his nephew Abraham jointly assumed the role of

Prime Minister to the Book, in Leyden. Louis Elzevir,

the founder of this famous family, opened a bookshop

in Leyden in 1 5 80, and when Christophe Plantin opened

his Leyden branch, this Elzevir was placed in charge.

Louis Elzevir was an excellent bookseller, a very ordi-

nary publisher, and no printer at all. This was why
Plantin placed the office in the hands of Franciscus

Raphelengius instead of Elzevir when he returned to

Antwerp after peace was restored in that unhappy city.

Bonaventura was Louis Elzevir's son, and Abraham
was his grandson. These Elzevirs were ambitious to

rescue the making of books from the low point to

which it had descended, and in their Ccesar^ Terence^

and P/z/zyof 1634-1636 they demonstrated theirworthi-

ness to lay claim to the portfolio. Their editions were

corre6l and exhibited much taste in typographical

arrangement. The new Prime Ministers showed inge-

nuity in introducing a novel and svcvAler format^ and

versatility in combining copper-plate titles of superior

merit with the types. Their regime was received by
the booklovers of the period with protestations of joy

and approval, which are easily explained by the com-
parative inferiority of the produ6lion of contemporary

makers of books.
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Booklovers still caress their Elzevir examples, and

poets have sung their praises, but it is difficult to un-

derstand just why or how these volumes hold their

excessive reputation. Compared with the books that

immediately preceded them, the Elzevir engraved title

pages, attra61:ive headpieces and tailpieces, and well com-

posed though monotonous type pages were infinitely

superior; but in most of the volumes any sense of real

beauty created by the typography was destroyed by

the inferior paper and the poor ink. Many of the high

prices recorded for "Elzevirs" have been tributes to

the splendid bindings of this period, in which enthusi-

astic booklovers enclosed printed text of really inferior

quality.

Personally, I have always held a grudge against the

Elzevirs because, after demonstrating how much they

knew of fine bookmaking, they did not preserve a bet-

ter average. It was high time that the Prime Minister

of the Book should reorganize the affairs of the Min-

ister of the Interior, and put the Kingdom upon a

common-sense business basis— but it does seem as if

this might have been accomplished without encourag-

ing the makers of imitation paper and counterfeit ink.

From the middle of the seventeenth century until

the end of the nineteenth only two Prime Ministers

exercised their proper funftions— John Baskerville,

in Birmingham, England, about 1750, and the Didots

in Paris about 1800. The Englishman is the more

extraordinary figure, because he emerged without ad-

vance heralding, and, apparently without previous

experience, he designed and cut types which rivaled
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ELZEVIR TYPOGRAPHY
This is a charming example of the best Elzevir typography. The text,

consisting of short paragraphs, offers a real test of th,e typographer's skill,

which has here been abundantly demonstrated. The copper-plate illustration

combines perfeftly with the type and the textual decorations (See page loo^.

(Joan. Owenus: Epigrammatum. Louis Elzevir, Amsterdam, 1647. Found by

the Author on a Stall on the Quai Voltaire, Paris. Exact siie.J
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(Printed by the Aldi^ Venice, 1528. 8 x 5 inches.)
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the minimum.
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Caslon's famous fonts. He then produced volumes, be-

ginning with the Virgil of 1757, that still rank with the

outstanding typographic masterpieces of the world.

John Baskerville was a character in Birmingham long

before he so unexpe6ledly assumed the portfolio of

Prime Minister of the Book. His personal eccentricities

enraged his neighbors to such an extent that it is diffi-

cult to obtain a fair estimate of his real personality.

The town first knew him as a servant in the family of

a clergyman; then he taught the art of writing in King

Edward's School— in the little churchyard at Edg-

baston the sexton will still show you two slate slabs

on which the inscriptions were cut by "John Basker-

ville, Writing Master."

The writing master grew ambitious, and in due time

succeeded in establishing himself in the japanning busi-

ness, from which he achieved a fortune. Proud of his

success, he dressed himself in green coat and trousers,

with narrow, gold-lace edging, a scarlet waistcoat cov-

ered with gold lace, and a small, round hat similarly

decorated. Thus appareled, he drove about in a gor-

geous equipage, emblazoned with panels containing

decorations of flowers and naked cupids, and drawn

by two magnificent cream-colored horses. Here, surely,

was a Prime Minister with an appreciation of the dra-

matic— or was he simply taking revenge on his past!

This was the man who produced the first finely made

book in England! The royal quarto Virgil of 1757, his

very first volume, has the best tide page ^ of any book

issued since the Aldine press.^ Following the custom

1 See Plate on p. 41. ^ See Plate on p. 40.
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of the time, the type is spread all over the page, but

at least Baskerville reduced the number of words to

the minimum. The book is thoughtfully composed in

type of Baskerville's own design; it is printed in the

most beautiful and brilliant purple-black ink ever seen,

— made by his own formula,— on a hand press of

his own manufacture. The paper was also made by
him, from waste silk. This was the first time paper had

ever been given a smooth, polished surface— accom-

plished by pressing the sheets between heated japanned

plates of his own invention and manufa6lure. John Bas-

kerville may have been vainglorious, but somehow,

from some source, he acquired the sense of visualizing

the Book as a whole, and succeeded in contributing to

it original elements which made his prime ministry

construftive. He may have had a disagreeable disposi-

tion, but at least he possessed that "something" which

found permanent expression in his volumes, gained for

him the contemporary friendship and admiration of

Benjamin Franklin and Macaulay, and the appreciation

of booklovers for all time.
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MODERN MASTERS OF TYPOGRAPHY

IN passing through the crowded thoroughfares of life

I sometimes jostle against some one who forces the

unspoken thought into my mind, *' There is a man I

want to know." I make no effort to analyze the impres-

sion. If I were to ask myself I could not tell whether I

was attrafted by the expression on the man's face, by

his bearing, by the frankness of his eyes as they met

mine, or by the tone of his voice. I make no effort to

analyze because I recognize that there is no occasion

for analysis. The fa6l remains that the man possesses

a something which attra6led me in that single mo-

ment of our meeting, and I know that something to

be intangible.

I sometimes read a book in which the chara6lers

step out from the printed pages and stand beside me as

living friends. I have turned to the title page to see the

name of the writer who could create such personalities,

and said to myself, "There is a man I want to know."

I might not be able to explain to another why this book

appealed to me more than did the other ninety-nine I

had read, but I do know that in it was that something

which struck a responsive echo in my own heart.

When, many years ago, the knowledge first came to

me that type could be made the medium to express

the personality of a man, a wonderful new vista of life
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opened up before me. I had learned from my professors

that by means of a brush and pigments an artist could

translate himself upon the surface of canvas; that with

a chisel the sculptor could change a rough block of

marble into a living, breathing figure; that a composer

could make dots upon a sheet of paper to guide a

musician in drawing, his bow across a manufa6lured

box of wood and catgut strings, in such a way as to

force tears or laughter from those who listened; but

that a man could put types on end in such a way as to

create in me a desire to feel the inspiration of his per-

sonality— that was for me to learn for myself.

This is what suggested the idea of placing the ad-

ministrations of the various Prime Ministers of the

Book side by side, that I might study them. I found

that in every case their objeftive was the same: they

all sought to give beauty and permanence to the human
thought; they all contended against definite obstacles;

they all contributed to the glory of the Book— yet

each had to approach it from a different angle. I felt

impelled to seek the chara61eristics and the ideals which

made certain men Prime Ministers while thousands of

others who devoted their lives to the service of the

same King failed to leave even their names behind.

What is there in the physical make-up of one printed

book which creates in me a desire to caress it, while

another fails even to attra6l a second thought .-^

I have found it fascinating to discover, through

increasing intimacy with a book, hitherto unfamiliar

expressions of the maker's personality as conveyed by

means of this revealing medium, for the Book is, on
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its physical side, as Dr. Harry Lyman Koopman so

well puts it, a highly organized art objeft. "Not in

vain," this booklover continues, "has it transmitted

the thought and passion of the ages; it has taken toll

of them, and in the hands of its worthiest makers these

elements have worked themselves out into its material

body. It has, therefore, the qualities of a true art prod-

u6l, and stands second only to those (such as painting

and sculpture) which express the artist's thought in-

stead of enshrining it; but no other art produft of its

own order, not the violin nor the jewel casket, can

compare with the Book in esthetic quality. It meets

one of the highest tests of art, for it appeals to the

sense of both beauty and grandeur."

Before crossing the border line which separates the

old-time printers from the modern, I like to pause long

enough to contemplate the high lights of the various

prime ministries, and to fix in my mind the relation

which each bears toward those who went before, and

what each contributed to his successors. Aldus had the

advantage of the basic principles supplied by Guten-

berg and the pra61:ical application by Jenson, but still

I like to give him credit for being the pioneer. It is

much to invent the combination of movable types in

expressing the thought of man, it is much to devise the

finest font of Roman type ; but how far would this

have carried the art of printing without the di6lionaries

and grammars of Aldus, or without his pra61:ical in-

sistence that the book could be printed instead of hand-

lettered and still be held beautiful.^
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Robert Etienne contributed a Latin diftionary, which

supplemented the Greek lexicons ofAldus. He gave the

world the most beautiful Greek characters ever seen;

but they could scarcely have come into being except

for the font Aldus had cut before him. fitienne appro-

priated the Italic Aldus had earlier designed, and made
use of some of his texts, but in doing this there was no
slavish copying. The Frenchman absorbed and then

gave out the assimilated knowledge made richer by his

personal interpretation. And he risked his life in de-

fending the high ideals of his portfolio.

Christophe Plantin made use of everything that had

gone before, yet added much to the spiritual and tem-

poral welfare of King Book. He modified Etienne's

magnificent Royal Greeks enough to make them more
pradical for the typesetter; he applied the art of print-

ing to works in the vulgar tongues, and thus widely

enlarged its horizon; he introduced business principles

which ensured permanence to the Book. He standard-

ized processes, and by establishing so permanent a

dynasty, prevented the old ideals from ever being lost.

The Elzevirs founded the present business of pub-

lishing, as separated from printing. They contributed

little to the mechanical advancement of the Book or to

its physical quality, but by their publishing ingenuity

they stimulated a new and world-wide interest. Vol-

umes to achieve their purpose must be read, and to be

read must be distributed. The Elzevirs, profiting by
Plantin's earlier efforts, contributed the organization

which made book sales possible.

Baskerville added much ofpermanent value in giving
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out again what he had absorbed from his predecessors.

I give him credit for being the first printer who prop-

erly visualized a title page. Some of the later Aldine

titles were comparatively good, but from the time title

pages first came into use there was a universal tendency

to overload them with too many lines of type, and

with inharmonious decoration. Baskerville reduced the

amount of matter to the minimum, and in doing this

he set a model for all time to come. Baskerville also

gave a new quality to printer's ink, and demonstrated

how brilliant well-cut type appears when well printed

on a surfaced paper.

The Didots were printing books in France while

Baskerville was at the peak of his fame, but it was
not until the fourth generation that the brothers Pierre

Vdine and Firmin Didot laid claim to the Prime Minis-

try of the Book. The portfolio was divided into what
might be called the Department of Publishing, pre-

sided over by Pierre, and the Department of Types
and Printing, to which Firmin devoted his genius.

Pierre established his reputation by the publication of

his famous Racine in 1801, printed in the Didot type,

designed by Firmin, on beautiful paper hand made
by the Didots themselves. Never, up to that moment,
did a printed volume receive the honor of having

such scrupulous pains taken in every phase of its manu-
fafture combined with such manifold improvements in

the mechanical processes associated with it. That even

thus it did not surpass the masterpieces ofAldus Manu-
tius is conclusive evidence that "the art of printing,

like Minerva, was bom fully armed."
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I have always believed that without Baskerville there

would have been no distinguished Didot volumes. The
Frenchmen were great type founders. They invented

the process of stereotyping, and in general advanced

the mechanical side of bookmaking. When Baskerville

so unexpe61edly astonished the world by his extraor-

dinary publications, the Didots realized that they had

it within their power to establish a lasting fame.

France went wild over their editions du LouvrCy so

called because the Government, in recognition of

their attempts to emulate the achievements of Etienne,

granted the Didots the quarters in the Louvre formerly

occupied by the Imprimerie Royale. In spite of Pierre's

patronizing comments on Baskerville's work in gen-

eral and on his paper in particular,— "To make such

paper is not a secret, and if it ever becomes one it will

not be worth finding out,"— he paid the English

printer the sincere compliment of imitating him in

many ways. Even his ink was made from a formula

closely matching Baskerville's. But when it comes to

presswork, the Didots must be given full credit. Even
to this day French presswork— the type just touching

the paper enough to become a part of it without show-

ing the impression unpleasantly on the reverse side—
is the model for the world.

One of the most important events during the pre-

miership of the Didots was the fa6l that King Book
received an entirely new wardrobe. The Didot type,

cut simultaneously with that of the famous Italian

printer, Giambattista Bodoni, of Parma, introduced

a new style which took the world by storm. The old-
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DISCOURS AU ROL

Jeune et vaillant heros , dont la haute sagesse

Nest point le fruit tardif d'une lente vieillesse,

Et qui seul, sans ministre, a I'exemple des dieux,

Soutiens tout par toi-meme, et vois tout par tes yeux,

Grand ROI, si jusqu'ici, par un trait de prudence,

J'ai demeure pour toi dans un humble silence,

Ce n'est pas que mon coeur, vainement suspendu,

Balance pour t'ofFrir un^encens qui t'est du:

Mais je sais peu louer; et ma muse tremblante

Fuit d'un si grand fardeau la charge trop pesante,

Et, dans ce haut eclat pu tu te viens ofFrir,

Touchant a tes lauriers, craindroit de les fletrir.

Ainsi, sans m'aveugler d'une vaine manie,

Je mesure mon vol a mon foible genie:

Plus sage en mon respect que ces hardis mortels

Qui dun indigne encens profanent tes autels;

THE BIRTH OF THE MODERN TYPE
TTie Didot and the Bodoni types, cut almost simultaneously, produced a

complete revolution in the typographical dress of the Book which lasted

until almost the middle of the xix century.

(From Oeuvres de Boileau. Pierre Didot. Paris, 1819. iijx6§ inches.)
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style letters, which had prevailed since the days of

Jenson's Roman face, suddenly became as unpopular

as long skirts are today, and the designs of the modem
types seemed so securely fixed in the fancy of book-

lovers that some type founders went so far as to throw

away their old-style matrices.

There is a distin8; charm in the Didot and the Bodoni

types, in spite of the squared serifs^ and the emphasis

given to the thick and the thin stroke of the letters;

but when the principle established by this design was

applied to the so-called "modem" family, the pre-

cision of the chara6lers produced a mechanical effeft

which does not lend itself to an artistic page. After

the Didots and Bodoni, the new design was not well

handled, and printing in general slumped in workman-

ship and quality. About 1 844, Charles Whittingham the

younger, of the Chiswick Press, in London, showed

an interest in the history and precedent of the art of

the Book which made him stand out as the only printer

of his period whose name is remembered. It was he

who was responsible for the revival of the beautiful

old-style letters, which had been negle6led for half a

century. The House ofLongmans was at this time pre-

paring to bring out the Diary ofLady Willoughhy^ and

Whittingham insisted that this particular volume called

loudly for an old-style dress. With its publication, the

Caslon fonts again came into general use, and since

then the old-style and the modern designs have been

retained, side by side, each exercising its own fundion

and expressing its own message.

^ The small, finishing strokes of a letter are called serifs.
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After the Didots, publishing and printing became

still further divorced, with inevitable detriment to the

Book. For nearly a hundred years, with the temporary

exception of the Chiswick Press, all thought of co-

ordinating the elements of a volume was thrown to

the winds. A printer was a printer, and only that. A
book was simply a larger piece of printing than an

advertisement for a lost dog, and the same principles

entered into its produ61:ion. King Book was shorn of

the glory of his robes, and cobwebs gathered in the

empty portfolio of his Prime Minister. From a me-
chanical standpoint, books were well made in certain

American and English establishments, but printing was
exercised wholly as a trade.

I speak feelingly of this period, for these conditions

obtained when, as a youngster, I found myself in-

je61:ed into the making of books, and I shall never forget

how dismally I regarded the future as I saw it then.

Publishers at that time had not come to realize that it

was impossible to build a book properly by a series of

contraQs, executed by different hands. The result was
that the printer had little incentive to study histori-

cal background, or to acquire more than a superficial

knowledge of the constituent elements which com-
bined with his own typography and presswork. In

other lines of business, clients accepted the idea that

the trained expert knew more about his profession than

they did, and expefted to receive his advice as to the

best way to express their own ideas. In the making of

books, however, a vicious circle seemed to operate:

because the publisher did not seek such advice, the
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multsquegentesfupplicant: & itiola tantum fal(a litanc qui.

non habent thura . Dabis igitur (vt fpero ) audacis noftrsvc
niam:nempe folesmeas dTe aliquid putare nugas. Non adeo

fum mihi SufFenus , vt nefciam artem meam eflie imperfeAam:

tamen audendum eft: quia noftra prscepta (vt Columells verbis vtar ) non confummare fcientiam,

fed adiuuare, promittunt. Nam (vt idem ait,& me plurimum confolatut) in omni genere fdentis,

& fummis admiratio veneratioque , & inferioribus merita laus contingit . Ehint fortaffis nonnulll

fophiftjB, vel poctaftri, pfeudographi
,
phylTologi, leguld , facrificuli, afopbi, plani, & tenebriones,

qui cauiUabuntur banc artem tenuiorem eflc, quim qus tanto viro dedicari debuerit. Verum hJ

tuo iudicio vchementer errant: vt qui fcias ipfos orbis dominatores hiaic artem vt txcdlentiflimani

fummopere excoluifle. Auguftum dico & Gamanicum & alios multos . Itaque ex omnibus fermc

vetetum libris conatus fum aliquid in medium affetrc, vt iuuarem pro mds viribuslinguam Latl-

nam inftaurare. In qua re quicquid profeci, tuum eft: ex quo plus didid, qudm ex alio quouis pne-
ceptore.Abeft difto aflentatio:id nouit deus.Tu mihi Ariftarchus,tu Moetius.tu Quintilius.Qaod.

cum i multis literis tuis lafleo iepore profluentibus , turn ex ijs quas hoc anno pridie Iduum la-

Muaiiarum ad nos dedifti,bquet cIariflime.Gc cnim fcribis,AdQt nobis deliciarum lingus Latins ze*

lus & auiditas,fit inter nos elegantis maioris honefta difceptatio,mane4tquc in fcrinijs noftris.non

patiar etenim fcripta mea in vulgus prodire, prius qudm prifcos authores ad vnguem perlegen'm,

ne forte in errorem inddam.Si hoc fecerimus,miraberis quantum fruftum inde condpiemus.Hunc
inmodum & in alijs epiftolis me frequenter monuifti,ne editionem meam praedpitarem, & hoc aUr
ticulis meis fubinde inftillafti, Nefcit vox mifla reuerti. Et nonnunquam territaftiVirgiliano excm-
plo, qui AEndda teftamento cretnari iuITit, quod earn non caftigauerat. Quo faftum eft, vt prster

cos,quos antea perlegeram poetas ( qui fuerant admodum pauci ,& neoterid plures qudm veteres)

dederit mihi pcrlegendos notilitas tua Lucretium, & (quem antea cum Horatio, Ouidio, Martia-

le, luuenale, Perfio perlegeram ) Virgilium : prasterca Manilium , Germanicum , Rufum, Cicero-

nem in Arato , Catullum , Tibullum , Propertium , Scnecam in tragoedijs , Valcrium Flaccum,
Stathium,Papinium , Aufonium, Claudianum , Sidonium Apollinarem , Columellam , Palladi-

um. Tumetiam grammaticos , & alios fcriptores plurimos. Exquibus vehementet cmenda-
ui 8: auxi artem meam, coaftus muJtos taxarepro communi vtiliute

,
qui maximo in pretio ha-

bcntur' quia licet doftiflimifuerint, tamen non pptuere inter tot barbarieimilites tiihil vitij con-
trahere . Ideo nequem iniufte culpaffe puter , libet altius repeterc quanta fit inter poetas antiques

& neotericos differentia : vt more boni agricola , ferae ingenuum volentis agrum , liberem arua
prius fruticibus , falcejrubos , filicemque rcfecem, vt fciamus inter poetas quos imitari, & quos vi-

tare deceat.Neque enim omnibus palTim credere debemus,fed illis duntaxat qui floruerunt inter du-
centps cirdter quinquaginta annos ab ortu CiceromVad Antonium Pjum:hoc eft ante Chtiftianum
natalem annis centum, ad centefimumquinquagefimum, ex quo falutem Chriftianam numeta-
mus. Nam & I-atinusfermo,quemadmodum & cstera mortalia,aliquado incapitjhabuft^uefuam

A XVI CENTURY MASTERPIECE
This volume was selefted by Firmin Didot as the best example of Etienne*s

priming in Roman types. The initials are by Geoffroi Tory, and it is

from these initials that Bruce Rogers adapted those used in his Montaigne.

(From Johannis Despauterii Niniuitae: (Zommentarii Grammatici. PariSf

1537. 10J X 5 1 inches. Volume owned by the Author.)



BOOKE I. CHAPTER LII. 3^5

may be, I cannot perceive any thing in it beyond or exceeding that

of many other writers of his age, much lesse that it in any sort ap^

proacheth that ancient divinitie. And the surname Great, we attrib^

ute and fasten the same on Princes, that have nothing in them
exceeding popular greatnesse.

THE FIFTY.SECOND CHAPTER.

Ofthe parcimonfe of our Forefathers.

TTILIUS REGULUS, Generall of the

Romans armie in Affrike,' in the middest

of his glorie and victorie against the Car^

thaginians, writ unto the common^wealth,

that a hyne or plough-boy, whom he had

left alone to oversee and husband his land

(which in all wasbut seven acres ofground),

was run away from his charge, and had

stolne from him all his implements and

tools, belonging to his husbandrie ; craving leave to be discharged,

and that he might come home to looke to his businesse, for feare his

wife and children should therby be endomaged. The Senate tooke

order for him, and appointed another man to looke to his land and

businesse, and made that good unto him which the other had stolne

from him, and appointed his wife and children to be maintained at

the common-wealths charge. Cato the elder, returning Consul from

Spaine,* sold his horse of service, to save the monie he should have

spent for his transport by sea into Italy ; and, being chiefe governor

in Sardinia, went all his visitations a foot, having no other traine

but one officer of the common-welth, who carried his gowne and a

vessell to do sacrifice in, and for the most part carried his male him^

selfe. He boasted that he never woare gowne that cost him more

than ten crowns, nor sent more than one shilling sterling to the mar^

kct for one whole daies provision, and had no Countrie house roughs

cast or painted over. Scipio y^milianus,' after he had triumphed

twice, and twice been Consull, went on a solemne Legation, accom^

panied and attended on only with seven servants. It is reported that

Homer had never any more than one servant,* Plato three, and Zeno,

chiefe of the Stoikes sect, none at all. Tiberius Gracchus,^ being then

A MODERN MASTERPIECE
This page, set in Montaigne type designed by Bruce Rogers, is an exam-

ple of the best modern work. The initials and headpieces are based frankly

on the GeofFroi Tory designs, but are interpreted instead of copied.

(From Montaigne. Riverside Press, 1902. 91 x 5! i^c/ies.J



THE KINGDOM OF BOOKS

printer did not train himself to offer it; and because

the printer was not a qualified expert, the publisher

did not consult him.
" Caviling with a publisher about good or bad taste,"

once said Theodore L. De Vinne, that splendid old-

line printer of the 1890's, "is of doubtful propriety.

The printer who poses as an oracle of good taste will

be rated, to paraphrase Emerson's expression, as *a

typographical peacock.' " A hundred years earlier, by
way of contrast, John Baskerville received from Dods-

ley, the London publisher, a plate to be included in a

volume the Birmingham printer was making for him.

Baskerville did not approve the suggestion, and flatly

refused to insert the illustration. "If you will accept

my judgment and skill," he wrote significantly, "they

are at your service."

Today this attitude on the part of so fine a printer

as De Vinne would seem incredible. He proved himself

a thorough scholar and placed the world in his debt for

his volumes upon The Practice of Typography; yet even

he refused to recognize printing as an art. No books

were ever better made mechanically than those of the

De Vinne Press, but the combination of types and

decorations was frequently inharmonious. The vol-

umes as a whole lacked that "something," discovered

by later artist printers, which brings their produft

nearer to the masterpieces of the old-time makers of

books. As I now explain it to myself, the conscientious

old-school printers represented by DeVinne studied the

work of their predecessors as a series of separate me-

chanical processes, while the artist printer has always
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MODERN MASTERS OF TYPOGRAPHY
regarded it as a creative whole. They failed to grasp the

now undisputed faft that historic background is a twin

sister of the knowledge of type, and that familiarity

with precedent is an essential complement of mechanical

ingenuity. A carpenter may know the chara6leristics of

every wood and be an expert in the use of tools; he

may be able to make a splendid Colonial window or

a beautiful Renaissance door. This stamps him as a

master workman, but he will never be a master builder

until he learns the significance of what he has done,

and demonstrates how properly to combine the con-

stituent elements. Again I find the injun61:ion of the

earlyHumanists insisting upon recognition : the builder

of books must absorb, he must give out again, but

—

and this is the vital point— what he gives out must

be made richer by his own interpretation.

Then, in 1890, along came William Morris.^ When
the Kelmscott volumes began to appear, no one asso-

ciated with the making ofbooks had ever heard of him.

When he was promptly installed as Prime Minister to

the Book by the voice of an hysterically enthusiastic

people, the old-line printers thought the world had

gone mad! Many were the "sham" Kelmscotts which

were pe^-petrated in America by publishers seeking to

capitalize the Morris craze, but, as is always the case in

copying without understanding, they emphasized the

weaknesses of the William Morris style instead of its

underlying merits.

I never understood a Kelmscott volume until I became

acquainted with the personality of William Morris

^ See also p. 148.
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himself. He was an Oxford man, who originally in-

tended to enter the Church, but a vacation trip through

the cathedral towns of France placed him so heavily

under the Gothic influence that he decided to take up

architefture. Then Rossetti's work affe6led him, and he

began to study painting, at which he was never success-

ful, although he showed much ability as an illuminator

of books. From this, he turned toward decoration and

designing — rugs, wall papers, stained glass. Of his

furniture, the Morris chair still perpetuates his name,

yet what a far cry a Morris chair seems from a Kelm-

scott Chaucer\

What Morris really sought in all these experiments

was Beauty, and at last the vision of King Book with

all his gorgeous appurtenances came to him. Willing

indeed was he to become Prime Minister. Beauty was

the slogan of his campaign. Beauty was the watchword

of his administration. His type might not be particu-

larly legible, but it must be beautiful; his printed page

might be so overloaded with type and decoration as to

make it unreadable,— but it certainly is beautiful!^

And the designs, the paper, the presswork, are all sur-

passing expressions of his watchword. Here was a

Prime Minister who had little concern for the prole-

tariat! His volumes were for the fortunate few who
could aiford to buy them; but even so, the indire61:

results of forcing the standard so high was to create

an average quality just that much nearer to the ideal.

Morris taught the world that it was still possible, in

the midst of diverting modem conditions, to preserve

^ See Plate on p. 154.
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MODERN MASTERS OF TYPOGRAPHY

unity in making books, and to produce volumes which

were objefts of sheer beauty.

The effeft of his work is still felt. Certain atrocities

in praftice in the 1890's, such as the multiplication of

types upon a title page, have quietly disappeared.

Printers who had a longing in their souls for better

things were encouraged to stand by their ideals, and

out of it all has come the great advance in the standard

of making books in America and England.

Without William Morris there would have been no

Cobden-Sanderson. The two men were intimate while

Morris was expressing his ideals at the Kelmscott Press,

and Cobden-Sanderson, then over forty years of age,

was still groping for the proper medium to convey

his own— as yet unspoken— message. He had tried

engineering, reading for the Church, the study of litera-

ture, law, and had even been a manual laborer. One
day, while calling on the Morrises, Mrs. Morris said to

him, **Why don't you learn bookbinding? That would

add an art to our little community, and we would

work together." Morris himself was sympathetic, and

in that moment the Doves Press was conceived. Mor-

ris had named his own successor to the portfolio of

Prime Minister to the Book when he would have to

relinquish it. During the intervening years Cobden-

Sanderson learned the underlying principles of his

predecessor's regime— Truth and Beauty; and as time

went on he came to express them in clearer terms than

even the master himself.

The prime ministry of Cobden-Sanderson should

rightly be a joint tenancy, for while the Cobden-
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Sanderson bindings would inevitably have won their

place, the Doves Press books could never have come

into being except for Emery Walker. In America, at

least, too little is known of the tremendous contribu-

tion to the Book made during the past forty years by

this Master Builder. The Doves type, to my mind the

finest face ever cut, was his design; his association with

William Morris gave him a practical experience which

made the composition and the presswork of the Doves

Press books so superlative; and since the dramatic ges-

ture of Cobden-Sanderson in closing the Doves Press,

and consigning the Doves type to the Thames, Emery
Walker has given and still gives generously of his

knowledge and artistic taste to other private presses

whose books fail to record the debt they owe him.

The inspiration Morris gave to printers was vital,

but even more important was the educational impress

of his work upon lovers of books. Readers in the past

have not fully realized how little they understood what

the artist printer sought to attain, or that unwittingly

they have held him back. Even many of those who
called themselves booklovers based that claim upon

desire rather than upon actual knowledge of books.

There was the reader who was interested only in

the contents of a book. So long as the print was legible,

the physical appearance of the volume concerned him

little. There was the self-styled "booklover," who
gained greater enjoyment from his reading if the vehi-

cle conveying the thought from the author to himself

was constru6led along artistic lines. He knew that the

physical appearance and "feel" of the book satisfied
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him, but he could not explain just how it differed from

a volume lacking this distin6lion. Then there was the

colleftor, who never read the book, but experienced

the keenest joy in owning a copy of some title which

possessed a value because of its rarity. And, finally,

there was the happiest of all living creatures— the

booklover colle6lor, who surrounded himself with vol-

umes rare because of their intrinsic worth, the beauty of

their format, or the glamour of their association, and

knew enough about books to appreciate his treasures.

Of these four classes, the first was fully entitled to

enjoy his indifference. He knew what he wanted, and

he got it, whether it was a dete61:ive story or a bi-

ography. The colle6lors were undoubtedly securing

exaftly what they sought, either intelligently or unintel-

ligently; but those who had not learned the difference

between books that are rare because of their merits

rather than their defe6ls deprived themselves of the

real joy of the quest.

Readers still classify in the same groups, but the clas-

sification is so rapidly changing that the vicious circle

gives signs of becoming benign. Publishers are now
taking pride in issuing volumes of distinftive typo-

graphic treatment, assistants in the best publishing

houses have become students of the history and prece-

dent oftypography, and printers are encouraged to con-

sider themselves creative artists instead of mechanical

artisans. And the most gratifying sign of the awak-

ening is found among the workmen. In every book-

making establishment there is at least one who handles

the type with greater respe61: because he recognizes
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each chara6ler as a modern talisman, expressing its

part in that miraculous transference of thought; or ca-

resses his press with deeper afFe8;ion because he knows

it to be an instrument of God. Think what it means to

these men (who may not even yet have been given the

opportunity for expression) to see the general under-

standing and appreciation grow apace! The progress

has been slow but it has been steady. Today the rec-

ognition of well-made volumes is the reward being

reaped by those few courageous pioneers who have

pursued their ideals in the face of apparent indifference

on the part of the public, and the amused indulgence of

the old-line printers.

I remember two incidents in connection with the

Society of Printers, in Boston, which give an excel-

lent illustration of the attitude of even the best-known

printers twenty years ago. A number of us, who be-

lieved that books were more than type, and paper, and

binders' boards, had joined together for the definite

purpose of studying and discussing the history and

precedent of the art. We met once in so often, we ar-

ranged exhibitions, and in general did our bit toward

arousing, on the part of the public, an intelligent

interest in well-made books.

There was a really gratifying response, yet our little

society was a source of amusement to the heads of the

various old-line bookmaking establishments in Boston.

" The Society of Printers?" one of these men re-

marked with an indulgent smile. "Why, there isn't a

real printer among them!"

He was right, measuring the printer by the old-
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THE LIFE OF
BENVENUTO CELLINI

BOOK FIRST
I

^M»
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w

LL men of whatsoever quality they

be, who have done anything of ex-

cellence, or which may properly re-

semble excellence, oughtjifthey are

persons of truth and honesty, to de-

scribe their life with their own hand

;

3ut they ought not to attempt so fine an enterprise

till they have passed the age of forty. This duty

occurs to my own mind, now that I am travelling

beyond the term of fifty-eight years, and am in Flo-

rence, the city of my birth. Many untoward things

can I remember, such as happen to all who live

upon our earth; and from those adversities I am
now more free than at any previous period of my
career—nay, it seems to me that I enjoy greater

content of soul and health of body than ever I did

in bygone years. I can also bring to mind some

pleasant goods and some inestimable evils, which,

when I turn my thoughts backward, strike terror

in me, and astonishment that I should have reached

this age of fifty-eight, wherein, thanks be to God, I

am still travelling prosperously forward.

II

It is true that men who have laboured with some

show of excellence, have already given knowledge

C 71 3

HARMONIOUS COMBINATION OF TYPE AND
DECORATION

This page, set in the Mountjoye type specially designed by John Bell,

of London, shows careful spacing, exafl: justification of the initial letter,

design of proper weight to combine v/ith the line of the type, and is a

splendid example of the best modern typography.

(From Life of Benvenuto Cellini. Printed by D. B. Updike, Merrymount
Press, Boston, in ic)o6,for Brentano, New York. Exact siie.J
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fashioned yardstick. Still, we were proud to claim

Bruce Rogers^ and Berkeley Updike^ as members,

even if they were not " printers." We would have

been pleased to include St. John Hornby, the accom-

plished master of the Ashendene Press ^ in London, in

the same category. While "real" printers had been

studying the case and learning how to trip a press,

these disciples of Aldus and Etienne had assimilated

the underlying principles of the old masters, had gained

an understanding through their expanded experience

with life, and since then have given these basic prin-

ciples original expression in some of the most beautiful

books of our generation. Printing as an art has much
to be thankful for that men like these brought to their

work a knowledge of what the Book stands for, an

appreciation of the value of applying rather than copy-

ing precedent, and, withal, a freedom of a6lion which

has lifted bookmaking out of the rut in which it must

have remained had succeeding generations of printers

continued to study its development only within the

limited confines of a printing office.

Soon after the formation of the Society of Printers,

I gave three leftures at the Boston Public Library on

"Printing as an Art." The day after the first le6lure,

I received a telephone call from the head of still

another famous bookmaking establishment.

"I see by the paper that you gave a lefture last night

on the subje8: of * Printing as an Art'.'^"

"Yes," I admitted.

1 See Plate on p. 57. ^ See Plate on p. 65.

3 See Plate on opp. page.
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Lm^ ifter lay be musing at bcr mood,

Much grUu'd to d)inke that gentU Dame so Kgbt,

for vrfxMc defmtt be was to sbed bis blood.

At last dun wearinesse of former figbt

Hauing yrodct a sleepe bis irkesome sprigbt,

Tbat troublous dreame gan fresbly tosse bis biaine,

Wid) bowres, and beds, and Ladies deare deligbt

:

But wben be savr bis labour all >was vaine,

Wid) tbat misformed sprigbt be backe remmd againe.

CJHE SECOND CAHTO.
Tbe guilefiill great Encbaunter parts

Tbe Redcrosse Knigbt from Truth

:

Into wbose stead faire ralsebood step,

And workts bim wofoll rutb.

BY
THIS THE NORTHERNE

' WAGONER HAD SET
. HIS SEVENFOLD TEA\E BEHIND
Ithe STEDFAST STARRE,
'that was in ocean

waves yet never wet,
But firme is flxt, and sendetb ligbt from Farrc

To all, tbat in tbe wide deepe wandring arre

:

And cbearefull Cbaunriclere witb bis note sbriQ

Had warned ona, tbat Pboebus fiery carre

In bast was climbing ^p tbe Easteme bill.

Fun enuious tbat nigbt so long bis roome did fill

When those acairsed messei^ers of bell,

Tbat feigning dreame, and tbat faire^forged Sprigbt

Came to tbeir wicked maister, and gan tell

Their bootelesse paines, and ill succeeding nigbt

:

Who all in rage to see bis skilftiU might

Dduded so, gan threaten hellish paine

And sad Pnoserpines wrath, them to affright.

But when he saw his threatning was but vaine,

he cast about, and searcht his baleliill bookes againe.

Eftsoones he tooke that miscreated faire,

And tbat false other Sprigbt, on whom be spred

A seeming body of the si^iile aire,

Like a young S<]uire, in loues and lusty/hed

his vanton dayes that euer loosely led.

Without regard ofarmes and dreaded fight

:

Those two be tooke, and in a secret bed,

Couered with darknesse and misdeeming night,

Tbem both together laid, to ioy in vaine deligbt

Forthwith he runnes witb feigned faithful! hast Faerie Queenc

Vnto bis guest, who after troublous sights Tbe 1. Booke

And dreames, gan now to take more sound repast, Ca. L JJ—ij. 8
Whom suddenly he wakes witb fearefiill frights.

As one aghast with feends or damned sprigbts,

And to him cals. Rise rise vnhappy Swaine,

Tbat here wex old in sleepe, whiles wicked wights

Haue knit themselues in Venus sbamefiill chaine

;

Come sec, where your false Lady doth ber honour staine.

An in amaze he suddenly vp start

With sword in hand, and with tbe old man went;

Who soons bim brought into a secret part.

Where tbat false couple were fuH closely ment

In wanton lust and lewd embracement

:

Which when be saw, be burnt with e;eaIous fire,

Tbe eye of reason was witb rage ybunt,

And would haue slaine them in his fiuious ire,

But hardly was restreined of that aged sire.

Returning to bis bed in torment great,

And bitter anguish of his guime sight,

He could not rest, but didlis stout heart eat.

And wast bis inward gall with deepe despight,

Yrkesome of life, and too long lii^ng night.

At last faire Hesperus in highest skie

Had spent his lampe, 6i brought forth dawning light.

Then vp he rose, and clad bim hastily;

The Dwarfe him brought bis steed : so both away do fly.

Now when the rosy^fingred Morning faire.

Weary of aged Tithones saffron bed.

Had spred her purple robe through deawy aire,

And the high hils Titan discouered.

The royall virgin shooke off drowsyhcd.

And rising forth out of her baser bowre,

Lookt for her knight, who far away was fled.

And for her Dwarfe, tbat wont to wait each boure

;

Then gan she waile and weepe, to see that woefull stowre.

And after him she rode with so much speede

As her slow beast could make ; but all in vaine;

For him so far had borne bis light'foot steede,

Pricked with wrath and fiery fierce disdaine,

Tbat him to follow was but fruitlesse paine

;

Yet she her weary limbes would neuer rest,

But euery hill and dale, each wood and plaine

Did search, sore grieued in her gentle brest.

He so vngently left fccr, whom she loued best

'5

A MODERN ENGLISH MASTERPIECE

The volumes which continue to issue from the Ashendene Press in

London maintain all the traditions of the old master printers. St. John

Hornby's type is based upon that cut by Sweynheym and Pannartz at

Subiaco. In using it he shows consummate skill in the combination of

initial letters and text, capitals, and blank.

(From Faerie Queene. Ashendene Press, London, 1923. ii| x 9I inches.)
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"Anybody there?"

"Yes; the hall was crowded."

"You don't mean it!" His surprise was genuine.

"Well— I don't quite get the idea. Next time I see

you, I want you to tell me what the devil Art has to

do with Printing."

As I look back over these thirty-five years, I am
impressed particularly by the faft that those makers

of books who have contributed most in restoring

printing to its traditional position among the arts have

approached it from without rather than from within. No
old-line printer could be made to see that the horizon

as viewed over the top of his type cases was necessarily

restrifted. Morris and Cobden-Sanderson were fitting

themselves by everything they did before entering

upon their life career— not to set type, or to run a

press, or to sew a volume, but to create a Book. They
brought to their task from without something essential

and permanent. They approached printing not as a

trade but as "the art preservative of all arts," and

summoned all the other arts to their assistance.

If I were asked to name a single modern volume

which to me seems most fully to express the basic

principles these Prime Ministers have established, I

should unhesitatingly sele6l the Doves Bible. It is in

five quarto volumes, printed in one size of type, with

no paragraphs and with no leads between the lines.

The only decoration employed consists of simple but

beautiful initial letters at the beginning of each book,

printed in red. From title page to colophon it has in-

spired me as no piece of printing I have ever seen.
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IN
the beginnmg was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the

Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things

were made by him ; and without him was not any thing made that was
made. In him was life ; and the life was the h'ght of men. And the hght

shineth in darkness ; and the darkness comprehended it not. ([Therewas
a man sent from God, whose name was John. The same came for a witness,

to bear witness of the Light, that all men through him might believe. He was
not that Light, but was sent to bear witness ofthat Light. That was the true

Light, which L'ghteth every man that cometh into the world. He was in the

world, & the world was made by him, & the world knew him not. He came

unto his own, and h^own received him not. But as many as received him, to

them gave he power to become the sons ofGod, even to them that beheve on
his name : which were bom, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of

the will ofman, but ofGod, And theWord was made flesh, & dwelt among
us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as ofthe only begotten of the Father,)

full ofgrace and truth. John bare witness ofhim, and cried, saying, This was
he ofwhom I spake. He that cometh after me is preferred before me: for he

was before me. And of his fulness have allwe received, 81 grace for grace. For

the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ. No
man hath seenGod atany time ; the only begotten Son,which is in the bosom
of the Father, he hath declared him. ([And this is the record of John, when
the Jews sent priests and Levites from Jerusalem to ask him. Who art thou^

And he confessed, &demed not; but confessed, Iam not the Christ. And they

asked him,What thenfArt thou EliasS*And he saith, I am not. Art thou that

prophetJ'And he answered, No.Then said they unto him.Who art thou 1* that

wemay give an answer to them that sent us.What sayest thou of thyselfJ*He
said, I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness. Make straight the way
ofthe Lord, as said the prophet Esaias. And they which were sent were ofthe

Pharisees. And they asked him, & said unto him.Why baptizest thou then, if

thou be not that Christ, nor Elias, neither that propheti"John answered them,
saying, I baptize with water: but there standeth one among you, whom ye

know not; he it is, who coming after me is preferred before me, whose shoe's

latchet I am not worthy to unloose. These things were done in Bethabara

beyond Jordan, where John was baptizing. ([The next dayJohn seeth Jesus

coming unto him, and saith, Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away
the sin ofthe world.This is he ofwhom I said. After me cometh amanwhich
is preferred beforeme : for he was before me.And I knewhim not : but that he

should be made manifest to Israel, therefoream I come baptizing with water.

And John bare record, saying, I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like

a dove, and it abode upon him. And I knew him not : but he that sent me to

baptize with water, the same said unto me. Upon whom thou shalt see the

III
THE PERFECTION OF THE DOVES BIBLE

This volume seems, as nearly as is humanly possible, exaftly to express

the idea and intention of the artist printers who created it—balance in

every detail, giving the subjeft matter dignity and added significance.

(Printed by T. J. Cobden-Sanderson and Emery Walker. Doves Press,

London, 1905. 8 x 6 inches.)
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Every one who has sought perfeftion realizes its elu-

siveness. Those of us who have tried to put ourselves

into our work must be the first to acknowledge that it

is our imperfe61:ion which expresses itself most readily.

But here is a volume which seems, as nearly as is

humanly possible, exa611y to express the idea and in-

tention of the men who created it. The text is from

the Cambridge University Press reprint of the 1611

edition, which had been quietly and silently revised

and corre6led until the greatest possible accuracy had

been secured; the cut of the type absolutely satisfies

the composite definition of the Type Ideal; the com-

position is so splendid and the spacing so excellent that,

when the first proofs were sent to the Cambridge Uni-

versity Press to be read, the readers could not believe

that it had not already been correfted; the simplicity

of the page itself, the perfeftion of the margins, the

decoration given by the restrained use of capitals,

the evenness of color, the skill of the impression by

which the type just bites into the surface of the paper

enough to become a part of it, the softness of the paper

itself, the purity and beauty of the flexible vellum bind-

ing— balance, balance in every detail, giving to the

subje6l matter a dignity and added significance which

is a joy forever. Emery Walker is entitled to full credit

for the type, for the text, and for the supervision of

the composition and the presswork. The volumes stand

as a tangible expression of the fine principles laid

down by Cobden-Sanderson in his Ideal Book, trans-

lated into terms of bookbuilding by Emery Walker.

Incidentally I may say that my own copy of this
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last-named guide for all makers of books, past, present,

and future, has a personal history that makes it price-

less to me. I had sought the volume for months without

success. When Cobden-Sanderson was my guest in

Boston in 1908 he may have seen the covetous gleam

in my eye as I handled his own copy, from which he

read extracts during his le61:ures; for after he left I

found the book reposing on my desk, with an in-

scription which made it wholly mine.

The Doves Bible revealed to me what that elusive

"something" was for which I sought. The archite6ls

of these volumes that still hold me went back of the

history of the art. They became familiar with, but they

discounted the monuments of the earlier master print-

ers; they discovered for themselves the basic principles

upon which the genius of their predecessors rested.

These old-time worthies put themselves into their

work, and so did they. It did not interest Emery
Walker or Cobden-Sanderson to put some one else into

his work, or to try to express himself in some one else's

way. The modem message might be more or less vital

than the old, but it was his own; and that message, as

typifying his own personality, is the something which

makes the builder of the Doves Bible the man I want

to know.

The Prime Ministry of the Book is so proud a po-

sition that it fully warrants the present competition to

earn the right to occupy it. The painter who gives per-

manence on canvas, through the medium of his brushes

and pigments, to some wonderful scene Nature spreads

before him, or perpetuates for all time the likeness of a
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beautiful woman, at best displays his genius to but com-
paratively few. How much greater is the opportunity

for the printer! To him is entrusted that intangible

jewel, the gem of thought. Through his creative efforts

it is given a proper and a permanent setting. Instead of

a single original, hung in some gallery, or at most a few

copies, his handiwork is multiplied by the hundreds or

thousands, and is spread before the world. Can such

a responsibility be lightly considered— can such an

opportunity be too highly appreciated.'^

"Are we not driven to the conclusion," asks Carlyle,

" that of the things which man can do or make here

below, by far the most momentous, wonderful, and

worthy are the things called Books.'^"

7^



CHAPTER III
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BOOKS "AL FRESCO"

YEARS before my first visit to Paris, I knew that one

of the points of interest that city held for me would
be the old bookstalls on the left bank of the Seine.

This conviftion was perhaps first formed after reading

Sterne's Sentimental Journey^ in which the vivacious

chronicler describes his experience on the Quai de

Conti, where he endeavored to secure a copy of Ham-
let to refresh his memory as to the advice Polonius

gave his son upon the subje61: of traveling. The fa6l

that the traveler was diverted from his purpose by the

unexpe61:ed appearance of the beguiling ^//e de chambre

did not prevent the author from giving a charming pic-

ture of the contaft between the would-be purchaser and

the bookstall man; and it may have been just as well

that Polonius was not put in the embarrassing position

of having his counsels so rudely disregarded

!

When I first ventured forth upon my bouquinistic

Odysseys, I used to start at the Quai Montebello,

across from Notre Dame, and end on the Quai d'Or-

say, opposite the museum of the Legion of Honor—
a marvelous journey to complete within so brief a space

of time, taking me from the Paris of the Middle Ages,

through the Paris of the Bourbons and the Revolution,

into the Paris of today. The contrast between the
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students' quarter and the Faubourg Saint Germain is

not so striking now as it used to be; but could a more
fitting atmosphere be created in which to pore over

ancient volumes and to ruminate upon the present and

the past!

In later years I have covered less territory. The stalls

containing schoolbooks, a godsend to the students

of the neighboring Sorbonne and College de France,

— once largely confined to the Quai Saint-Michel,—
have gradually overflowed upon the Quai des Grands

Augustins, and contain little of interest from a physical

or historical standpoint; and the itinerant stands hawk-
ing celluloid combs, collars, and fountain pens, which
now dispute parking space with the boutiques on the

Quai de Conti, suggest a fallen estate from the time

when Papa Malerey boasted rarer volumes than the

indoor bookshops could produce.

So now I confine my book hunting almost wholly

to the Quai Malaquais and to the Quai Voltaire,

for the book stalls on the Quai d'Orsay below the

Pont Royal are as uninteresting as those above the

Pont des Arts. When I become foot weary, I return

to the Quai de Conti and take my favorite seat out-

side a restaurant located, as nearly as I can tell, upon
the very spot where the Cafe Anglais once stood—
that famous rendeivou^ of the elite in the eighteenth

century. Most people, even Parisians, recall the Cafe

Anglais only after it moved to the comer of the

Boulevard des Italiens and the Rue Marivaux; but

that is because of its later popularity under the Empire,

when Alphonse Karr, Jules Janin, Theophile Gautier,
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Adolphe Gaiffe, and the Due de Gramont-Caderousse

honored it with their patronage. Or perhaps the ex-

travagant dinners given there by the gay Prince Demi-

doff may have helped to keep its fame alive. Some
evening, after you have ordered your numbered duck

and youx pannequets souffles at the Tour d'Argent, get

Mine Host Terrail to tell you how the Cafe Anglais,

with its marvelous cellar, became joined to his own
ancient establishment through the bonds of matrimony

celebrated between the families of the proprietors.

So, while I sip my Vermouth at the little table in

front of the Cafe des Beaux Arts, and watch the bou-

quineurs as they search for what they probably will

never find, I like to conjure up the scene I might

have witnessed sitting in front of the Cafe Anglais a

century and a half before— for this was the cele-

brated Faubourg Saint Germain. All fashionable Paris

promenaded there each afternoon,^ the smart women
of fashion in company with exquisite escorts, their

cheeks bright with rouge, the color heightened by

patches of black court-plaster; wearing petticoats of

the latest mode, with fascinating Chinese fans in their

hands, and their trains held from the soiling ground

by weirdly costumed lackeys.

The bookstalls were a part of the grand ensemble.

Thither the gallant blade would lead his fair compan-

ion, to pick up, as if by chance, some choice example of

the printer's or the binder's art which he had previously

located and concealed, and to discuss it with affeQed

erudition. Then, disdaining to inquire the price, he

^ See Plate at p. 78.
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would toss a golden louis to the bouquiniste as the

volume was gracefully presented to its new owner.

The French Revolution put an end to all this gay-

ety, and while the economic conditions which resulted

flooded the bookstalls with rare and beautiful volumes

from the Hbraries of impoverished noble families,—
priceless Aldines, rare Elzevirs with wide margins, su-

perb bindings by Nicolas Eve,^ Du Seuil, and Le

Gascon,^— society never returned, thus proving that

the literary adventures had been of secondary impor-

tance to the social pleasures. This was the period when
the supply of rare books greatly exceeded the demand.

Pujoult records the fa6l that his grocer delivered his

wares wrapped in full sheets of the Lettres de Voltaire^

printed in fine type on handmade paper. "I came to

read this colle6lion,'* Pujoult remarks drily, "solely

because I am fond of Gruyere cheese and cherries."

By the time I began my browsing, many of the tradi-

tional customs had been abandoned. Occasionally the

venders would bark their wares,— Allans! vltef toutes

sortes de llvres curieux! Bon marche! Un franc^ unfranc

cinquante la piece/— but the loud calls had become

modified by police insistence, and later entirely dis-

appeared. The unimportant volumes were still classi-

fied in trays marked at various prices, but the better

ones were arranged in rows by size rather than by sub-

je6l or value. In the old days, the "basement bargain"

method obtained: if a book remained a week in one tray

it was automatically moved down into the group at the

next lower price. Many an impecunious colle6lor has

1 See Plate at p. 206. ^ See Plate at p. 208.
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patiently watched the downward march of a coveted

volume, only to have it snatched from under his very

nose because he waited a day too long!

No longer do the houquinistes laboriously trundle

their stock back and forth each morning and evening in

clumsy wheelbarrows. Since 1890 well-made wooden

trays, lined with zinc, with lids that open into sloping

roofs, have contained the curious mixture of modem
trash, old rubbish, and the occasional pearl. These

trays are shut down and locked, each night, to iron

bars firmly embedded in the granite parapet.

The replenishing of the stock is not so simple now
as formerly. In years gone by, the bulk of it came from

the au6lion rooms, being made up of the discarded por-

tions of private libraries of too little interest even to

warrant the cost of cataloguing. The houquinistes used

to bid these in blindly, wrapped in packages of from

ten to forty volumes. Later they sorted them out and

arranged them on their boutiques, pricing them to ac-

cord with a system each devised for himself. Whether

his classification was right or wrong was decided by his

customers. Some treasures undoubtedly came through

theft on the part of servants or children; but the book-

stall men, as a class, have always been honest tradesmen,

and they have usually made sure that such sales were

authorized. Now they depend almost wholly on stock

secured from private individuals dispersing their libra-

ries, and, as the indoor bookshops get first choice,

the remnants could scarcely be expelled to make as

attractive bargains as were earlier disclosed.

Twenty years ago Leopold Delisle, then librarian of
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the Bibliotheque Nationale, made me realize the place

the bookstall men hold in the life of Paris. Through

him I also learned of the long contest between three

well-known chara6lers of the last century for the proud

title of Doyen des Bouquinistes, There was Pere Male-

rey, who had plied his trade at the same stall on the

Quai de Conti for sixty-two years before he dried up

like the parchment of some old book and was wafted

away to a permanent shelf in the library of Kingdom

Come. He had a real knowledge of the books he han-

dled, and when he made a price that was what you

paid, or you left the volume for some more apprecia-

tive purchaser. Customers came to buy but remained

to talk, for Papa Malerey was a marvelous mimic, and

enjoyed nothing better than to a6l out some amusing

experience with an overconfident purchaser who had

expected to beat him down in his price.

Pere Rosez, so Monsieur Delisle's story went, em-

braced the responsibilities of bookselling not from a

love of literature but because his wife, who was the

proprietress of a flourishing stationery shop in the Rue

des Saints-Peres, refused to give him money for his

tobacco. He made an average profit of eight sous a

day, but that covered his smoking expenses and was

almost twice as much as a soldier of France earned, so

why complain.^ And in both cases, the cost of living

was otherwise provided. His claim to seniority was

based on his age rather than on his length of service.

Papa Debas, it seems, boasted the friendship of

Anatole France, who sketched him thus: "Every year

his height grows less and his stall grows smaller and
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lighter. If death leaves my old friend a little longer to

live, a puff of wind will some day carry him off with

the last pages of his books and the few oats that the

neighboring horses drop from their grey nose bags.

Meanwhile, he is almost happy. If he is poor, he does

not think about it. He does not sell his books, but he

reads them. He is an artist and a philosopher. He hails

me, and says like a man who has read his morning

paper, 'You come from the Academy. Did the young

people speak well of Monsieur Hugo.^' Then, with a

wink, he whispers in my ear, 'A bit of a demagogue

is Monsieur Hugo
! '

"

Pere Debas began business on the quays a little

earlier than Pere Malerey, but was younger in years.

Papa Malerey's own argument with Pere Rosez would

have lost against Pere Debas, so he promptly altered his

attitude. No one of the three ever yielded, and the crown

was never officially awarded.

My particular friend among the houquinistes is Charles

Dodeman,^ who has presided over his stall on the Quai

Voltaire with quiet dignity for twenty-seven years. On
the popular postcard of the quays, Dodeman is glori-

fied as the '^'poete houquiniste^'' and as the "oldest book-

seller." The first portion of the description says too

little, for he is not only a poet but an author, being

the biographer of the bookstalls and a writer of ro-

mances as well; but he is by no means the present

doyen. Dame Chevalier has been in business on the

Quai d'Orsay for half a century, and Francisque on

the Quai Malaquais for a period but five years less.

1 See Plate at p. 82.
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"The publishers know better," Pere Dodeman ex-

plains simply, "but they think it helps them to sell

their cards. In experience and in my love of books,

perhaps I am the oldest."

He was a journalist once, but an accident to his leg

forced him to change his life plan. He loved books.

The profession of bouquiniste offered him a living, and

when not serving customers, his time is his own for

reading and writing. And it gives him an opportunity

to meet kindred spirits in other lovers of books who
frequent the quays.

*'If I were on the editorial staff of some great jour-

nal, as once I hoped to be," he confided, "we should

not be talking about books as we are now, should we.^

Life has its compensations."

Pere Dodeman speaks a little English— a remnant

from his childhood, for his mother was the daughter

of an English vicar of Brighton. His father was a French

cavalry officer, decorated by the Legion of Honor.

"My grandfather was a great friend of Lord Byron.

It is natural that I should love books.— But I do not

like the commerce," he adds with a grimace as a cus-

tomer beats him down from five francs to four on a

selefted bouquin, "I would rather read a book or write

a book than sell a book; but one must live."

The average bookstall man is more susceptible to

bargaining than were his predecessors, due to the fa61:

that he possesses less knowledge as to real values. He
bases his trade largely on his cleverness in psychology,

and regulates the price in accord with the eagerness or

the stupidity of the customer. (Was it Emerson who
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said that a man's greatest asset is the imbecility of those

about him?) Still, in a lesser way, he is the same eccen-

tric, good-natured philosopher, combining ignorance

and knowledge, naivete and craft, to a surprising de-

gree. They are charafters, every one of them, and to

win their confidence is a real achievement.

It would be a pity to have the "profession" decline

or disappear, for these open-air venders are a national

institution, and from the very beginning have earned

their right to live by their successful struggle against

governmental interference. In 1649 those Paris book-

stores which boasted the dignity of indoor quarters

succeeded in having an edi6l issued against the stall-

keepers which made the offering of any book, particu-

larly on the Pont Neuf or thereabouts, punishable by

confiscation, the property thus seized being turned over

to him who made complaint. Again, in 1721, after the

bouquinistes had succeeded in re-establishing themselves,

a Royal edift accused them of offering for sale volumes

which were detrimental to the government of the State

and to the purity of morals; and again the outdoor ven-

ders were obliged to seek other methods of plying their

trade. They were attacked once more in 1822, but

this time the only result was the establishment of rigid

regulations, which, in the long run, undoubtedly im-

proved their status.

Baron Haussmann, Napoleon Ill's Prefect, was re-

sponsible for the last attempt to dislodge them from

their pi6luresque environment. The Baron's esthetic

sense was offended by having the quays of Paris lit-

tered up with the wooden trays containing moth-eaten
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volumes which became more and more offensive to the

sight after long exposure to the elements. His great idea

was to offer the bookstall men quarters in La Vallee,

the old poultry market, which had been left vacant on

the Quai des Grandes Augustins by the opening of the

Halles Centrales. Baron Haussmann undoubtedly was

influenced in this idea of establishing a central book-

market in Paris by the custom which obtained at that

time in certain German towns; but \hebouqumistes had

no notion of exercising their fun6lion within doors.

For over a hundred years they had carried on their

trade in the open, and the Latin temperament holds to

tradition with stubborn tenacity.

In their time of tribulation a champion appeared in

Paul Lacroix, a faithful friend and patron. "If I were

asked who is the happiest man," Lacroix once said,

"I would reply, a booklover. Whence it results that

happiness is an old book." He was known to the bou-

quinistes by the affeftionate nickname of " Bibliophile

Jacob," and his interest in their welfare was as sincere

as that he manifested in their volumes. He took the

matter personally to the Emperor, and succeeded in

arousing Napoleon's sympathy for the downtrodden

stall keepers. The Emperor even made a round of the

stalls with Bibliophile Jacob as his guide, and, as a

result, took the bouquinistes under his prote6lion.

A story still holds its legendary position which may
have had a bearing upon the Emperor's decision. It is

said that while making this memorable excursion with

Bibliophile Jacob he passed along the Quai Malaquais,

where he saw one of the venerable bookstall men seated
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before a portable stove in which was burning a fire,

kept alive by leaves of books which he tore out, a hand-

ful at a time, from a pile of volumes beside him. This

was old Pere Foy. The Emperor approached him, curi-

ous to know what volumes were considered of such

little value as to be used for this purpose. At his re-

quest Pere Foy gave him the book from which he had

just torn a fresh supply of fuel. The title page still

remained, Conquetes et Victoires des Fran^ais.

The Emperor, holding the mutilated volume in his

hand, turned to his guide. "This volume," he said,

"was written to feed the flame of patriotism in the

hearts of my people, and not to supply heat for the

worn-out body of a bookstall man. Far better to make

it possible for him to sell it than that he be obliged to

bum it."

The colle6lion of book trays and stalls along the

different quays may look alike to the casual observer,

but each has an individuality (less marked now than

formerly) that is as distin6l as the personalities of the

bookstall men themselves. The Quai Voltaire used to

be the aristocratic zone, but only the oldest of the

bouqulnistes would claim this distin6lion now. I always

fancy the Quai Voltaire, for it was here that I had

my earliest adventure. After an hour's search through

trays which were overloaded with junk, I came upon

a large quarto volume of Don Quixote in French, con-

taining Pisan's engravings ofGustave Dore*s wonderful

illustrations. It was printed in Paris in 1863 on superb

French rag paper, the typography showing great care

and skill, and the presswork is of fine, even color. The
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i86o's were not years famous for bookmaking excel-

lence in other parts of the world, but in France the

standard established by the Didots still obtained.

Then the joy of my discovery was diminished. The
volume I had found proved to be the second of a two-

volume edition, and the first volume was conspicuous

by its absence. The bookstall man was as surprised as

I, and he overturned his entire stock in his search. At

last an idea came to him.

"I may have it in my storeroom," he announced

thoughtfully. " There is another volume there exaftly

like this, but I left it behind because I thought it was a

duplicate. If I show two books of the same title I have

to make a lower price. Will monsieur come again in the

morning, and we shall see what we shall see."

On the following day I was at the quay before the

stalls opened up for business. After half an hour's wait

my man appeared, carrying a large bundle wrapped in

newspapers, with a smile on his face which announced

success.

"I have it," he declared happily. "I have the first

volume here."

He laboriously untied the string, carefully folded up

the newspapers for future use, and placed the book

triumphantly before me.

"It was a natural mistake, was it not.'^" he asked.

"Who could know that one great volume the size of

this should not contain all a writer had to say on any

subjeft? But here it is, and you shall have both."

I was too pleased to think of haggling over the price

he asked, but no doubt I might have made the purchase
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for half the sum. He confided to me, as he wrapped the

two volumes in the newspapers he had so carefully

preserved, that in a way he was glad to be rid of the

books, for they took up too much room on his stall!

There was once a time when one might count on see-

ing the same faces peering day by day into the wooden
trays, lifting one by one the various volumes, each ea-

gerly searching for rarities in his own special subje6l.

Some of these faithful ones are even now remembered

by name. One of these, already mentioned, was Paul

Lacroix, "Bibliophile Jacob." His specialty was ro-

mances of the eighteenth century and of the Imperial

period, but while he sought books he absorbed the

physiology and psychology of the bookstall men, em-

bodying his refle^lions in a small volume entitled Ma
Republique. "In personal appearance," writes Biblio-

phile Jacob, "the bookstall man partakes of the con-

dition of his books— exposed to all the vicissitudes of

the weather, sprouted and shriveled in the sun, beaten

and dried by the wind, spotted and discolored by the

rain. . . . The only Manuel de Libralre studied is the

physiognomy of the purchaser: one smiles, another

sighs, another knits his brows, another bites his lips;

a fifth, more troubled, will finger twenty volumes be-

fore he sets his hand on the book he desires; and all

betray themselves in some way which does not escape

the bookstall man, who is as acute and astute as an

English ambassador."

I have never found a real Aldine on the quays (by

this I mean one printed by Aldus Manutius), but I have

secured several excellent examples of later issues from
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the Aldine Press. After the death of Aldus in 1515, the

Press (to which had been added the plant of Nicolas

Jenson) was continued by Aldus' father-in-law, Andrea

de Torresani, Andrea's two sons, Francesco and Fer-

derico, and, later, Paulus, Aldus' son. None of Aldus'

successors was his equal, but the encouragement and

assistance that came to the Press through the patron-

age of Jean Grolier,^ Treasurer of the Duchy of Milan

under Louis XII, resulted in volumes which compare

well with the typographical produ6ls of the period.

The Quai des Grands Augustins is supposed to

be the most democratic— where highbrows and low-

brows rub shoulders without disdain, each confidently

deceiving himself into believing that he will find that

for which he seeks. It was here that I found one of

these Aldine volumes ^ which is of much interest aside

from its physical appearance. It was printed in 1564,

all in that same Italic type in which the epoch-making

Virgil was set,^ with folios only on the odd pages.

At the end is an early index, set up much as a mod-
ern printer would arrange it, but with the entries, of

course, indexed under their given names rather than

under the family cognomen. It contains intimate letters

exchanged between famous men of the period, such as

Marc Antonio Colonna, Pope Clement VII, the Duke
of Urbino, various Doges of Venice, and Michelangelo.

Throughout the volume the signatures of two writers

are laboriously erased,— first by scratching with a

knife and then obliterated by ink,— showing that

some early censor has carefully stricken out offending

^ See p. 191. 2 See Plate on opp. page. ^ See p. i6.
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ALDINE TYPOGRAPHY
An interesting example of early bookmaking and of the

xvi-century censor's exercise of his function.

(From Lettere Volgari. Venice^ 1564.J
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names. The book seems to be in its original vellum

binding, but the leaves are trimmed down, sometimes

almost bleeding into the folios. Many of the issues of

the Aldine Press were sold in sheets, each purchaser

binding to suit his own taste, so in this case perhaps the

responsibility rests upon some careless original binder.

When the bouquiniste becomes friendly he becomes

talkative. He grumbles over the decline in customers,

and loves to remind you of the good old days, and

to recall traditional book hunters who have enriched

the bookstall men. Boulard was one of these, in the

early nineteenth century— "Boulard, the old notary,

whose face and memory are unforgettable," writes

Uzanne. "He bought books by the meter, by the

toise, by the acre. He bought in detail, en bloc, by the

basket, by the heap ; his drawing rooms, his vestibules,

his lumber rooms, his stairs, his bedrooms, his cup-

boards bent under the weight of his volumes." And
there was Chantelauze, who sought copies of Didot's

classics; and Champfleury, who specialized in engrav-

ings; and Feuillet de Conches, whose passion was for

autographs. Fine figures all, and most popular with

the bouquinistes.

The stalls on the Quai de Conti used to claim to be

of higher rank than the others because of the literary

quality of the bouquins exposed for sale. I have dis-

covered as much rubbish here as elsewhere, but one

book I found was of peculiar personal interest. This

was a copy of Seneca s Morals, printed in London in

171 1, for Jacob Tonson. There were three Tonsons

who were publishers, but this is the one with whom
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Dryden had a private feud, caricaturing him with these

indignant and irritating words:

With leering look^ hull-faced^ andfreckledface.
With two left legs^ with Judas-colored hair^

Andfrowsypores^ that taint the ambient air.

It so happened that this was the first book published

by Harper and Brothers in New York when they began

business in 1817. When the Harpers celebrated their

hundredth anniversary in 1917 they asked me to re-

print this volume in a Centennial Edition, inserting

facsimiles of the original title and text pages as illus-

trations, but making the format conform to the best

typographical standards of the twentieth century. A
comparison of the title pages of the three editions,

each one separated by a hundred years, is interesting

as illustrative of the taste of the three periods.

Frankly, I like the 171 1 title page better than the

18 17 or the one I designed for the Harpers in 1917.

The wording on all three is pra61:ically identical, yet

how vastly different is the effeft gained by the arrange-

ment! The earliest example, in spite of the poor work-

manship, was laid out by some one who knew types,

and undoubtedly secured exa61:ly the effeft he sought.

The multiplicity of type sizes, the mixture of capitals

and lower-case letters, the definite attempt to cover

the whole page, are praftices of typography that are

frowned on now, but in 171 1 it was the thing to do.

And the gaping angles of the rules are equally signifi-

cant of the times. The 18 17 title seems to me to be

neither one thing nor the other— and therefore quite
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typical of the absence of typographical standards in the

early nineteenth century. My own title of 1917 is, I

believe, in keeping with the severe text pages I was

forced to adopt in order to keep the reprinted edition

line for line and page for page with the 1817 volume;

but somehow there is a charm about the 171 1 model

which both the others lack. In the eighteenth century

there was no attempt to keep the design of the title

page in harmony with the typography of the text—
a decided convenience to the maker of the book under

some circumstances

!

After speaking as I have of the charm of the 171

1

model, it is a fair question to ask why this style should

have been abandoned. The answer is, because it is

not based upon sound typographic precedent. We
have outgrown the age of hand work. The modern

printer, were he to adopt the style of the 171 1 title

page, would square the rules and miter the comers—
and the charm would be gone! The use of the title

page for descriptive purposes has been abandoned—
it has become the door to the house, and can no longer

be overloaded with type or decoration. It must be the

motivation for the type pages that are to follow. The

present tendency is to employ as few sizes of type upon

a title page as possible (Bernard Shaw would never use

but one!), and thus approach the effeft of the Greek

and Roman tablets— the most magnificent examples

of lettering in the world.

Another name that will ever be held in grateful mem-

ory by the bouquinistes is that of Xavier Marmier. He

was perhaps the most famous chara6ler who frequented
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the quays during the latter part of the last century. He
specialized in volumes in foreign languages, particu-

larly folklore, and his passion for book hunting was

such that he designed a special costume to wear during

the chase. In this the pockets were large and deep so

that he could stow away his purchases with the greatest

ease. So completely did he clear the stalls of the books

in which he was interested that such volumes came to

be called "Marmlers" among the bookstall men. They
had him to thank for many thoughtful aEis and benevo-

lences, the crowning tribute of his friendship being a

clause in his will which read as follows

:

*'In remembrance of the happy moments I have

passed among the bookstall keepers on the quays on

the left bank,— moments which I reckon among the

pleasantest in my life,— I leave to these worthy stall

keepers a sum of i,ooo francs. I desire that this amount

shall be expended ... in paying for a jolly dinner, and

in spending an hour in conviviality and in thinking of

me. This will be acknowledgment for the many hours

I have lived intelle6lually in my almost daily walks

on the quays between the Pont Royal and the Pont

Saint-Michel."

I have been particularly fortunate in stumbling upon
Elzevirs^ at the stalls on the various quays. I have

had no illusions regarding them. I learned years ago

that from a bibHographical standpoint an Elzevir was

almost valueless unless the title and the date were

"right"; but I love a book for its significance rather

than for its sale price. Two are of particular typographic

^ See also p. 37.
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interest, aside from their imprint. The Works ofthe Em-
peror Constantine, edited by Meursius, was printed

by Isaac Elzevir in 1617, and is set in double column

in Greek and Latin text. The Greek type is based on

that designed by Granjon for Christophe Plantin about

1550, which, in turn, was based upon the beautiful

Royal Greeks of Robert Etienne. The handling of

these two texts side by side, over-running and adapting

as required when the Greek occupies more space than

the Latin,^ Is most skilful, and shows a consummate

knowledge of typographic precedent. No printer to-

day, with the added experience of three hundred years,

could surpass it. I was pleased to find this volume,

regardless of its bibliographical value, because I was

eager to own an example of Isaac Elzevir's work. It was

he who introduced the diminutive y^rmczr, later carried

to its best by Bonaventura and Abraham Elzevir, which

first attrafted the attention of booklovers to this famous

family of bookbuilders.

A most charming edition of La Metamorphose

d'Ovide"^ fell into my hands on the Quai de Conti.

It was printed by Jan de Tournes at Lyons, in 1564.

This was the period when supremacy in printing rested

in Antwerp, and Christophe Plantin was the master

printer of the world; yet this less-known Lyonnese

printer produced a volume which might well challenge

comparison. The typography is delicate, as is appro-

priate to the subjeft, and each verse is illustrated by

a copper-plate etching, all enclosed in a series of de-

lightful borders, varying in design yet harmonious in

See Plate on opp. page. ^ See Plate on p. 10 1.
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in 1 61 7 by Isaac Eh^evir. Found by the Author on a Stall on the Quai de

Conti, Paris. Exact si^e.J
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their entirety. The printing is on thin French laid

rag paper. My copy has a full red morocco binding,

elaborately hand-tooled, and the little volume is held

together by two leather clasps, tipped with designed

bronze bosses. I bless the binder for his restraint in

trimming the leaves so little in the rebinding!

The Quai Voltaire contributed still further tomycol-

le6lion in a copy of Owens' Epigrammatum^ printed

by Louis Elzevir III in 1647. I Hke it the best of my
Elzevirs. The text, consisting of short paragraphs, of-

fers a real test of the typographer's skill which has here

been abundantly demonstrated; the copper-plate title

and frontispiece combine perfe6lly with the type and

the display initials; and the binding is in the original

silk-covered boards, hand stamped with restraint and

charm. The paper is of better grade than in most of

the Elzevir volumes, but the poor quality of the ink—
which mars so many of these books— prevents the

presswork from being what it should.

My most recent bouquinistic acquisition also came

from the Quai Voltaire, in 1924. I had just made a

pilgrimage to the Plantin shrine^ at Antwerp, and

reached Paris with the various exhibits freshly in mind.

In the Second Drawing Room of the Museum, I had

been attrafted by a deed, dated November 27, 1630,

by which Rubens conveyed to Balthazar Moretus I,

Christophe Plantin's son-in-law and successor, for the

sum of 4920 florins, 328 copies of the works of Her-

bertius Goltzius, printed in four volumes by Jacobus

Biaeus at Antwerp in 161 7. It seems that Balthazar

1 See Plate on p. 39. 2 See Chapter VII.
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(From La Metamorphose d'Ovide. Lyons, 1564. Found by the Author

on a Stall on the Quai de Conti, Paris. Exact siie.J
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bought these sheets with the idea of making a fifth

volume to include Goltzius' History ofthe Roman Em-
perors^ enriching the text with medallions cut on wood

by Christophe Jegher. The original blocks, i6o in num-

ber, for which the printer paid six florins each, I had

examined in the Room ofWood Engravings. The first

four volumes were brought up to date by printing new

titles and prefaces, using the sheets already printed by

Biaeus for the text. Beautiful copper-plate tides were

designed, two by Rubens himself,^ and the five vol-

umes were issued as a complete set in 1644-164 5
—

four old volumes with new front matter, and one new

volume with medallions printed in black on a brown

background, and at the end the famous Plantin mark.

Once in Paris, I found myself again browsing among

the bouquins on the second-hand bookstalls on the Quai

Voltaire. It seemed as if the percentage of rubbish

had increased more than ever since my previous visit

— when suddenly I discovered five quarto volumes,

bound in the original vellum, almost hidden among

the worthless clutter. Opening the top volume, I was

amazed to find myself looking at the black and brown

medallion of the Emperor Fredericus IV, of the series I

had so recently seen at the Plantin-Moretus Museum!

A further examination disclosed the complete set in

perfe8: condition— one of the 328 copies in the manu-

fafture of which Peter Paul Rubens, famous artist, and

Balthazar Moretus, famous printer, had collaborated.

These are a few of the interesting items for which I

1 See Plate on p. 107.
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hold the bouquinistes in grateful memory. They are not

of extraordinary value when compared with Aldus'

Hypnerotomachia Poliphili^ which Nordier boasted of

picking up for six sous ; but such bargains will never

again be found on the quays. The booksellers of Paris

have long since learned how to cull the stock of the

bookstall man in advance of its appearance in the trays,

and their superior knowledge of real values stands them

in good stead. Still, even though what I call my "treas-

ures" from the quays are not necessarily those which

would fetch the highest prices in the auftion room,

they have served their full purpose in that they give

me continuing pleasure. In these days of limited hous-

ing space, I feel that one should ask himself why a new
book or an old one should be added to his library rather

than why it should not. A beautiful piece of furniture,

a fine painting, a book— each expresses its own mes-

sage in its own way; but that message cannot be in-

telligible to the receiver if coveted and secured simply

for the love of acquisition.

As a matter of faft, there is a good deal of senti-

mentality about books that borders on the maudlin.

I agree with Augustine Birrell when he says, "Book
hunting is a respe6lable pursuit, an agreeable pastime,

an aid to study— but so are many other pastimes

and pursuits. Well it would be if historians of book
hunting caught but a little of the graceful simplicity

and sincerity of an Isaac Walton or a Gilbert White.

But no! for the most part these historians are masses

of affe61:ation, boasters of bargains, retailers of prices,

never touching the heart or refining the fancy. . .

.
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Sham raptures over rare volumes, and bombastic ac-

counts of by-gone auftions, have never helped to swell

the ranks of the noble army of book hunters."

Except for Pere Dodeman no modem vender has

appeared to take the place of Pere Rosez, or Pere

Malerey, or Pere Debas. No more may one pick up

the first letter from Amerigo Vespucci to Lorenzo de'

Medici, or an Elzevir Moliere for a few sous; or dis-

cover choice Aldines, or Caxtons, or Etiennes, or Bas-

kervilles for the price of a magazine. Yet the remote

chance of an occasional treasure amidst the rubbish

keeps alive the vigor of the chase. It was not so long

ago that Gabriel Hanotaux might have been seen fre-

quenting the quays in his search for material bearing

upon the great Richelieu, whose life he was engaged in

writing; or Francois Coppee, searching for a human
note to catch and fix for all eternity. Chance passers-by

are attrafted to the stalls by curiosity, and may find

some volume that happens to appeal. A few real book-

lovers, and a few only, still remain obsessed by their

bibliomania, and continue to haunt the boutiques^ stimu-

lated by the atmosphere of the quays, pretending to

themselves that they still expeft to find the unexpefted.

Of such is the soul of the slave of the book!
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BOOKS IN THE CRADLE

A GOOD many years ago a friend came to my house

at a time when I was still exuberant over a recent find

in a second-hand bookstore in Rome, and I proudly

— too proudly, I fear— exhibited the volume for his

admiration.

*'This," I said, probably with more emphasis than

I realized, "was printed by Nicolas Jenson in Venice

in 1475. It is my first incunahulum.^^

He was courteous enough to listen attentively to all

I said, and examined the book with seeming interest;

but I could not help feeling that he failed to appreciate

the full importance of the event.

The following day my friend sent me a note: "After

leaving your house last evening," it ran, "I whispered

cautiously to my wife, * Do you know what an incu-

nabulum is?' To my infinite relief she acknowledged

her own ignorance. As soon as we reached home, we
resorted to the diftionary :

' Incunabula, from the Latin

words in and cunahula meaning "in the cradle" (in-

fancy) of the art of printing. Applied to all volumes

printed before the end of the year 1500.' We turned to

each other, thrilled by the pride of intelle6lual ac-

quisition. Then we went upstairs and looked down
upon our offspring, sleeping in his cunabulum^ and—
understood."
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I had not meant to be pedantic. If my friend had

seen fit to discourse upon the subjeft of eleftricity, in

which he was an expert, he would have found my en-

thusiasm even less intelligent than his own expression

over books; for such is the defensive reaction to

conceal our lack of knowledge. My only excuse for

assuming that his horizon was broader than mine was

that books are more intimate things than watts and

more personal than amperes.

As I look back now upon this particular experience

I must admit that I did not give my friend even half a

chance. I had forgotten how forbidding the word in-

cunabula had sounded to me before it automatically

changed itself into the more inviting "cradle books,"

and opened up before me, with alluring prospe61:s, a

new adventure. Even after acquiring my Jenson, incu-

nahula as a species did not begin to have the significance

for me which they afterward assumed. When I began

to explore this hitherto unknown field I found myself

in the position of the child, to whom at first everything

is strange; but I had the advantage of maturity in gain-

ing deeper satisfaction because of the greater under-

standing that is the compensation of the years. The

child asks searching questions regarding events and

surroundings which are commonplace to his elders, and

in the enlightenment that comes with the unfolding

knowledge, receives thrills unimagined by his instruc-

tor. By the same token, I stood before the unfamiliar

asking myself questions which I quickly found could

be answered only by personal investigation. The main

road I started to explore was intersected by many
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bypaths, and the rewards gained by departures from the

beaten track proved so rich that the quest lured me
on and on.

From the very beginning I have approached the

cradle books as human documents rather than as bib-

liographical or typographical exhibits. At first, in my
inexperience, I must admit that I was a bit skeptical in

accepting the generally accredited faQ that the volumes

of the fifteenth century had never been surpassed in

taste or workmanship by later printers. This seemed

incredible when I considered the tremendous improve-

ments in mechanical equipment; but the evidence was

overwhelming;. The master bookbuilders of the fif-

teenth century, handicapped as they were by the limi-

tations of a new-bom art, established a standard which

has ever remained the objeftive of their successors.

Then came the natural query, "How did they do

it.'^'* It could not just have happened. What were the

obstacles those intrepid pioneers were forced to over-

come.^ What were the economic, political, and ecclesi-

astical conditions under which these volumes were

produced.^ What influences brought them into being,

and what influence did they themselves exert .'^ If I could

discover the answers to these questions how much
more these books would really mean to me ! From
that moment all that was austere or forbidding in the

word incunabula vanished. In it I now saw an invitation

to explore the mysteries of that extraordinary period

during which the Dark Ages slipped into the back-

ground, medievalism became forgotten, and the glories

of the Renaissance began to beckon.
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My first experiences were a bit bewildering. Dur-

ing the last half of the fifteenth century no less than

212 towns and cities in Europe had well-established

Presses, and the number of titles and reprints issued

exceeds 36,000. Of this tremendous number it was

obvious that only a small percentage could really be

classified as the produft of an art, but I was deeply

impressed by the fa61: that the physical side of book-

building proved an attraftion to so many. This, in

itself, gave me a striking commentary on the times, and

surrounded even the inferior examples with a definite

significance. These volumes, printed in different coun-

tries by different printers under untried conditions,

seemed to me nothing less than a declaration of inde-

pendence on the part of a world eager and determined

to secure knowledge. No longer was learning to be con-

fined to the fortunate few who could pay the excessive

cost of the handwritten volumes, laboriously produced

and limited in number; no longer could the wealthy

princes presume to hold their political power through

the ignorance of the masses. These first printed books,

by supplying information concerning spiritual and ma-

terial things, opened the door to a world until then

forbidden, and marked the turning point in history by

giving the people a powerful weapon with which to

fight against bigotry and oppression. They were not

merely examples of the art of printing, but were rather

mirrors in which were refle£fed the true beginnings of

modem civilization.

My next step was to persuade these cradle books to

take me into their confidence. A talkative book always
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appeals to me ! I asked them to reveal why the Bible

was the first volume printed in Germany, why the

Latin classics supplied the text for so many of the

earliest Italian publications, why, in England, the first

book printed should have been an historical romance.

However much a maker of books might consider print-

ing as an art, he would naturally look upon his labor

as a livelihood, and, in selefting the titles of his publi-

cations, he must have had an eye to what his prospe61:ive

clients would care to buy.

So, thanks to the friendly volumes, I found myself in

Germany— at Mainz, with John Gutenberg and Fust

and Schoeffer. The Gutenberg Bible passed out of the

atmosphere of the au6lion room and became a human
document. Albrecht Pfister in Bamberg produced pon-

derous tomes (printed, by the way, in the same type

used in the Thirty-Six Line Bible). In Strassburg, John

Mentelin issued equally heavy literature, which could

appeal only to the most highly developed, scholarly

minds. In Cologne, Ulrich Zell was devoting himself to

the lesser treatises on theology, for which he found a

market among the priests (but perhaps his greatest

fame comes from his testimony that Gutenberg was

the inventor of printing, in the Cologne Chronicle of

1499). Rivals of Zell in Cologne were Arnold Ther

Hoemen, who was the first to use a title page; and

John KoelhofF, the earliest printer to place "signa-

ture marks" on his printed sheets to aid the binder

in collating the folded leaves. In 1468, Giinther Zainer

issued some Latin Meditations on the life of Christ,

in Augsburg, which city had already become famous
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for woodcuts of the Saints; Koberger added to the list

of ecclesiastical publications by the numerous volumes

he published in Nuremberg— and so it went. A heavy

enough list, in all consciousness! In the ecclesiastical

group, the Bible naturally held first position in popu-

larity. Then came Missals, Psalters, Antiphonaries, and

Church service books. Akin to these were the writings

of Saint Thomas Aquinas and Saint Jerome, and par-

ticularly Saint Augustine's De Civitate Dei and the

Imitatione ofThomas a Kempis. All these were printed

in Latin, which was the language universally under-

stood by those who were able to read.

An absurd story, which should be classed among

the legends but is of interest in emphasizing the "best

seller" of the period, is that of Doftor Faustus and the

Devil, Faustus being John Fust of the famous early

printing house of Fust and Schoeffer, Gutenberg's

associates and successors. It is alleged that before the

discovery of the art of printing became known in France

Do6lor Faustus took to Paris a number of Bibles which

he and Schoeffer had printed, and offered them for

sale as manuscript volumes at 60 crowns each, which

was the full price charged for a handwritten Bible.

Later he reduced the price to 30 crowns, which caused

universal astonishment; but when at last he came down

to 20 crowns a volume, and produced the books in

rapid succession, all Paris became agitated. The uni-

formity of the copies only increased the wonder and

alarm of the people, as it seemed to them to be beyond

the power of human invention. Information was given

to the authorities charging Fust with being a magician.
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His lodgings were searched and a large number of

Bibles were found and seized. The red ink with which

the volumes were embellished was said to be his blood,

and he was adjudged as being in league with the Devil.

The story goes that he was cast into prison, and, in

order to save his life, he was obliged to make known
the discovery of the art of printing. Walchius (1609)

insists upon the accuracy of this story, citing as cor-

roborative evidence the fa61: that Fust died in Paris of

the plague in 1466.

I need no more data than these cradle books have

already given me to form in my mind an accurate

pifture of the life and customs of the German nation

during the last half of the fifteenth century. All over the

world intelligent people were particularly concerned

in scholastic theology, considering that their material

welfare was absolutely wrapped up with the spiritual,

and they sought to familiarize themselves with the va-

rious tenets as a vital part of their every-day life; but

in other countries a leaven was introduced by reading

the classics and even volumes upon secular subje6ls.

When, because of a wider market and easier access

to original manuscripts, printing, as an art, passed from

Germany to Italy, I was quite ready to go with it. Yet

it was an ecclesiastical volume which first guided me to

the new field— Lyra's Exposltiones lihrorum Veteris et

Novi Testamend^ printed by Sweynheym and Pannartz

at Rome in 1472. Could any title be more forbidding

to the seeker of adventure! Somewhere I had learned

that in this book I should find the famous petition

1 See Plates on opp. page and at p. 120.
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PETITION OF SWEYNHEYM AND PANNARTZ TO
POPE SIXTUS IV

Giving a complete list of their titles and the number of copies printed of
each edition at Subiaco and Rome. This list is of inestimable value in

arriving at the probable average number of copies in tlie early editions.

(From Lyra: Expositiones librorum Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Rome,
1472. Biblioteca Laureniiana, Florence. 9^ x 6 inches.)
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made by the printers to Pope Sixtus IV, in which they

recorded the titles they had printed and the number

of copies in each issue. I was curious to check these

in arriving at the average size of the early editions.

I found the pages, and they served their purpose; but

I also discovered in the volume much beyond that

for which I sought. The book asserted its personality

and took me with it to Subiaco. In 1464, Juan Turre-

cremata, the learned abbot of the monastery of Saint

Scholastica, impressed by the importance of Guten-

berg's marvelous discovery, succeeded in persuading

Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannartz— two Ger-

mans who had learned the art of printing, perhaps in

Gutenberg's office— to set up in the monastery the

earliest printing establishment in Italy. So the religious

nature of these Subiaco volumes was an echo from

Germany! As the tale unfolded, I learned of the ter-

rific obstacles encountered in this pioneer exploit, in

a small town some thirty miles from Rome; of the

heroic efforts of Father Juan (who later became a Car-

dinal) and the stout-hearted printers which a6lually

bore fruit in the Subiaco publications of 1464-1467;

and finally of the reluQant decision of Sweynheym and

Pannartz to accept the invitation received from the

brothers Massimi to transfer themselves to the Massimi

Palace in Rome, where they hoped to pursue their

labors amid more promising surroundings.

Then I was made a part of the continuing ad-

ventures of these pioneers in producing the earliest

volumes printed in Rome, of which this uninviting

title is one. The petition contains more than titles and
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figures. In it is an appeal to Pope Sixtus to come to

the aid of the new art by subsidizing the publications.

"Our house," the printers declare, "rather large, is

filled with printed sheets, but is empty of everything

necessary to life"; and this list of titles, now of such

supreme bibliographical value, was originally made
to impress upon the Pontiff the importance of their

efforts.

By this time Lyra's Commentary has become more
than a rare volume, more than an example of printing.

Its makers have assumed a real personality, and I find

myself sympathizing with them in their disappoint-

ment when their petition fell upon deaf ears. I have

almost forgotten my original purpose in examining

it, and the gratification I found in its contributing

evidence that the number of copies in those fifteenth-

century editions was about five hundred. In those days,

of course, all printing was done direftly from the type,

and an average page required perhaps ten pounds. Few
printers owned type enough for even one entire vol-

ume, their procedure being to set as much as they

could, print, distribute, and then set again as the work
went on. Ifa second edition were required, this labor had

to be repeated. All this would seem to show that unless a

printer could sell at least five hundred copies of an

edition he would hesitate to venture upon the under-

taking, which, from the figures already mentioned,

would seem a fair average. The Sweynheym and Pan-

nartz titles a61:ually average 445 to an edition.

As a result of the humanistic movement— that fore-

runner and essence of the Renaissance— it was natural
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PETITION OF SWEYNHEYM AND PANNARTZ TO
POPE SIXTUS IV

This is the second page of the petition, and includes the famous line,

"Our house, rather large, is filled with printed sheets but is empty of

everything necessary to life."

(From Lyra: Expositiones librorum Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Rome,
14'jz. Biblioteca Laureniiana, Florence. 9^ x 6 inches.)
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tliat the early Italian printers should soon break away

from ecclesiastical literature and sele6l the classics as

most likely to find a market. To the educated Italian

of the fifteenth century they were as familiar as Dickens

and Thackeray are to our generation. If not Virgil or

Plato, at least Ovid's De Arte Amandi et de Remedlo

Amoris^ was an integral part of every well educated

household.

I find myself in Venice, where I might easily spend

the rest of my natural life in listening to the stories

told by the cradle books issued by no less than a hun-

dred and fifty competing Presses! There is John of

Spires, the earliest Venetian printer, who, but for his

early death, might have saved historians much embarx

rassment; for he had secured from the Senate the

exclusive right to print in Venice for five years. Cicero^

Pliny, and Saint Augustine were his contributions.

John's brother, Vindelin of Spires, succeeded to the

business; but the monopoly ceased with John's death,

and the names of the competing printers became

legion. Nicolas Jenson promptly established himself

in 1470, and achieved eternal fame by cutting a Roman
type so beautiful and so basically correft that it has

served as the model for the best type designs which

have since been cut. There were Christopher Valdar-

fer, and Franz Renner, and Erhard Ratdolt, and the

brothers Giovanni and Gregorio dei Gregorii, and that

great master of them all, Aldus Manutius, with whom
we are already well acquainted.^ Some say that over

four thousand titles owe their origin to Venice alone,

^ See Plate at p. 122. 2 s^g V\zx.q on p. 5.
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including every sort of literature that can be imagined.

Ratdolt specialized in astronomy, mathematics, and

history, but he is best known for his successful com-

bination of type and decoration.

The Italian love for decoration encouraged the fif-

teenth-century printers in that country to enrich their

volumes by adding illustrations, cut on wood. The in-

trodu61:ion of woodcuts came earlier in Germany, but

in conne6lion with volumes so heavy and serious in

subje6l as to preclude beauty or lightness of design.

The popularity of the "profane" classics, and of other

secular books in Italy, gave the Italian printers a splen-

did opportunity to combine the arts of printing and

of woodcutting in a charming manner. These supply

added information as to the taste, the customs, and

the manners of the people of the period.

One of the most popular "romances" of the fif-

teenth century (which would never be suspe6led from

its title!) was the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili^
—"Po-

liphilo's Strife of Love in a Dream,"— issued by Aldus

Manutius from his Press in Venice in 1499. Under-

taken at the expense of Leonardo Crasso, of Verona,

who dedicated the book to Guidobaldo, Duke of Ur-

bino, the book was written by a Dominican friar, Fran-

cesco Colonna. Since the volume was to have no title

page, after the custom of the times, its author adopted

the ingenious method of so arranging his chapters that

the successive initial letters make up a sentence which,

translated, reads, " Brother Francesco Colonna greatly

loved Polia." In the opening chapter, PoHa tells her

nymphs that her real name was Lucretia, and, from this
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A LIBRARY FAVORITE OF THE XV CENTURY
To the educated Italian of the xv century the classics were as familiar as

Dickens and Thackeray are to our generation. If not Virgil or Plato, at

least Ovid's De Arte Amandi et de Remedio Amoris was an integral part

of every well-selefted library.

(Printed by Baligault in Paris in 1493. British Museum.)
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A POPULAR ROMANCE OF THE XV CENTURY
The most famous illustrated book of its period, containing woodcuts

of great excellence, which are in perfeft harmony with the typography.

{From Colonna: Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. Aldus. Venice, 1499.

Biblioteca Laureniiana, Florence. 8f x 5 inches.)
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information, the heroine has been identified as Lucre-

tia LeHo, daughter of a jurisconsult of Treviso, who
entered a convent after having been attacked by the

plague.

A brief outline of the plot shows what sort of story

appealed to the readers of the fifteenth century: Poli-

philo, the hero, imagines himself, in his dream, as pass-

ing through a dark wood until he reaches a small

stream, by the side of which he rests. The valley

through which the stream runs is filled with frag-

ments of ancient architefture, which form the subjefts

of many of the illustrations. As he comes to a great

gate he is threatened by a dragon. He escapes from

this, and meets five nymphs, who take him to the court

of their queen. The queen's palace is fully described,

as are also four magnificent processions, the triumphs

of Europa, Leda, and Danae, and the festival of

Bacchus. Then comes a triumph of Vertumnus and

Pomona, and a splendid pi6lure of nymphs and men

sacrificing before a terminal figure of Priapus. In the

meantime Poliphilo has met the fair Polia, and together

they witness some of the ceremonies in the temple of

Venus, viewing its ornaments and those in the gardens

around it.

The second book tells how the beautiful Polia, after

an attack of the plague, takes refuge in the temple of

Diana. While there, she dreams a terrifying dream of

the anger of Cupid, so that she is moved to allow her

lover to embrace her, and because of this is driven from

the temple of Diana with sticks; and, lastly, how Venus

takes the lovers under her prote6lion, and at the prayer
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of Poliphilo causes Cupid to pierce an image of Polia

with his dart, thereby fixing Folia's affections firmly

upon her devoted admirer.

In Florence, Cennini issued his Virgil (1471) and

Petri, a year afterward, the Philocolo of Boccaccio and

the Trionfi of Petrarch. Later, the Florentine Presses

showed marked interest and skill in producing illus-

trated volumes, and, during the last decade of the cen-

tury, this city might have competed with Lyons in the

publication of secular literature except for the influence

of Savonarola. The personality of this great preacher

carried the masses completely off their feet, and his

sermons, in the form of printed and illustrated tra6ls,^

were sold literally by the thousands. In their frenzy of

enthusiasm, the people were moved to bum even the

most precious of their secular volumes, and then— al-

most before the leaves of the profane books turned into

ashes— these extraordinary Florentines, the produ61:

of the most inexplicable period in the world's his-

tory, completely reversed their attitude, and burned

the preacher himself ! Who would dare to say what

sort of reading they really preferred

!

The art of printing can scarcely be said to have

been "in its infancy" in Italy after 1474, for, by that

time, ItaHan printers— especially in Venice— were

supplying all the world with books. This makes It a

bit more difEcult for our "cradle books" to tell their

story; yet they have already given ample testimony

that Italy must have been a far more interesting coun-

try in which to live than Germany

!

^ See Plate on p. 127.
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One of the most interesting communications passed

on to me by the "fifteener" classics was the story of

the bitter warfare waged between the purists, who
sought to hold the Latin language true to the cold

elegance of the Ciceronian style, and those, equally

zealous and sincere, who strove to maintain it nearer

to the vernacular, in which form it had proved a serv-

iceable medium of conversation even between those

who could not read. The Ciceronians won, as a

result of which you and I were enabled to learn classi-

cal Latin, and— later, perhaps !— to appreciate its

beauty; but the very perfeftion of the Ciceronian style

limited its usefulness, and the outcome of the struggle

put an end to the use of Latin as the common means

of human communication. What a pity that zealous

advocates of an international language have never hit

upon the idea of restoring Latin instead of laboring to

introduce the composite Esperanto

!

The part played by the printing press In this mo-
mentous struggle was more vital than could have been

supposed at the time. The printers of the fifteenth cen-

tury tried to hold themselves neutral, but— perhaps

unknowingly, and surely without intention— they

actually fostered the vernacular languages, and by giv-

ing them permanence helped to deliver the death blow
to Latin as a language of common understanding.

This new viewpoint suggested by the cradle books

encouraged me to inquire more deeply into the influence

of the printing press in forcing the national languages

of Europe to become permanent. When the knowledge

of a people becomes dependent upon reading rather
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A SAVONAROLA TRACT
The people of Florence were so carried off their feet by the magnetism of

Savonarola that they were moved to burn even the most precious of their

secular volumes in bonfires in the public squares, buying thousands of the

great preacher's trafts. Six months later they burned the preacher hirnself

!

(From Savonarola: Compendio di revelatione. Printed by Piero Pacini

da Pescia. Florence, 1496. Biblioteca Nationale, Florence. 7 x 5 inches.)
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than upon oral discussion and a study of pi6lorial design,

dialefts become obstacles. When William Caxton,

in 1476, moved his Press from Bruges to London,

Edward IV was King of England. The battle cries of

the Lancastrians and the House of York had scarcely

died away, and Caxton found the English language

broken up into numerous confusing variants. Blind

Harry, the minstrel, might sing the deeds of William

Wallace in whatever diale6l he chose and he would

still draw his little crowd about him, but to print books

which should have a general appeal, some one of these

variants— the one most generally in use— had to be

adopted; and, by its adoption, this particular variant

became nationalized.

When I come to France, my cradle books intro-

duce me to a very different life from that disclosed by

their German and Italian cousins; for "in everything

French," as Bourdillon says— " their philosophies,

their religions, their arts, their drudgeries— there is

a certain breathlessness, as of things that have to keep

up with the pace of an advancing universe, to ride

always on the foam crest of the foremost wave." While

the earliest books, printed at Paris in the Sorbonne,

were classical, it is ofLyons that we think when French

"fifteeners" are mentioned— Lyons, the headquar-

ters for the light literature of the period. Here the

printers produced their popular romances, folksongs,

and legends printed in the vernacular, while the presses

in other localities were turning out theology and the

classics in Latin. There were almost as many printing

offices in Lyons as there were in Paris, and the frequent
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Lyonnese fairs attrafted visitors from all over Europe.

The printers of Lyons were not restri6led by the theo-

logical censorship, which at this time was so a61:ive in

Paris.

Of the secular publications of Lyons there is one

title, the Roman de la Rose^ which has always appealed

to me more than all the others. It is one of those vol-

umes that has made cradle books for me something

more than memorials of the early artist printers. For

no less than three centuries, first In manuscript and

later in printed form, this textbook of all lovers en-

joyed a wonderful popularity, and it is a curious fa61:

that the demand only began to wane when ambitious

but misguided publishers, in the editions Issued after

1500, sought to appeal to a less Intelligent class by
cheapening the physical appearance.

The copies of this famous book, printed in the fif-

teenth century, contain mute but eloquent evidence of

its universal acceptance as the Lovers' Bible. In one

copy I found certain lines underscored, in another a

simple date written in the margin. It required but little

imagination to turn back the centuries and form In my
mind's eye a pi61:ure of those whose hands had pre-

viously held these very volumes. These books were

no longer incunabula^ but living records ofhuman lives.

Perhaps the lovers had held the book between them,

startled to find recorded in the page those very emo-
tions which until then they had supposed were sacred

to themselves. And the date in the margin ? Who shall

say.'^ It may be the symbol of a tryst kept or broken,

1 See Plate on p. 131.
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of a faith rewarded or abused. But there it stands. If a

record of a guilty secret, it has at least its human appeal.

Guillaume de Lorris wrote the first portion of the

poem, and in the story the author tells us that he was

twenty-five years old. This youth, presumably about

the year 1237, wrote a charming allegory which is an

ancestor of Pilgrims Progress. The pages are full of

joy and happiness, and in them delightful young people

of the thirteenth century are personified, surrounded

by singing birds and blooming flowers, to all intents

and purposes as twentieth-century characters might be

portrayed today. The poem is full of the buoyancy and

optimism of youth.When about half finished, the poet

died, and the fragment lay unpublished for forty years

— until another youth, Jean de Meun, discovered and

completed it. The work of the two writers is easily

distinguished by the abrupt disappearance of the light-

hearted approach to life, for which is now substituted

a cynical humor that changes romance into satire.

The first printed copy is credited to Ortuin and

Schenck, of Lyons, and the date is put at about 1481;

the second is attributed to Jean Syber of Lyons printed

about 1485; the third is assigned to Guillaume Le Roy,

of Lyons, about 1487. No one of these issues contains

any dire6lly distinguishing mark, and I was curious to

know how the experts could so confidently classify

each in its proper chronological place, and establish

the approximate date. The type, the nature of the illus-

trations, and the watermarks in the paper all played

their parts. The watermarks in Number I are Lyonnese,

the woodcuts resemble in style those in other Lyons
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THE LOVERS' BIBLE

For more than three centuries, first in manuscript and then in printed

form, this textbook of all lovers enjoyed a wonderful popularity.

fFrom Roman de la Rose. Ortuin and Schenck. Lyons, 1481. 6| x 5 inches.)
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books, and one of the copies of Number I, at the

Bibliotheque Nationale, contains the name of a well-

known Lyons lady as its first owner— so the place

of origin is easily established. But equally convincing

evidence shows that the two other folios were also

printed in Lyons, so the order of precedence required

further study.

The type in the copy now accepted as the earliest

is unusual In the Royal Library at Dresden there is

a volume printed in the same type, which contains a

rubrlcator's note dated 148 1. The only printers known
to have used this face are Ortuin and Schenck. The
type In Number II is identical with the "Venetian"

face used by Jean Syber In books printed in 1482 and

1483, and from its worn appearance, as compared with

these volumes, the Roman de la Rose appears to have

been printed later. In the copy assigned to Le Roy, the

type is identical with that used by him in several vol-

umes, one of which is dated i486. Thus bibliographers

establish the priority with absolute confidence.

To browse among the cradle books of the Nether-

lands is to find oneself at once involved in the old

controversy of Laurens Coster against John Gutenberg

as the "inventor " ofthe art ofprinting. I confess myself

unusually cautious in approaching this topic, owing to

an experience of years ago when my elder son was a

small boy. One evening, at dinner, he asked me to tell

him the story of the invention of printing. Being In a

casual frame of mind, I related this atrocious yarn

:

Once upon a time, years and years ago, there was a

small boy who had a birthday. On this most important
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occasion his parents presented him with a jackknife and

a white linen suit. Proud of his new possessions, the

small boy wandered forth in the fields in search of

adventure. As he went, he picked red cranberries by
the way, which he placed in a pocket of his new white

suit. At length the small boy found himself near a

monastery, in front of which were standing several

chairs, newly made of soft wood, placed in the sun for

the glue to dry. In the small boy's mind there seemed

to be some association between those soft-wood chairs

and the new knife, and before the story could be told,

the new knife had carved out an initial in the seat of

one of the new chairs. Responding to the inborn love

of color, the small boy crushed his red cranberries In

the carved initial, and then drew back to regard the

results of his handiwork.

Just at that moment one of the monks came out

from the monastery to look at the chairs. The small

boy was alarmed. In order to conceal his mischief, he

quickly seated himself in the chair he had just deco-

rated, and greeted the monk with an expression on his

face such as the cat wears after eating the canary. The
monk at once saw what had happened, and he took the

small boy across his knees to spank him for his naughty

behavior. There, upon the seat of the new white trous-

ers, was an Impression of the first rubricated initial

!

The monk, being a learned man, was seized with an

inspiration. On the promise of escape from punish-

ment, the small boy gladly agreed not to disclose what

had happened, and they went inside the monastery

together. Here the monk and the small boy set up
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the earliest printing establishment. The monk carved

out on the seat of a soft-wood chair the letters he

wished to print. Then he bruised some cranberries in

the letters, and, seizing the small boy by the neck, he

pressed him first upon the seat of the chair and then

upon a sheet of white paper. And this method of print-

ing was followed until the small boy wore out.

It seemed to me that this made a perfeftly good

story, but when I met my son the following afternoon

I found myself most unpopular. It appeared that he had

been given this subjeft as a school exercise, and when
he had repeated the absurd story I had told him, he

was taken seriously to task. I succeeded in assuming

the responsibility, but since then I have declined to be

drawn into any discussion regarding the invention of

printing.

What has become of the hundreds of thousands of

cradle books which were printed during those last fifty

years of the fifteenth century.^ Thousands of them are

in private libraries, many really worthless in spite of

their early date, because they are not included among

the volumes which represent the work of the best

printers, or because they have no story to tell. Some

of them were mutilated by later would-be historians

of the art of printing in gathering their material. In the

British Museum are nearly a hundred scrapbooks which

represent one of these exploits. These were made in the

seventeenth century by an Englishman named John

Bagford,^ who aspired to write a history of printing.

^ See Plate on opp. page.
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His notion of colle6ling material was to tear ruthlessly-

whatever pages interested him from volumes which

came into his hands, and these scrapbooks contain

relics of not less than 25,000 early printed volumes.

Some authorities, Hke Thomas Heame and W. Y.

Fletcher, eulogize Bagford for having preserved for

posterity even fragments of publications some ofwhich

would otherwise have disappeared; others, like William

Blades and Dibdin, do not hesitate to dub him "a
wicked old bibHoclast" and "a literary monster.'*

At all events, an examination of this material clearly

shows why such a large percentage disappeared through

natural causes (and to that extent we may forgive Bag-

ford), for the scrapbooks include leaves from pam-
phlets and volumes obviously of but transitory interest

or value, printed to satisfy a passing popular demand.

This might be some phase of a religious subjeft, some
inexpensive edition of a popular classical author, the

ballads of the day, or some other unimportant publica-

tions of secular nature, hawked about by an itinerant

pedler of the fifteenth century, or later. It requires

more than an early date upon a volume, even of this

important period, to give it value ! Think of the mil-

Hons of pamphlets and books printed today which are

not prized enough even to be placed on a library shelf

after being read ! But we must raise our eyebrows at

Bagford when we find in his scrapbooks leaves filched

from volumes printed byWilliam Caxton, by Pynson,
and byWynkyn deWorde; from the 1602 edition of
Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis^ of which only a single
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copy is now known to exist; and even an illuminated

leaf from the Gutenberg Bible itself

!

In my adventuring I have merely scratched the sur-

face of the subje6l opened up by the cradle books. One
might spend his life wandering along this single by-

path, and then regret that the span of years was all too

short. But, even browsing about as I have done, I have

picked up much that has added to my understanding

and appreciation of the Book. The more I study, the

more solicitous I become of the estimate that future

generations will make of our own times, by applying

the same analytical tests and arriving at equally definite

conclusions. Are we content to be judged by the vol-

umes we are producing today? It is certain that we
shall be so judged. The standard of our workmanship,

the demands of our intelligence, the spiritual and ma-

terial expressions of our personalities— all will be put

in the scales, on one side or the other, in estimating

the place we of the twentieth century shall occupy in

the history of civilization; for books are witnesses that

cannot be coerced or discredited. They stand for what

they are— today as they did four and a half centuries

ago, and will be accepted as refle61:ions of an era in

some ways as extraordinary and perplexing as that

which gave birth to the cradle books of the fifteenth

century.
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V

THE BOOK IN FULL DRESS

"THE effort of William Morris to procure harmony

between the illustration and the printed page," remarked

my old friend, Marion H. Spielmann, one day thirty

years ago, "has resulted merely in the produ61:ion of

beautiful books on a line notoriously inadequate for

the needs of the present day."

This flat statement from so eminent an authority as

the editor of the English "Magazine of Art" came to

me in the nature of a shock. When, five years earlier,

I had been trying to grasp the basic principles of

bookmaking, no one had even suggested to me that a

knowledge of the inter-relationship between decoration

and types was essential. This did not enter into the old-

line conception of the printer's province— yet what

could be more obvious.^ At the various Presses of that

time might be found motley colle61ions of woodcuts

and line plates. There were initial letters; headpieces

and tailpieces; Maltese, Latin, or Greek crosses; wreaths

and festoons; floating angels and the like— all left

over from volumes that had been printed in the dim

and distant past.^ Occasionally a more modem border

or ornament was sele6led and ordered from the stock

designs of the typefounders' specimen book. On the

slightest provocation, and with apparently no consid-

^ See Plate on p. 141.
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eration of its relation to the type, some one of these

awful symbols of barbarism was slipped in on a title

page, or to "fill in" the blank space at the beginning

and end of chapters, which, it seemed to me, the God
of the Book surely intended for higher purposes.

What those higher purposes were I did not then

know. I was simply aware that I sensed a definite lack

o£something in most of the examples where illustration

and decoration were combined with type pages issuing

at that time from even the best-known bookmaking

establishments. Then the glory of the Kelmscott vol-

umes burst upon the world, and, in a goodly company
of other booklovers, I reveled in this manifestation of

what modern decoration could be made to mean. A
suggestion that these masterpieces were "inadequate"

from one in whose judgment I felt such supreme con-

fidence as I did in Marion Spielmann's, seemed almost

sacrilegious

!

My friend must have seen the effeft upon me, for he

was quick to add to what he had already said:

"Don't misunderstand me. Of course, I admire the

Morris volumes— but, according to my definition,

they are really not books at all. A book is primarily

intended to be read, and any features in illustration or

decoration, in ornament, page, or page arrangement,

that obviously conspire against the reading of the book,

or the concentration of the reader, are wrong in art and

indefensible in pra6lice. Revivalism is all very well; but

to be living, an art must be the outcome of present-day

needs, not of past-day limitations. It does not follow

that we may not base our work upon the work of the
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A Page from the Specimen Book of a Famous American Press

of the Period.
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past; but it must be a modem rendering, not an

imitation or a mere adaptation of what, after all, was

modem enough in the fifteenth century. Special books,

no doubt, and special purposes justify exceptional revi-

vals; but the habitual printing of modern books by the

great Presses in a medieval fashion, in order to satisfy

a love of the antique, would be as reasonable as to

print Pickwick in Chaucerian language and spelling,

in order to please modern lovers of cinquecento art."

This experience was what first beguiled me into my
adventure among illustrations and decorations. I was

determined to place myself in a position where I might

know why I liked or disliked, and thus gain the added

pleasure that comes with even limited apperception. I

soon discovered how close the relationship between

the art of the illustrator and the art of printing really

is. Gradually the scope of the co-relation expanded,

and increased knowledge concerning the one gave me
a better understanding of the other. In coming into

full accord with Spielmann's estimate of the Kelmscott

volumes, I lost none of my pleasure in their beauty be-

cause of a different classification oixhQir genus. Had any

doubt as to the keenness of Spielmann's construftive

criticism remained, the flood of sham Kelmscotts that

resulted from the Morris revival would have proved a

justification; for in copying a wonderfully fine thing of

its kind the imitators seized upon the inconsistencies

of the style, and in their lack of understanding em-
phasized them.

The importance to me of this chance conversation

with Spielmann was the revelation it gave that if a
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HAT which in 1835 — ^ think he said

thirty-five— was a reality in the Rue
Burgundy— I think he said Burgundy
— is now but a reminiscence. Yet so

vividly was its story told me, that at this moment
the old Cafe des Exiles appears before my eye,

floating in the clouds of revery, and I doubt not I

see it just as it was in the old times.

An antiquated story-and-a-half Creole cottage sit-

ting right down on the banquette, as do the Choctaw

squaws who sell bay and sassafras and life-everlast-

ing, with a high, close board-fence shutting out of

view the diminutive garden on the southern side.

PHOTOGRAVURE COMBINED WITH TYPE
An interesting example of an artist's scheme of combining his own
decorations with type by means of photogravure reproduftion. Note
the lack of harmony between the hand-drawn title line and the text type.

(From Cable: Old Creole Days. Designed and Decorated by Albert Herter.

New York, Charles Scribners Sons, 1 897. Exact si^e-J
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printer was to produce well-made illustrated volumes

it was as essential for him to become conversant with

the history and precedent of decoration as to know
his types. The fa6l that this was not generally recog-

nized at that time explained the lack of appeal in most
books of this nature. I do not mean by this that there

were no handsomely decorated or illustrated books
issued during this period, but I observed that such

volumes were the result of the artist's cooperation with

the printer rather than the reverse. I remember a charm-

ing edition of Drake's Culprit Fay^ where type and

decoration are splendidly combined; but the credit for

this belongs to Edmund H. Garrett, the artist, who
drew his illustrations after the type page had been de-

termined. Another excellent example is Cable's Old
Creole Days^ in which Albert Herter's beautiful illus-

trative decorations, reproduced by the more exa6ling

process of photogravure, are effeftively combined with

type; and here again the artist planned the page and laid

out the scheme.

Herter went back to the old volumes where the deco-

rative artists combined illustration with ornamentation.

While many of the early designs might seem to be

illustrations, their use for the purpose of giving in-

formation was a later but a natural development. The
first initial letters, the headpieces and tailpieces, the bor-

ders, conveyed no suggestion to the reader of the nature

of the subje6l matter; but in some of the illuminated

manuscript volumes, such as Queen Marys Psalter of

1 Rowfant Club, Cleveland, Ohio, 1899. See Plate on p. 145.

2 See Plate at p. 142.
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the fourteenth century, the decorations began to take

on illustrative form, and the early printed volumes soon

followed suit. The descriptive text of books on scien-

tific subje6ls was supplemented by crude explanatory

drawings; title pages began to combine illustration

with decoration.

Out of all this came the modem pra6lice of using

decoration and illustration primarily for information,

as seen in many of the advertising brochures produced

today. Just as the Salvation Army uses the brass band

to attra6l its audience, so is supremely beautiful orna-

mentation employed to attra6l the eye, hoping to hold

it long enough to get the commercial message across.

Modem printing expresses itself as an art far more con-

sistently in the advertising brochure than in the book.

A corporation does not figure the cost of the artist or

the engraver when it sets out to produce an effeft,

whereas a publisher must. While Will Bradley was in

my University Press studio at Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, the " Century Magazine" gave him a commission

to design the cover for their Christmas issue. A tobacco

company, whose advertisement was to appear on the

back cover, also gave him the order to design their

page, that the cover might be kept harmonious as a

whole. Bradley received an "honorarium" of I250 for

the front design, and rendered a "bill" for $1250 for

the back— this representing the difference between

Art and Commerce!
The Bradley "vogue" in America about 1905 re-

sulted in a mortifying experience for me. A well-known

firm of New York clothiers gave Bradley a free hand
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'Tis the middle watch of a summer's night—
The earth is dark, but the heavens are bright

;

Nought is seen in the vault on high

But the moon, and the stars, and the cloudless

sky,

And the flood which rolls its milky hue,

A river of light on the welkin blue.

The moon looks down on old Cronest,

She mellows the shades on his shaggy breast,

And seems his huge gray form to throw

In a silver cone on the wave below;

His sides are broken by spots of shade,

By the walnut bough and the cedar made,

1^^

LINE ENGRAVING COMBINED WITH TYPE
Showing a page from a volume planned and decorated by an artist who
combined his designs with the type instead of by a printer who combined

the type with the design.

(From Drake: The Culprit Fay. Designed and Decorated by Edmund H.

Garrett. Printed in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1893, by the University

Press for the Rowfant Club3 Cleveland, Ohio. Exact si^.)
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in designing their advertising material. A part of this

was a brochure entitled "Things Clerical," exploit-

ing, as its title suggests, wearing apparel for the clergy.

On the first page the title line was designed in beau-

tiful letters, the rest of the page being covered by an

elaborate decorative design. The first sheet ofi" the press

was sent to New York, on receipt of which the clients

telegraphed to stop the work until their publicity man
could arrive in Boston.

I met him at the station early the next morning, and

we took our breakfast together. At last we came to the

occasion of the conference. Drawing the folded sheet

from his bag, he held it before me, and pointed to the

first page.

"Will you kindly tell me what possible significance

that design has in conne^lion with the subjeft matter

of this pamphlet.^" he demanded.

Frankly, I had given the matter no previous thought,

as the artistic lay-out had been left wholly in Bradley's

hands; but some reply had to be made.

"I haven't heard Bradley say what he had in mind,"

I admitted rather lamely; "but I suppose the design is

meant to suggest the chancel rail always found in front

of the altar in Episcopalian churches."

"Why, of course!" my friendly critic exclaimed

after a moment's consideration. "How stupid of me!

I see it clearly now. I'll go right back to New York,

and you go ahead with the printing."

When I returned to my ofiice I sent for Bradley,

and asked him the same question that had been put

to me.
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S-SFTHINGS
CLERICAL

MDCCCXCIX
COVER FOR AN ADVERTISING BROCHURE

An efFeftive combination of beautiful lettering with a decorative design

harmonious in scheme and weight of line. The decoration is the artist's

conception of the motifoi the Holy Grail.

(Designed by Will Bradley. 9I x yf inches.)
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"Why— don't you recognize it?" he exclaimed,

obviously hurt. "It is the motifoi the Holy Grail!"

There are two volumes I keep in my library because

they seem to be successful echoes of the Morris

books, and the reason they were successful is that their

designers made original applications of the Morris prin-

ciples instead of merely copying them. One of these is

Fr'mgilla^ (which also shows the influence of Aubrey

Beardsley), designed by Will Bradley, and the other

is Esther^ with decorative borders and initial letters

by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue. Both these books

were planned by the artists, but the latter also shows

the discriminating taste of the late Frederick H. Day,

who, during his brief career as a book designer as well

as publisher, demonstrated his artistic sense in several

other volumes which must always rank high in the

history of American bookmaking. I like to compare

Esther with the Wood Beyond the World ^ of William

Morris. The latter has the advantage of the specially

designed Chaucer type, while the former is composed

in the standard Old Style Antique. I like this book

the best of Morris' lesser publications, because, being

himself the author, he rewrote the text to fit the type,

and was thus relieved of the necessity of using the leaf

florets he frequently employed to space out his lines

without breaking the word.

1 had already seen the printer coming into his own
^ Burrows Brothers Company, Cleveland, Ohio, 1895. See Plates on

pp. 150, 151.

2 Copeland and Day, Boston, 1895. See Plate on p. 155.

3 See Plate on p. 154.
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in forcing recognition of himself as the proper expert

to determine the corre6l use and combination of his

types. Now I found him face to face with the same

situation in the matter of the decorated book. Few
of even the best artists possess more than a superficial

knowledge of types, and most are notoriously poor

letterers. In the example already mentioned of Old
Creole Days^ Albert Herter's letters are neither in

keeping with the type nor with the decorations them-

selves. The printer in those days would have con-

sidered it an impertinence on his part to criticize them,

yet he should have done so.

Of those artists who have contributed to books

Joseph Pennell seems to me to have mastered most suc-

cessfully the co-relation between type and decoration;

yet his pet aversion to a fra6lional line at the end of a

paragraph, as carried to the extreme in his own Adven-

tures ofan Illustratorf results in a type page too solid

to be agreeable to the reader who finds relief in the

natural breaks in the type mass. Other artists have pro-

duced work that corresponds in line and is in perfeft

harmony with the type, others have made drawings

which successfully conveyed their messages; but when
a Pennell design is combined with a carefully thought

out type page I always feel that the decoration has not

only gained added expression from the corre6lness of

its surrounding letters, but that it has also given ad-

ditional significance to the feeling of the type itself.

Joseph Pennell would have made a wonderful typo-

grapher had he turned his art in that dire6lion.

^See Plate at p. 142. "^Y^xA^^ Brown and Company, Boston, 1926.
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AN AMERICAN EXPRESSION OF AUBREY BEARDSLEY
(Designed by Will Bradley. Printed at the University Pressy

Cambridge^ Massachusetts, 1895.^



The Morris style of having the decoration dominate the type resulted in

many volumes which lacked originality and thus defeated their own end,

but Will Bradley conceived a combination of the Morris decoration with

the Beardsley decorative-illustrative style in a strikingly original way. He

repeated a fault of Morris' by having the letters too near the decoration.
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As I thought the matter over, I became convinced

that the ideal result could only be secured by having

an illustrated book dominated either by an artist who
also possessed a real knowledge of type, or by a printer

who also possessed a real knowledge of decoration.

With this in mind, I studied the principles employed

by the early makers of books, in which the arts of

decoration and printing were so successfully combined.

From the very beginning the pitfalls were only too ap-

parent ! In fields of art other than that of printing the

imagination of the artist is stimulated by the subje6l

itself, and in some branches he is distin6lly aided by
color or form; but when it comes to the art of the

Book the refinement and beauty of the printed page,

in its subtle shadings, has to depend wholly upon the

abstra6l feeling of the artist printer. When decoration

is combined with type the test of the printer's artistic

sense is that much the more exa6ling.

I was delighted to find that the adventure took me
back into familiar fields. Again I found myself min-

gling with the worthies of the Book of the fifteenth

century who sought to preserve art and extend learn-

ing at the same time. The desire for decoration, of

course, goes back at least as far as the cave dwellers,

where it may have found expression in a wild flower

fastened in the woman's hair, or in a few extra scratches

made upon the stone that formed the medium of com-

munication. At all events, the desire has always been

a natural one, its genesis being the innate human crav-

ing for adornment. When manuscripts began to be

transcribed, the beauty of the thought was supple-
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AN UNFINISHED PAGE OF ILLUMINATION
In this volume, printed by Schoeffer in 1471, the artist has sketched in his

decoration in pencil, intended to be elaborated in color, with backgrounds

in a cream tint, over which the gold leaf was to be laid. The design of the

type is so close to the hand letter, and the presswork so excellent, that it is

difficult to distinguish the printing from the aftual work of the scribe.

(From Clemens V: Constitutiones cum apparatu Joannis Andreae. Maini.

British Museum. 15! x 1 1 inches.)
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merited by the beauty of the hand letter and the ac-

companying illumination; in the printed book the same

effort was made, through the design of type or deco-

ration, to hold the vehicle of thought in keeping with

the thought itself.

The whole idea of decorating a printed book was

an echo from the handwritten volume, and just as the

early scribe cooperated with the illuminator by leaving

blank spaces for the initial letters and ample margins

for the major illuminations, so did the early printer

seek to enhance the beauty of his own printing by

offering the decorative artist an opportunity to display

his skill. At the British Museum I found a most in-

teresting relic. ^ In a volume printed by Peter Schoeffer

in 147 1 the artist was well on his way to give the first

page a sumptuous treatment when, for some reason,

he stopped. The borders and the illustrative headpiece

are sketched in with pencil, the heavy rules and back-

grounds being overlaid with a creamy pigment on

which the gold leaf was to have been added. Even in

its unfinished state it gives evidence that the artist pos-

sessed uncommon skill. In many of the illuminated

printed volumes I have studied, the design of the type

is so close to the hand letter, and the presswork is so

excellent, that it requires the most careful scrutiny to

distinguish them from embellished manuscripts.

Against these and the partially completed copy

just mentioned, there are other examples which tell a

different story. It was, of course, optional with fif-

teenth-century bookbuyers as to just what form this

^ See Plate at p. 152.
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A WILLIAM MORRIS PAGE
Composed in the famous Chaucer type, with decorations in complete harmony with the

design and weight of the letter. Morris, being the author, rewrote his text to avoid breaking

words at the end of lines. This page is much more legible than are most of his books.

(From Morris: Wood Beyond the World. Printed at the Kelmscott Press, London, in 1894.

Exact Siie.J



ESTHER: AYOUNG MAN'S TRAGEDY:
O THE HAND THAT HAS FORGOT-^
TEN: THE EARS THAT CANNOT

HEAR: AND THE LIPS THAT SHALL
SPEAK OF LOVE NO MORE FOREVER

I

HEN is life other than
a tragedy,

Whether it isplayed intears

from the first scene,

In sable robes and griefs

mute pageantry,

For loves that died ere they

had ever been.

Or whether on the edge of

'joys set keen,

[While all the stage with laughter is agog,

Death stepping forward with an altered mien

Pulls off his mask, and speaks the epilogue?

;Life is a play acted by dying men,

Where, if its heroes seem to foot it well

And go light-tongued without grimace of pain,

Death will be found anon. And who shall tell

Which part was saddest, or in

When the tired actor stops and

AN AMERICAN KELMSCOTT
The result of the Morris craze in the 1890's was a flood ofimitation Kelmscotts. Most were unsuccessful

because they were copies instead of original expressions. In Esther, F. H. Day, the publisher, and

B. G. Goodhue, the artist, successfully worked out their own idea of the Kelmscott model.

(From Esther. Printed at the University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, for Copeland and Day.

Boston, 1895. Exact si^e.J
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decoration should take, and the very large number of

cradle books which have come down to us with the

blank spaces still unfilled^ stand as mute evidence of a

splendid idea that went wrong.

It was at this point that the advancement of the new
invention of printing seemed doomed to interruption.

The decoration of books was absolutely demanded by

those who bought them. The theory of the early print-

ers that embellishment could be added to the printed

page by hand was sound enough, but when it came to

praftice the cost was too great for most of those who
wished to secure the gem of thought in its new and

less expensive form; while for those who could afford

the luxury of the hand illumination the printed book

was not thought to compare in any way with the glory

of the handwritten volume.

Just at this crisis the art of woodcutting came to its

assistance. The close relationship of this art to the art

of printing is so apparent that it is a thousand pities

the two ever had to be divorced. In typography,

the impression is taken from a raised surface of metal;

in the woodcut, from a raised surface of wood— and

the similarity of method makes them natural kinsmen.

The art of woodcutting, like the art of printing, was

an art of the people. It was prafticed in Germany and

the Netherlands a quarter of a century before books

came to be printed from movable types. Sometimes it

expressed itself in woodcuts without letterpress, as in

the Saint Christopher of 1423, now in the John Rylands

Library; sometimes in woodcut pi6lures and woodcut

1 See Plate at p. 16.
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A BLOCK BOOK
Instead of being set from movable types, the woodcutter laboriously cut

the entire page on a single block of wood. An error was fatal. Block books

preceded the art of printing by twenty-five years, but they also overlapped.

(From Ars Moriendi, 1467. British Museum. 7x5 inches.)
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text, as in the Ars Moriendi^ and other block books.

In these volumes the letters were laboriously cut by-

hand on a single piece of wood, and if a single error

was made it was necessary to discard the entire page

block. The leaves were printed on one side of the sheet

only, the paper being pressed into the face of the block

by rubbing it on the back with a burnisher. These

curious examples, more interesting than beautiful, used

to be given dates earlier than 1460, and were consid-

ered as forerunners of the invention of printing; but

Alfred W. Pollard^ has pointed out the utter lack of

evidence to confirm these dates, and advances the still

more interesting theory that the early printers em-
ployed woodcutting for short, popular publications,

requiring frequent reprinting, as a forerunner of stereo-

typing or eleftrotyping.

The next step in the evolution was to combine wood-
cut decorations and illustrations with text printed from

movable types. The early artists who drew and then

cut their designs on wooden blocks were forerunners

of the early printers, at least so far as their effort con-

sisted in conveying a message to the masses through

the reproduction of old Bible legends and pi6lorial

representation of popular questions, which later was
expressed in printed words. These publications exerted

tremendous influence, at first in serving religious pur-

poses, and later being used to attack the Church through
satirical presentation of the clergy. Beyond this, they

preserve valuable records of the customs, the costumes,

and the manners of their period.

^ See Plate at p. 156. ^ Seei^me^oo^j; Alfred W. Pollard, 191 2.
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The limitations of this method are obvious. It soon

became apparent that if confined to block books and

block printing, the art of woodcutting could never find

scope enough to achieve permanence; so the two arts,

each gasping for breath, joined forces. The wood
blocks replaced the work of the engrosser and illumi-

nator in the initial letters and in the ornamentation

which combined with the type in producing beautiful

pages; and by their union established the printed book
in so impregnable a position that further opposition by
the patrons of the handwritten volume was hopeless.

At first, the blank space left by the printer for the

initial, and the expanse of white margin,were decorated

by means of woodcut blocks, which were stamped on

by hand and then colored by the illuminator. The very

rare Grenville copy of Virgil at the British Museum
is as excellent an example of this phase as I know. The
impression of the woodcut blocks used for the initial

letter and the marginal decoration look as if put on

with rubber stamps, but had the artist completed his

work in colors and gold the imperfections would have

been concealed. I have seen many finished examples

where it is difiicult to discover the underlying design.

In some cases the initials do not fit the spaces left for

them, which must have been the origin of the present

sloppy practice of using initial letters that are too short

for the space they occupy. Half a line too much blank

below an initial ruins the appearance of many an other-

wise well-conceived page.

This matter of stamping and coloring, while less

expensive than the fully illuminated printed volumes,
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WOODCUTTING CONTRIBUTES TO THE PRINTED PAGE
Purchasers of the early printed books could not afford to have the initial

letters and the border decorations put in by hand. The art of woodcutting

came to the rescue of the art of printing by supplying wooden stamps to

be put on by hand and then colored, thus somewhat reducing the expense.

(From a Virgil, printed by Bartholomceus Cremonensis in Venice in i472.

British Museum. 9x5 inches.)
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was still too costly to be praftical, so the next step was

the natural one of combining the woodcut decorations

and the type, and printing them together upon the

press. Even now the love of color and gold held for

a time. There are examples where the owners of vol-

umes thus printed turned them over to the illuminator

to embellish; but as the decorations came to be well

printed, and booklovers realized that the two arts were

at last successfully combined, the artist decorator began

gradually to retire from the making of the Book.

Thus this art of woodcutting, the new ally, liberated

the art of printing from its dependence upon miniature

painters and illuminators. The initial letters, of richly

decorative design, were now cut on blocks ofwood and

then combined with the type with no attempt to cover

them with color, but depending upon their own beauty

to enhance the attra6liveness of the printed pages.

Frontispieces were added, and even the margins were

decorated with ornamentation fashioned along the line

ofthe more elaborate and more costly hand illumination.

What appealed to me particularly was that the early

artists recognized the early printers as men of learn-

ing, and in subordinating themselves paid a tribute to

the printer's superior knowledge. So long as print-

ing remained an art— well into the sixteenth century

— there was a definite respeft for the relation of the

decoration to the type. Fifteenth-century printers used

Gothic fonts more frequently than Roman, and the

artist who designed the decoration kept in mind the

heavy black of the type face. The volumes of Erhard

Ratdolt, printed in Venice around 1470, offer most
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admirable examples of borders and initial letters which

combine perfeftly with the type and with each other/

The artist, supposed to be Giovanni Bellini, who
designed the initial letters and the illustrations for the

Hypnerotomachia Poliphili^ printed by Aldus in Venice

in 1499, kept his line light to correspond with the type,

with the result that the decorations are as much an in-

tegral part of the printed page as the type itself. A
recent edition of the Ruhdiydt^ printed by Johnck,

Kibbe, and Company, in San Francisco, shows admir-

able consideration of this co-relation. Modern printers

have not always been so scrupulous in preserving the

harmony of the page. They have taken these heavy-

faced blocks out of their proper environment, and have

combined them with the lighter Roman faces so that

the decoration absolutely overwhelms the type.

During the sixteenth century such supreme artists

as Diirer and Holbein used the woodcut as the medium
for expressing their genius, and carried it to its highest

point. The latter's Dance ofDeath^ has long been a

classic, and the editions containing these reminders,

even to the mightiest, that Death is no respefter of

persons, are literally without number. By the middle

of the sixteenth century copper-plate engraving ap-

peared, and proved so popular that for approximately

two centuries the woodcut was relegated to use in

chapbooks and other "popular" publications. Some
of the copper-plate titles are so beautiful in themselves

1 See Plate on p. 163 ^ See Plate on p. 123

3 See Plates on pp. 166, 167. ^ See Plate on p. 162.
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A WOOD ENGRAVER OF THE XVI CENTURY
(Cut on Wood by Jost Amman, 1564.)

/ am a wood engraver good,

And all designs on blocks ofwood

I with my graver cut so neat.

That when they're printed on a sheet

Ofpaper white you plainly view

The veryforms the artist drew:

His drawing, whether coarse or fine.

Is truly copied line for line.

—Translated from Hans Sachs.
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that at first the booklover does not reaUze their incon-

gruity. The Plantin Press maintained the quaHty of

its typography and presswork enough to prevent the

handiwork of Rubens^ from appearing too much out

of place, but could anything call attention more loudly

to the inferiority of the manufa6lure of many of the

The Dance ofDeath. Designed on Wood by Hans Holbein

Elzevir volumes than the carefully designed copper-

plate titles

!

Toward the end of the eighteenth century wood-

cutting returned to the Book under the guidance of

Thomas Bewick, in England, in the form of wood en-

graving. The woodcutter of the Middle Ages cut his

designs with knives on the wood of the pear or the apple

tree; Bewick supplied the modern woodcutter with

^ See Plate on p. 107.
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THE ARTS OF WOODCUTTING AND PRINTING FINALLY
COMBINED

The volumes of Erhard Ratdolt, printed in Venice about 1470, offer

admirable examples of borders and initial letters which combine perfe6lly

with the type and with each other.

(From the Appian. Printed by Erhard Ratdolt, in Venice, in 1477J
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engraver's tools, made an engraver out of him, and

secured superb effefts through contrasts in light and

shade. It proved to be more than a mere revival,

for the transformation from woodcutting to wood
engraving introduced new methods which proved

exceedingly popular. The introduction of illustrations

Woodcutting becomes Wood Engraving

A Bewick Plate.

(From Fables, 1818.J

in periodicals, about 1830, added a further Impetus. I

turn to my Cruikshank and my "Phiz" illustrations, of

more recent date, and sincerely regret that this form

of book decoration has passed away.

In i860, zinc etchings had been produced simultane-

ously in Vienna and Paris, demonstrating that pen-and-

ink drawings could be transferred to zinc and etched

with acids much less laboriously than they could be
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engraved on wood. During the 1870's, photography-

lent its aid to reproduction, and the photo-mechanical

process, called Photo-Engraving, came into existence.

Long after pen-and-ink illustration asserted itself as a

distin6l art, mechanical design still held close to the

old woodcut model. The next step on the part of

the photo-engraver was naturally in the dire6lion of

the photograph itself, and this led to the evolution

of the "halftone" process.

The word "halftone," through familiar use, has

come to be simply the name of a certain method of

pi6lorial reproduftion without conveying any specific

indication ofwhat it really is. Without going too deeply

into the technical details, I have found it useful to know
that a halftone reprodu6lion is made by photography

through a screen of opaque, evenly spaced lines, either

parallel or crossing, forming transparent apertures,

through which the image is re-formed. In the photo-

graphic operation of making a halftone negative, the

screen is placed slightly in front of the sensitive plate.

This space, known as screen distance, permits disper-

sion and difFra6lion of the light rays, so as to create

lines or dots which vary in size, according to the in-

tensity of the light refle6led from the original, even

though photographed through a screen having aper-

tures uniform in size.

The halftone plate itself was the successful result of

a natural desire to translate a photograph into some

medium that could be printed upon a press. My first

introdu61ion to it was in 189 1, when I began my service

to the Book at the old University Press, in Cambridge,
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HARMONIOUS COMBINATION OF TYPE AND
DECORATION

Two pages which show careful consideration of relation of design and

weight of line between type and illustration.



The text is set in Humanistic type, designed by William Dana Orcutt.

The decorations are by Lawrence A. Patterson.

(From Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Johnck, Kibbe, and Company.

San Francisco, 1926. Type exact siie, illustration 8X6 inches.)
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Massachusetts. I well remember the pride that famous

institution took in the fa6l that the first cyHnder press

in America was set up within its walls, which gave the

establishment its early prestige in producing the finest

results in printing illustrative plates. In 1868, A. K. P.

Welch, of the firm of Welch, Bigelow and Company,
John Wilson's predcessors as proprietors of the Univer-

sity Press, went to France for the purpose of inspecting a

"new" press which French ingenuity had produced.

Up to that time such volumes as Whittier's Snowbound

(1865), containing beautiful woodcuts, had been printed

on hand presses. The cylinder press differs from the old

Adams or flatbed press in that the paper is fed to the

type from a cylinder with only one point of conta6l

from the type to the paper at the moment the two
touch each other; while the a6lion of the flatbed

press forces the entire form of type into the paper

at the same impression. Rumors of what this cylin-

der press would do made Mr. Welch eager to secure

the new invention to use particularly in printing the

magazine "Every Saturday" for L R. Osgood and

Company, of Boston, and he brought this model
back with him. The original press was later sold to

a Boston printer, and was destroyed in the Boston

fire of 1872.

By the time I entered the University Press the revo-

lution in printing machinery caused by this exploit

had been accompHshed. CyHnder presses, of American

manufafture, were in all the leading pressrooms, and

the hand presses had been relegated to oblivion. The
new art of photo-engraving had replaced the art of
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wood engraving, the first experiment at the Univer-

sity Press having been successfully made in an issue

of the "Harvard Lampoon" in 1873.

A. W. Drake, of the Century Company, about 1881,

in cooperation with Theodore L. De Vinne, took an-

other dramatic step when he persuaded S. D. Warren
and Company, of Boston, to produce a sheet with an

artificial chalk surface, at first called "fine cut" paper.

The Warren Company have a copy of the " Century

Magazine" of December, 1887, which contains one

4-page and three 16-page inserts of woodcuts printed

on what today we would call "coated" paper, and the

appearance of these illustrations is striking when com-
pared with the woodcuts and the two halftones that

are printed in the advertising seQion upon uncoated

stock. The importance of the medium upon which to

print was again forcefully emphasized.

I have tried in vain to satisfy myself as to who really

invented the halftone. The claimants to that honor are

many, and each produces at least plausible evidence.

As a matter of fa61:, the invention is undoubtedly a

composite achievement to which several have con-

tributed. However this may be, I found the story-

told me by the veteran, Stephen H. Horgan, of New
York, of his participation in the early experiments, of

intense interest. It seems that fugitive attempts to trans-

late a photograph into a printing plate had been made

as early as 1852, but it was not until 1880 that a half-

tone was a6lually made which could be printed upon a

press. One evening, after dinner together at a club

nearby, Mr. Horgan took me to the New York Public
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THE FIRST HALFTONE
This is the first aflual reproduction direft from nature ever printed on

a press. Compare this with the halftone plates in this volume, and note

the tremendous improvement in the results obtained.

(From "New York Daily Graphic," March 4, 1880.J
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Library, and together we turned the leaves of an

old file of the "New York Daily Graphic." When
we came to the *' birthday" issue of March 4, 1880, a

double-page spread was shown, combining fourteen

different methods of pi6lorial reproduftion of the day,

one of which includes the now famous print entitled

*' Shantytown." ^ It was with no little pride that Mr.

Horgan pointed to this, and said,

"This is the first a6lual reprodu6lion dire8: from

nature ever printed on a press, and I made it."

In the editorial columns of this same issue I found

the following interesting note:

"We have dealt heretofore with pi6lures made with

drawings or engravings. Here we have one direft from

nature. Our photographers made the plate from which

this pi6lure has been obtained in the immediate pres-

ence of the shanties which are shown in it. There has

been no re-drawing of the pifture. The transfer print

has been obtained dire6t from the original negative.

As will be seen, certain of the effe6ls are obtained by
the use of vertical lines. This process has not yet been

fully developed. We are still experimenting with it,

and feel confident that our experiments will in the long

run result in success, and that pi6lures will eventually

be regularly printed in our pages direct from photo-

graphs without the intervention of drawing."

How modest this predi61:ion now seems in view of

the domination the halftone has assumed in all branches

of the graphic arts! It has revolutionized methods of

paper making and ink making; it has entirely altered

^ See Plate at p. 170.
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the construction of presses; it is responsible for the

incredible circulation of newspapers and magazines.

The halftone was just coming into general use in

book-printing offices in 1891, and I well remember

the hostility shown by the pressmen to the "crazy"

innovation. Mr. Horgan was at that time art dire6lor of

the "New York Herald," and in 1893 he wrote James

Gordon Bennett that he could make a halftone plate

which could be printed in the paper. Mr. Bennett sent

this letter to the superintendent of his pressroom for

an opinion, and received a reply which suggested that

any man who believed that a halftone could be printed

on a fast-running daily newspaper press was absolutely

out of his mind. As a result of this Mr. Horgan lost his

position on the "Herald," but later he took his idea to

Whitelaw Reid on the " New York Tribune," and there

accomplished what had been declared to be an impos-

sibiHty. Royal Cortissoz, at that time art critic and

literary editor of the "Tribune," describes the event:

"I was helpless in the matter of showing what an

artist's pi6lure was like unless I could first persuade

him to make a pen drawing of it. Photographs were

used only as a basis for pen drawing. Pure black and

white was our only illustrative ware; but at this time

Stephen H. Horgan was interesting himself in the ques-

tion of handling the halftone in such wise that it could

be printed from the curved, stereotype plate of a news-

paper. . . . They began with a photograph of the late

Thomas C. Piatt, just then ele6led to the United States

Senate. It was successfully reproduced in halftone in

the 'Tribune' of January 21, 1897, and during the
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following years in which Mr. Horgan was art dire6lor

of the paper he carried the process farther and farther,

making a substantial contribution toward the univer-

sal adoption of the halftone as a means of newspaper

illustration."
^

Mr. Horgan told me an amusing story of an experi-

ence he had with Sir Hubert Herkomer in 1891, at

which time he was completing his invention of intaglio

engraving from line drawings. Herkomer had come to

America to paint portraits of American celebrities, and

he had learned from various artists that Horgan had a

method of photographing a drawing on metal in wax
so that an artist could etch it. Herkomer's inquiring

and receptive mind demanded proof of the seemingly

incredible feat.

"If I made a drawing ofyou now," asked Herkomer,

"could you photograph it on metal?"

Receiving an affirmative reply, Herkomer made a

drawing of Horgan in his working apron on ordinary

writing paper. This was photographed on zinc and

brought to the master artist.

"How much would I have to pay to see how you

do it.^" he demanded.

Horgan smiled, and named what he thought would

be a prohibitive sum, but the artist drew from his

pocket a small checkbook and immediately wrote a

check for the amount mentioned. Sworn to secrecy,

he watched Horgan carry through his process, and

significantly remarked, 'T never spent five hundred

dollars that was of so much benefit to me!"
^ The New York Tribune. Incidents and Personalities in its History.
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Since then the art of photo-engraving has developed

by leaps and bounds, and the Genius that has condu6led

it, now mechanically reproduces the copy set before

the camera with a fidelity that is extraordinary. From
its very nature, the present halftone plate, although

effe6live in full-page inserts, was never suitable to be

combined dire61;ly with type. With other methods of

reprodu6lion, the illustrations have been made to har-

monize with the type; with the halftone, the type has

to be harmonized with the illustration, and to do this,

the ever-present handicap of the highly surfaced paper

must be overcome. The halftone is not what its name

implies, but is an aggregation of many tones. Type,

on the other hand, being printed in but one tone,

must be so arranged as to call upon the white spaces

of the page, in shape and distribution, to harmonize

with the intermediate greys of the halftone plate. No
simple undertaking, this

!

The halftone plate has won for itself a triumph

unequaled by any of the preceding processes, yet I

venture to predift that within another decade its use

will be confined almost entirely to newspapers. I firmly

believe that for books, for the highest grade of ajd-

vertising brochures, and even for magazines, the half-

tone, with its screen over even the lightest tones, will

be replaced by the highlight halftone, from which the

screen is eliminated where tones occur which are as

light as the paper on which it is printed. Difficulties

in presswork are largely simplified by the elimination

of this seemingly useless screen area, and a highlight

halftone plate can be printed on paper freed from the
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THE HALFTONE OF THE FUTURE

A highlight plate, in which the halftone screen is eliminated where tones

occur which are as light as the paper on which it is printed.

(By Courtesy of " Pencil Points ")
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artificial chalk surface, and thus come closer to co-

ordinating with the type. The highlight plate has, I

believe, opened up a new era by preserving the value of

the ingenious invention of the halftone while eliminat-

ing the inartistic elements of translating photographic

reprodu6lion into a medium to be multiplied upon the

printing press.

I have no doubt laid myself open to the charge of

being "mid-Victorian" in standing as a champion of

woodcuts, which have become a lost art of expression,

but I insist that my appreciation of the value and im-

portance of the halftone is by no means lessened by

my feeling that the newer invention has been misused

sadly. That it has its place in the graphic arts is indis-

putable; that it has contributed vastly to the advance

of the graphic arts is beyond question. Perhaps my
old-fashioned fondness for the woodcut is a bit inten-

sified by my admiration for the superb examples of the

art preserved in the work of Timothy Cole.^ Only re-

cently I put one of Timothy Cole's reproductions of a

masterpiece against a halftone plate I had previously

admired of the same subjeft, and I became promptly

aware that I had permitted myself to be content with

something which, in spite of the ingenuity of its maker,

absolutely lacked the vitality and individuality of the

art which it has supplanted. How could it be other-

wise.'^ No photograph can translate the value of a

pifture with absolute precision, nor can it convey to him
who looks the true message of the artist. When I study

a wood engraving by such a master as Timothy Cole,

^ See Plate on p. 179.
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I feel that I am in aftual touch with the artist himself.

It is one artist being interpreted by another. A camera

cannot interpret, for it possesses no understanding.

I wonder if we should attach any significance to

the fa6l that during the last decade illustrations have

pra6lically disappeared from novels, while newspapers

have come Into existence with phenomenal circulations

which convey the news to their clientele almost en-

tirely through the medium of halftone piftures. Of
course the cinema has taught people to absorb stories

through their eyes instead of through their minds, and

perhaps to assimilate the daily news in like manner is

a natural sequence; but the whole movement would

seem to be retrogressive— back to the time when

people had to gain information from piftorial design

because they could not read, or because books were

too rare or too expensive to be commonly possessed.

The disappearance of illustrations from novels has

been a boon from the standpoint of the author. He
draws the pi61:ure of his chara6lers not by description,

but bit by bit as the story progresses, intending that

his reader shall visualize them as if in life rather than

as photographic studies. Rarely does the artist absorb

this charafterization even as well as the average reader.

He seizes upon some incident in the story, and develops

an excellent sketch of the charafters as they rest in his

own mind instead of interpreting to the reader real

portraits of personalities such as the author has care-

fully endeavored to create. Most authors feel that it is

far better to leave the fate of the re-creation to the

limitation of the casual reader than to the mercy of
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A MODERN WOODCUT
The close relationship of the art of woodcutting to the art of printing

is so apparent that it is a thousand pities the two ever had to be divorced.

(Engraved on Wood by Timothy Cole from Painting by Fran^ Hals,

Courtesy The Century Company^ New York.)
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the illustrator! And even with a sympathetic artist, the

reproduftion of the design has to be the photo-

mechanical halftone, instead of the more living art of

the wood engraver.

Since the elimination of illustrations in works of fic-

tion, the desire on the part of the public for decoration

has been gratified by the universal custom of using a

highly decorative jacket. This also has a practical ap-

peal. Each volume on the bookseller's counter is in

competition with dozens of others lying beside it. If

the prospe6live buyer can be attrafted to pick up a

particular volume and glance it over, the chances of its

sale are that much enhanced.

During the run of one of my novels, some years

ago and before the era of decorated jackets, I chanced

to go to the news-stand in a New York hotel to pur-

chase some theater tickets. Placed conspicuously on

the counter I noticed copies of my story. The clerk

with whom I chatted about the tickets was affable and

confidential.

"You're the fellerwho wrote that book, aren't you .^"

he demanded, associating the name I gave him for the

tickets with that on the cover of the volume.

Acknowledging the accusation, I asked the bromidic

question, " How is it going .'^"

"Oh, it's selling all right," he replied; "but you
fellers don't know how to make books that will sell.

You ought to put a pi61:ure of a pretty girl on the jacket.

That's what'll do it. It don't make a bit of difference

what's on the inside of a book!"

Since then the trend of the decorative jacket has
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proved the clerk to have possessed the full power of

prophecy and divination!

My adventures among the decorated books of all ages,

covering so many years, have increased my respeft for

artist or printer who realizes the intrinsic value of re-

straint. I have learned that the ornamentation or the

illustration should either be fully capable to stand by

itself without the explanatory cooperation of type, or

that it should modestly merge its own individuality by

becoming an ally of the type in conveying the message

of the printed page. If an ally, then the decoration must

take its motifirom. the type, for, from the standpoint of

the Book, typography is the dominating art.

Again I find myself turning to Cobden-Sanderson's

Ideal Book^ this time not to revel in the balance of its

physical ^r/7zar, but to take from it, as from the notes

of a master, the text which his disciples must always

respe61::

"The Ideal Book is a composite thing made up of

many parts, and may be made beautiful by the beauty

of each of its parts ... in subordination to the whole

which colleftively they constitute. . . . On the other

hand each contributory part may usurp the fundions

of the rest and of the whole, and growing beautiful be-

yond all bounds ruin for its own the common cause."
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THE CLOTHING OF BOOKS

CHATTING one day, years ago, with the late Dr.

Richard Gamett, then Keeper of Printed Books, in his

den at the British Museum, I was surprised to have him
remark casually that the first bookbinder dated back

to the fifth century, and was known as Phillatius the

Athenian. Do(5lor Gamett was in the habit of startling

his friends by knowing more about their own subje6ls

than they did themselves, and, what was more humili-

ating, his knowledge always proved to be so absolute

that one hesitated even to challenge him. In the present

instance my surprise was so genuine that involuntarily

I uttered an exclamation:
*' But at that early date books were rolls ofpapyrus

!

"

"To be sure," Doftor Gamett admitted good-

naturedly, with that smile which so endeared him
to his friends— *'but fragments have been discov-

ered where the papyms leaves are perforated at the

top and bottom of the left-hand margin, showing that

at some time they must have been stitched together

with other leaves, even though there is no evidence of

a cover. How would you like to see a pifture, made in

the sixth century, in which volumes are shown bound
in the same style as at present.'^"
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Writing a title on a slip of paper, which he handed

to an attendant, Do6lor Gamett continued his remarks.

"I have sent for a volume containing a facsimile

page of the famous Codex Amiatinusj which perhaps

you have not seen. It is an illuminated manuscript

taken from England to Rome in 716 by Ceofrid,

Abbot of Wearmouth, intended as a votive offering

at the Holy Sepulcher of Saint Peter, and it was prob-

ably executed about the middle of the sixth century.

I was studying it recently when I came across the

pi8:ure I want to show you, which confirmed my
previous conclusions."

I had heard much about the so-called Amiatme Bihle^

particularly in conne6lion with the resemblance some

claim between the figure of the Prophet Ezra and that

of Saint Matthew in the Lindisfarne Gospels. Since then

I have frequently studied the magnificent original at

the Biblioteca Laurenziana at Florence, but at that time

the book was only a name. I eagerly awaited the arrival

of the facsimile page, and the opportunity to examine it

through the eyes ofmy mentor.

When the huge volume was placed before us, Do6lor

Gamett turned to the page he had in mind. Here, in a

miniature, the artist shows Ezra, the Hebrew scribe,

sitting before a book press filled with volumes bound

in crimson covers of present-day fashion, and even the

book in which Ezra is writing has a binding. Supple-

menting this evidence, Doftor Gamett summoned as

chief witness one Olympiodorus, a Byzantine historian

of the early fifth century. This writer records that "an

inquiry having suddenly arisen at Athens respe6ling
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the gluing of books, the inquirers desiring to know
the measure of the glue, Phillatius, a friend of Olym-

piodorus, a man well versed in literary matters,

explained this, and, having thus gained credit, obtained

a public statue from the city."

"The use of glue," Do61or Gamett contended,

"could only be for the purpose of pasting sheets

into stiff covers"; and he was convinced that he had

located the point at which the system of writing on

rolls changed to the present book form. The multi-

plication of sheets by cutting the rolls into leaves would

make glue absolutely indispensable.

Do6lor Gamett's theory is exceedingly ingenious.

It bestows on Phillatius the double distin6]:ion of being

not only the first bookbinder, but also the only member
of his craft who has ever been honored with a public

statue

!

This conversation came at a time when the whole

subje6l of bookmaking was beginning to unfold before

my eyes in a most fascinating way. The message of the

illuminated manuscript had come across; the early mas-

ter printers had assumed a living personality; the types

had taken on a new significance; the great typographi-

cal triumphs were teaching me their tremendous lesson.

Until then I had believed that without praftical knowl-

edge of bookbinding the art must remain to me as a

foreign language, but for a month Doctor Garnett gave

to me of his wisdom, and opened up before me another

field for "the Quest." Together we plotted out a chart

which during the years that have intervened has en-

abled me to fit the clothing of books into the great
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scheme of the Book itself. I have found it a fascinating

adventure to piece together the fragmentary notes I

made from time to time for my own use, in tracing

the steps through which the cover of a volume came

to be an integral part of it, instead of merely a protec-

tion and a thing apart. Leaving the technical problems

to others, I have discovered romance and history inter-

woven with the designs and the tools of the binders.

I already knew, of course, that, for several centuries

before the invention of printing, volumes, elaborately

hand-lettered and illuminated, were encased in sump-

tuous covers, on which ivory or beaten gold was laid

over the boards, inlaid frequently with jewels; and it

was obvious that the binding of volumes became a

necessity when the printing press multiplied the num-
ber of books and made them comparatively common.
I found occasional volumes covered with velvet, silk,

or some woven fabric, but until within a hundred years

leather was the usual material. So long as the natural

brown was employed, binders cared little whether this

leather came from calf, sheep, doe, pig, seal, kangaroo,

or fox. (Dibdin, the famous author of the Decameron^

records the fa6l that a certain Do6):or Askew once

gained notoriety by having a book bound in human
skin

!
) When, however, the demand for color entered

into the binding, morocco, made from the skin of the

goat, became the favorite material.

Some of the most beautiful of the early examples of

bindings on the printed books seemed incomplete

because the shelfback was apparently negle6led in the

scheme of decoration. I had forgotten for the moment
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that these volumes were made not to be placed upon

shelves, where only the backs are visible, but rather to

be laid out flat where the front cover is what first greets

the eye. It was Jean Grolier,^ that famous patron of

the Book in the sixteenth century, who first placed

letters on the shelfback. Another interesting pra6lice

developed from this old custom of laying books flat:

the early booklovers felt that the expanse of white

on the edges of the book offered too attra6live an op-

portunity for further decoration to be ignored. The
burnished gold satisfied them to an extent, but I found

occasional volumes with fore-edge painting of great

elaboration. Opening the book so that its leaves were

fully fanned out, the artist would apply water colors

with as little moisture as possible; then, closing the

volume, the gold edge was burnished on over the

water-color painting. Thus the gold alone showed

when the book was closed, but the fore-edge deco-

ration appeared in all its glory in the fanned edges of

the open volume.

With the invention and pra6lice of printing, it

was natural that the chara6ler of bookbinding should

change. Aldus and the Aldine Press in Venice stimu-

lated a demand for bindings which should be in keep-

ing with the artistic beauty of the typography and the

printed sheets. Printing, "like Minerva, was bom fully

armed," and the sister art of binding, which clothed

the body of the precocious child, could not, in justice,

start out on any lower level ! Take one of those early

examples and, as you caress it, see what an effe6l the

1 See also pp. 191, 195.
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binder has gained by coordinating a few simple ele-

ments, repeated in such a way as to produce an

astonishing richness of design: just a few simple tools

(cut die-sunk, like a seal, which leave the lines raised)

with which the workman plotted out his pattern, all in

"blind," by impressing the leather with heated tools,

without gold. The leather was usually kept in the natu-

ral brown, but sometimes it was stained black or dark

olive.

Venice in the fifteenth century was the home of

the Book, and thus attra6led binders from Arabia and

Greece. What could be more natural than that the

Aldine covers should refle6l in their patterns the de-

signs which clothed the walls of Eastern mosques.^ Or
did Aldus get the idea of corded and dotted borders

from the bindings of the manuscripts which flooded

Italy after the fall of Constantinople.'^ This influence

also suggested the first use of gold, the introdu6lion of

which revolutionized the art of binding, and supplied

the artist workman with means for further expression

of his sense of decoration. But now his tools had to be

cut on exactly the opposite principle from those re-

quired for "blind" work— for the gold lines had to be

depressed below the surface of the leather. The gold

leaf was laid on the leather and was fixed in the sunken

pattern by the pressure and heat of the metal tool, the

superfluous gold leaf being later rubbed off", just as is

the pra6lice today, even with stamped bindings. How
I have enjoyed studying the knots and the small Aldine

leaves surrounded by borders of figured and Arabic

knotted work! All so simple, yet so effeQive— made
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"How I have enjoyed studying the knots and the small Aldine leaves,

surrounded by borders of figured and Arabic knotted work. All so simple,

yet so effeftive — made by hand with tools fashioned to express the

artistic feeling of the binder."

(From Petrarca: Sonetti e Canzoni. Aldus. Kenice, 1501. Olive morocco.

British Museum. 7x4 inches.)
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by hand with tools fashioned to express the artistic feel-

ing of the binder.^ How wonderful that in its infancy

the art of binding should have shown principles so

basically correft that the intervening centuries could

contribute almost nothing to them!

I was particularly struck by the fa6l that the glory

of the Italian binding, which came in the early part

of the sixteenth century, should be largely due to the

patronage ofJean Grolier,^ a Frenchman, even as Nico-

las Jenson, another Frenchman, added to Italy's early

fame in printing. The "GroHer bindings" are so fa-

mous that Grolier himself is sometimes spoken of as

an early craftsman. He was a scholar and a colle6lor

of books, and the volumes that bear his name were

executed for him and under his direftion, but there is

nothing to indicate that he even dabbled in the work
himself.

Grolier is a favorite hero of mine. He was bom in

Lyons in 1479, but his family came from Verona, so

he scarcely felt himself a foreigner when he succeeded

his father as Treasurer of the Duchy of Milan under

Louis XII. He was but thirty-one years old at this

time, yet he had already developed a passionate love

for books and an uncanny vision of what constituted

a well-made volume.^ Two years later he met the patri-

archal Aldus Manutius, and from that moment began

the younger man's friendly patronage of the Aldine

Press. Grolier came to know Andrea de Torresani,

^ See Plate at p. 190. 2 gge also pp. 189, 195.
^ See letter from Grolier to Francesco, giving minute instru6Hons to

the printer, on page 215,/n Quest of the Perfect Book^ by William Dana
Orcutt, 1926.
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father-in-law of Aldus, and thus became intimate with

Andrea's two sons, Francesco and Ferderico. Several

volumes from theAldine Press were dedicated to Grolier

in grateful acknowledgment of his financial assistance

in times of stress, and wide-margin copies of all the

Aldine publications were reserved for his library.

With the books well printed, Grolier's next concern

was to clothe them properly, and the volumes which

bear on their front cover the inscription lo. groli-
ERii ETAMicoRUM represent the best of the Italian

art. This interesting legend conveys Grolier's under-

standing of what a book should be— not a thing

simply to be acquired, but a living message to be

absorbed and shared. To make sure that his friends

should be able to enjoy with him the volumes he loved,

Grolier's library of some 8000 volumes contained sev-

eral copies of the same title, similarly bound, which

were freely distributed to such fellow booklovers as

Marc Lauwrin, Christophe de Thou, Maioli, Claude

du Puy, and Geoffroi Tory. In his Champfleury, Tory^

records the fa6l that while he was dreaming on his bed

"and revolving my memory, thinking of a thousand

little fancies, serious and gay, I thought of some an-

tique letters I had made for Monseigneur the Treasurer

forWar, Master Jehan Grolier, counsellor and secretary

of our lord the King, amateur of fine letters," which

makes it possible that the great French artist and en-

graver is responsible for some of the Grolier patterns.

The volumes in Grolier's library, in his Paris resi-

dence, the Hotel de Lyon, near the Porte de Buci, were

^ See p. 22.
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A LATER GROLIER BINDING
Showing the azured (shaded) tools and the flowing scroll work in a

graceful arabesque design.
(From Aeneae vici in vetera imperatorum Romanorum numismata

commentarii. The Aldi. Venice^ 1560. Olive brown morocco. British

Museum. 9j x (>\ inches.)
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the first known to have been especially executed for a

private individual. They were covered with the finest

quality of reddish-brown or olive-green morocco from

Africa and the Levant, secured for the fastidious con-

noisseur by that famous merchant, Jehan Colombel, of

Avignon; or with brown calf of equally high grade,

sometimes mottled with black. With the exception of

one manuscript, the books were all printed, and in-

cluded the best of the classical and Italian authors.

After Grolier's death the library remained forgotten

for over a century. When it was disposed of at last by
Grolier's descendants, in 1676, Esprit Flechier, Bishop

of Nismes, secured ten volumes, which, in turn, were

sold in England In 1725 together with Flechier's other

books. This was the first appearance of the Grolier

volumes in the market, and they brought ridiculously

low prices until after 1 800, when their real value began

to be appreciated. Of the eight thousand copies, only

350 titles have been traced.

My first intimate acquaintance with the Grolier bind-

ings came years ago through my old friend. Dr. Guido
Biagi. We were together one day in the Biblioteca Lau-

renziana in Florence, of which he was then librarian,

and were talking of binding in general. I asked him
what example he considered most characteristic of the

best Italian work. Without a moment's hesitation he

replied,

"One here in this library, done for Grolier. I will

show it to you."

Presently the attendant returned with the volume in

his hand.
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"This," said Biagi, handing it to me, "will interest

you beyond the binding, for it is the identical manu-

script from which the first edition of Castiglione's //

Lihro del Cortegiano was set at the Aldine Press in

1528. — See," he added, pointing to the first page,
" there is Grolier's name, written by Paulus Manutius,

and the instruftions to the compositor!"

I took it reverently in my hands, studying the writ-

ten characters of the old sixteenth-century author,which

were to create such a sensation when they finally

appeared in book form. There were the words In mains-

cule written in the Aldine office four hundred years

ago, telling the compositor to set the first line In capital

letters; and the inscription, also written by Aldus' son

Paulus, per Mons^ Grolier, Tresorer}

The manuscript has a story all its own. It was pre-

sented to Grolier by the Venetian printers in recognition

of his great services to their craft, and he gratefully

enclosed it in a fitting cover. Later the volume was

catalogued in the Bibliotheque de Carpentras, at Lyons,

but in 1842 it disappeared. Eventually, this identical

manuscript was purchased by a Monsieur Yemeniz of

Lyons for about 500 francs from M. Libri-Carucci.

Inasmuch as Monsieur Libri had been inspeClor of

libraries, there was a strong enough presumption of ap-

propriation to warrant a criminal charge being brought

against him. After various vicissitudes, and after pass-

ing through several hands, the volume came into the

possession of Lord Ashbumham. Fortunately it was

returned to Italy when the Italian government, in 1884,

1 See Plate on opp. page.
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A XVI CENTURY MANUSCRIPT PAGE
This is the first page of the manuscript from which the Aldine Press set Castiglione's Cortegiano

in 1528. At the top, in the handwriting of Paulus Manutius, are instru6>ions for the compos-

itor, "in maiuscule," and at the foot is the inscription "per Mons' Grolier, tresorer."

(Biblioteca Laureniiana, Florence. 1 1 x 8 inches.)
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purchased nearly two thousand manuscripts from Lord

Ashburnham, and placed them in the Biblioteca Lau-

renziana at Florence.

As a matter of faft, I consider other volumes more
mstru61:ive than this in comparing the tools used on

the Aldine, the Grolier, and on the volumes bound for

^ et atmcorr^fTi ,

Autograph ofJean Grolier

that mysterious connoisseur of the same period, Tom-
maso Maioli. Except for his wonderful library, this

name would be entirely unknown, yet because of it

Maioli is an imposing though mythical figure in the

Kingdom of Books. Whoever he was, he appropriated

Grolier's idea of an inscription on the covers of his

books, and the words tho. maioli et amicorum
appear on some of the most beautiful of existing vol-

umes. The fa6l that Maioli examples were found in

Grolier's library, and Grolier bindings in Maioli's col-

leftion, would seem to indicate that these two great

friends of the Book were at least known to each other.

However this may be, the volumes bound for Aldus,

Grolier, and Maioli constitute the well-substantiated

claim of Italy to supremacy in the art during the fif-

teenth and well into the sixteenth century. Each style

is distin6lively individual yet each is reminiscent of the

other two. The early Aldine tools ^ were solid, like the

^ See Plate at p. 190.
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type used upon his presses; Maioli cut these also in

outline, while Grolier, taking a middle ground, used

shaded or so-called azured ^ tools. These are used pro-

fusely on the cover of the Cortegiano. Maioli's designs^

show flowing scroll-work, beautifully executed, with

graceful curves interlaced with the framework. This

framework consists of curves instead of the chara6leris-

tic geometric lines ^ used by Grolier. Maioli frequently

enriched his background with dots; on the Grolier

covers the interlaced framework is made the design itself,

and a mosaic efFe6l is secured by coloring or inlaying

the band spaces between the lines. In his later bindings,

he introduced flaming scroll work resembling that on

the Maioli covers. Or did Maioli copy Grolier.'^

The tooling on the early Italian bindings, freely exe-

cuted, occasionally results in broken joints. This has

been a subje6l of some criticism, particularly on the

part of later French binders; but is it not the inevitable

slight variation in hand work that robs it of the mo-
notony seen in the precision of machine stamping, and

does this not add to the charm .'^ "Thou must observe,"

said Marcus Aurelius, "that whatsoever it is that natu-

rally doth happen to things natural, hath somewhat in

itself that is pleasing and attraftive.

"

When a people have developed such a super-stan-

dard in manners and customs as had the Italians of

the fifteenth century, with patrons such as the Medici,

Orsini, d'Este, della Roveri, and the Gonzagas, to say

^ This word comes from the praftice in heraldry of representing the

tinfture blue in uncolored drawings by shading in horizontal lines.

2 See Plate on opp. page. ^ See Plate on p. 197.
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A MAIOLI BINDING
Maioli frequently enriched his backgrounds with dots, and his designs

show flowing scroll work, beautifully executed, widi graceful curves

interlaced with the framework.

(From Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. Aldus. Venice, 1499. Dark
olive morocco. British Museum. iz\ x 8j inches.)





A CHARACTERISTIC GROLIER DESIGN

Showing the geometric lines Grolier made famous.





A FRANgOIS I BINDING
This sumptuous monarch took the covers of the book under his generous

patronage, thus enabling the French gilders to develop their art. Gold

was used on the edges of volumes for the first time. The salamander in

flames was Francois' special mark.

(From Xenophontis de Cyri Minoris Expeditione. Brown morocco.

Bibliotheque Nationale^ Paris. I2^ x 8 inches.)
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nothing of the Popes and the Cardinals, art could not

do less than produce Michelangelo, and Da Vinci, and

Raphael; printing had to have its Aldus; and binding

its master workmen whose names unhappily are all too

slightly recorded. Even when the decadence set in, in

the sixteenth century, the style established by Italian

artist binders dominated all European work in taste

and design for nearly a century.

France filched preeminence in the art of binding

from Italy just as she had earlier taken from her the

supremacy in the art of printing; and she held it for

over two centuries. By the middle of the sixteenth

century all originality had disappeared from the Ital-

ian bindings, and workmanship deteriorated. Italy was

content to have supplied the basic principles and the in-

spiration for what became in France a veritable fine art.

It was only in France that binding was encouraged as

an art and prafticed continuously from the time of the

Renaissance down to the period of the French Revo-

lution. The expeditions of Charles VIII and Louis XII

into Italy had given the French ample opportunities to

appreciate the beauties of the Italian bindings, which

they were not slow to appropriate. The early French

work, except for the elaboration of the gilders, was

based flatly upon these Italian models, and in spite of

constant effort, it was nearly a century before French

workmen succeeded in developing a national style.

That sumptuous monarch, Frangois I, included the

covers of the book in his generous patronage, and

encouraged the Royal binders to compete with the
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private volumes still being bound for that prince of

30oklovers, Jean Grolier^— but now in Paris instead

of Venice. In faft, many of the identical ornaments

were employed, the Grolier inscription in the center

of the cover being matched by the arms of France.

The books executed for the King are more elaborate,

for expense meant nothing to the luxurious Francois.

There was gold enough and to spare, and this was

drawn upon freely to enable the French gilders to

develop their art. This profligacy led them, for the

first time in the history of the art, to extend the use

of gold even to the edges of books— the only French

innovation Grolier ever accepted. The Royal covers

possess a marked similarity— the floriated and inter-

laced flllets, within a border; the panel dotted with

the crowned F and the fleur-de-lys; the King's arms

stamped in the center, and the Royal device of the

salamander in flames usually placed below.^

While Francois was pursuing his own devious ways,

and Grolier was steadfastly adhering to the principles

he had learned in Italy, the splendid bindings of Geof-

froi Tory^ flashed into competition. This artist made
his impression on almost every element that entered

into the building of books in his period. Everything

he touched gave evidence of his taste and skill. The
Petrarch^ in the British Museum is a splendid expres-

sion of himself on the cover of a book. The volume

was printed in Venice in 1525, brought into France in

sheets, after the custom of the times, and was fortunate

1 See also pp. 189, 191, 195. 2 See Plate at p. 198.

3 See also p. 21. * See Plate on opp. page.
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A GEOFFROI TORY BINDING
The beautiful border which encloses the panel is filled with arabesque

ornamentation, in which is introduced Tor^-'s famous " broken pitcher
"

device. This was used on the sheets or the covers he glorified.

(From Petrarca: Opera. The Aldi. Venice, I5^5- Olive mcrocco.

British Museum. 8^ x 6 incliss.)
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enough to be sele6led by Tory to receive his finishing

touches. He supplied the designs for the stamps just

as he provided drawings for decorations which appear

in books on which his mark appears; but there seems

to be no reason to think that he had anything more to

do with the a61ual binding than to direft its execution.

In this volume the chief decoration of the boards

consists of stamps forming arabesque panels. The mo-

tifs are clearly traceable to Italian sources, but the de-

signs themselves express the originality and personality

of the artist. There is no need of signature: in the lower

portion of the decoration that fills the center panel,

Tory has worked in his famous mark, the pot casse^

as a part of the arabesque.

Some bindings call vividly to my mind interesting

personages and events, none more so than those exe-

cuted for Diane de Poitiers. The last time I went to

Reims I had three definite obje6lives : to stand in mute
tribute before the tragic beauty of the martyred Cathe-

dral; to enjoy the intriguing crepes Susette at the Savoy;

and to renew my acquaintance with a disclosing bind-

ing in the Town Library. At first glance there is little

to suggest historical interest in this volume. At the

top of the front cover are stamped the arms of the

House of Breze, impaling those of Poitiers— a com-
mon enough pra6lice of recording the union of two
families, and in this case referring to Diane de Poi-

tier's marriage to Louis de Breze, Comte de Maulevrier,

Grand Seneschal of Normandy. It was the device

of an arrow, encircled by laurel, with the inscription

^ See also on p. 25.
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Sola vivit in ilia, below the arms, that first attradled

my attention. Somewhere, at some time, I had seen an

almost similar binding, and the variation, slight as it

was, suggested further inquiry.

Diane was married at the tender age of thirteen, and

was left a widow at thirty-two. She was a real lover of

books, and her colle61ion, unhappily dispersed by sale

during the eighteenth century, showed a discerning

sense and an appreciation of the beautiful. Some say

that the best of her bindings were designed for her

by Bemhard Salomon of Lyons, who made drawings

for her jewels. Her device was the bow and crescent,

symbolic of her name, but upon the death of her hus-

band Diane added an arrow and laurel to her device,

so arranged as to seem rising from a tomb, and the

legend Sola vivit in illo. It was a volume bearing this

earlier inscription that I recalled. When, seven years

later, the charming young widow attra61:ed the devo-

tion of the youthful Dauphin of France, she found the

device and the motto somewhat incongruous. By elimi-

nating the tomb, and cleverly changing the gender of

the pronoun, "Alone, she lives in him" became "He
lives in her alone," and the fair lady thus satisfied her

scruples and relieved her embarrassment.

While Francois I lived, Diane shared with Madame
d'fitampes the controlling influence in the gorgeous

Court of that superficial but brilliant monarch, and she

did not overlook the personal advantage of further-

ing the old King's desire to stand in history as the

Maecenas of the arts. She was known to the Court

as the Chasseresse des Bouquins. Upon his father's
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AIUIIANOY AAEHANAPEns
PHNfAlKON-

BINDING MADE FOR DIANE DE POITIERS AND
HENRI II

The clever mistress of Henri II was a great booklover, and was known
to the Court as the Chasseresse des Bouquins. The two D's reversed and

interlaced with an H, and the crescent moons, still proclaim the hold she

maintained upon the young and impressionable King.

(From a copy of Etiennes Royal Greeks. Paris, 1550. Carved edges, dark

brown morocco, inlaid with grey, brown, and red in center panel, and strap

work. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 13! X 9 inches.)
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death, the Dauphin became Henri II, and Diane was
created Duchesse deValentinois.Then the new Duchess
dropped the former pretense and equivocation to be-

come the real ruler of France. Madame d'Etampes was
promptly exiled. Even the young Queen, the clever

Catherine de' Medici, found it advisable to accept an

armed truce, while her husband and his popular mistress

gave splendid commissions to the binders of the period.

As a result of this stimulus French covers, never wholly

free from Italian reminiscence, began to show signs of

a distin6l nationality. These joint produ6lions^ may
still be seen at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris,

the cipher formed by the two D's reversed and inter-

laced with an H, the crescent moons— still proclaiming

to the world, through the lasting medium of books, the

hold maintained by this clever woman upon the youth-

ful and impressionable King. What stories some of

these volumes tell!

In the meantime, Jean Grolier^ had replaced Charles

du Plessis as Treasurer-General of France, an office

he held successively during the reigns of Frangois I,

Henri II, Frangois II, and Charles IX. He had been

called home in 1535 (some say earHer), and he brought

with him the Italian binder who had long been a

member of his household. Imagine having one's own
bookbinder to give to exquisitely printed sheets the

finishing touch byadding a binding approved or perhaps

even designed by oneself! With his Italian ancestry and

his French breeding, it is easy to understand why the

later Grolier bindings, executed during the period of
^ See Plate at p. 202. 2 See also pp. 189, 191, 195.
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Frangois I and Henri II, should display so rare a

combination of Italian principles of design and French

refinement in workmanship/ The simplicity of every

element, the relation of each part to every other part,

the freedom in execution— all resulted in producing

examples which will ever remain in a class quite by
themselves.

Sometimes I wonder whether Grolier's idea of keep-

ing all the bindings in his library harmonious in design

and shade is responsible for the still-continuing pra6lice

in France for booklovers to affeft a single color for the

covers of their volumes. The untrimmed, paper-bound

French editions would be meaningless in England or

America, but when the purchaser intends to rebind in

his own style the format has a utilitarian purpose.

I like to pick out bindings from 1 560,when Charles IX
succeeded his brother, Frangois II, down to the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century, which show the con-

tinuing but futile efforts made by the French binders

to free themselves from Italian traditions and to create

a truly national style. Italian craftsmanship was on the

wane, while in France the workmen used their tools

with great delicacy and dexterity. Had the French bind-

ers realized that the principles on which the Italian work

rested were basic rather than national, and devoted

all their efforts toward demonstrating their superiority

of workmanship, they would have come into their

own years earlier, and thus advanced the art of bind-

ing that much the more. As it was, these craftsmen

seemed to think that if they adapted some medieval

1 See Plate at p. 192.
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THE LUGUBRIOUS BINDINGS OF HENRI III

The melancholy skulls and the symbols of the Passion expressed

Henri Ill's grief over the death of his sweetheart, the Princesse de Conde.
He lived only in the Kingdom of Books.

(Bibliotheque Nadonale, Paris.)
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device, some one single figure, like a fleur-de-lys or a

tongue of flame, repeating it over and over again upon
the upper board, they could claim originality. So they

might, but originality does not necessarily create a

national style. Sometimes the field of the board is di-

vided into compartments by floriated fillets, and the

spaces thus left are filled with laurel, or by birds or

flowers. But whatever one may think of the design, he

can but revel in the superb workmanship.

The turn really came, curiously enough, with

Henri m— that lugubrious monarch for whom I

had never held the slightest respe61: or sympathy until

the Nicolas five bindings proved to me once again that

books disclose personalities far more unerringly than

historical archives. History describes Henri III as an

indolent pleasure-lover, so effeminate that he dressed

in women's clothes, made a colle61ion of little dogs,

and hid himself in terror at the sound of thunder—
yet it also tells us that he received the mortal wound
from Jacques Clement's dagger without flinching, and
that he displayed superb fortitude when he recognized

Henri de Navarre as his successor. On the bindings of

his volumes are alternating skulls ^ and fleurs-de-lys, or

the symbols of the Passion, the choice of which is

attributed by history to his religious fanaticism and

his unassertive personality— yet he calmly brushes

Henri de Guise aside by means of an assassin's dagger
when annoyed by the latter's popularity. Here seems
to be contradi6lory evidence, but history is content to

let it go at that.

^ See Plate at p. 204.
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His books give me a more intimate pi6lure. His

mother, Catherine de' Medici, one of the most powerful

and unscrupulous charafters in history, was thwarted

in her ambitions as Queen through the power Diane

de Poitiers exercised over her husband, Henri II, and

her personality found full expression in dominating

the lives of her sons. In 1573, when it seemed un-

likely that the Due d'Anjou would ever become King

of France, she secured his ele6lion to the throne of

Poland, which he assumed against his will, broken-

hearted because this separated him from Marie, Prin-

cesse de Conde, the great love of his life. The death of

his brother, Charles IX, brought him back to France,

but Marie had died during his absence; and from that

moment Henri took no interest in anything but his

books. In the melancholy symbols upon his covers he

found expression for his grief and his despair. On one

volume gilt skulls appear in the midst of tears and

fleurs-de-lys;hedire6ted that the ^^ovAs Memento mori

be inscribed in the center of the design, and below it,

on one cover, the name Jesus; on the other that of the

beloved Marie. Somehow, with all the weaknesses at-

tributed to him, he begins to attra6l my sympathy.

Then the distraught youth, worn down by the con-

stant domination of his powerful mother, finds his only

solace in encouraging richness and elegance in the bind-

ing of books. Catherine was content to let him play

with these harmless baubles while she controlled the

weightier affairs of State. Finding himself undisturbed

at last, he makes his little gesture of authority by de-

creeing, in 1 577, that title pages may be printed in gold,
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NICOLAS £VE'S EXPRESSION OF HIMSELF

This great French binder not only executed many of the lugubrious

designs of Henri III, but also produced some beautiful examples of gold

tooling executed in the fanfare manner. He and his brother Clovis were

the first to treat the two sides and the shelfback of a book as a unit.

(From Valerii Maximi Diftorum. Antwerp, 1574. Red morocco.

British Museum, jj x 4^ inches.)
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that the edges of books may be gilded, and the lines

of arabesque traced in gold; but that massive plaques

of gold must no longer be attached to the covers.

Later, Henri forbade the bourgeois to wear precious

stones in their dress, but allowed them to enrich the

bindings of their devotional volumes with not more
than four diamonds; the nobility might use five. The
pathetic figure lived only in the Kingdom of Books

!

In spite of all this, Henri III, consciously or other-

wise, brought his influence to bear in the dire6lion of

better taste in French bindings, and thus took a defi-

nite step forward toward the expression of a distin61ive

French style. Nicolas Eve^ contributed much in crys-

tallizing this, ably assisted by his brother, Clovis Eve,

who later became Binder to King Henri IV. They
secured originality particularly in their treatment of

foliage, and were the first to consider the two sides

of a book and its shelfback as a unit in design and

execution.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century there

came a realization that this distin6live French style

could be secured only by reverting from the elabora-

tion that had crept into it to the simplicity of the

early Italian style— yet in that simplicity to express

national chara6leristics. Le Gascon marks the con-

scious beginning of this new era. This appellation is

a nickname which conceals rather than reveals the

great artist binder of the period. Some think, owing
to a certain similarity between his work and that of

Florimond Badier, that the two men are the same; but
^ See Plate at p. 206.
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a consideration of the dates involved makes it more

likely that Le Gascon was really Jean Gillede, whose

daughter Badier married.

Whatever the identity, it was Le Gascon who pro-

duced the most charming examples of the early seven-

teenth century. The basis of his designs was thefanfare

style, but so ingenious was his arrangement and so

delicate were his tools that "fanfare" took on a new
significance. This style, which flourished in France at

the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, took its name, quite by accident, from

a volume entitled Les Fanfares et Courvees AhhadesqueSy

owned by Charles Nordier, and the first to be bound in

this design. The style itself was a protest against the

melancholy bindings of Henri III, the gloomy skulls

and symbols of the Passion now being replaced by
flowers and foliage and delicate decorations, used in

rich profusion. Later the style became more elaborate

and involved, and the flowers more dainty and profuse.

In the seventeenth century there is greater variety in

the sprays of foliage, which alternate with palms, while

vases and roulettes fill the compartments.

At first Le Gascon used a limited number of dotted

foliage and other tools associated with the seventeenth

century, but he gradually increased the use of gold

dottings, which, in his best work, dominate the ground

on which the other patterns are displayed with striking

efled. He particularly excelled in gilding.

A splendid example, attributed to Le Gascon, is the

Guirlande de Julie^ which was placed upon the toilet

table of Mademoiselle de Rambouillet as a New Year*s
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A MASTERPIECE OF LE GASCON
Le Gascon, the great French binder, whose identity has never been estab-

Hshed, gave a new significance to the fanfare style by the delicacy of his

tools and the beauty of his designs.

(From Liber Ordinis Pontificales. Brown morocco.

British Museum. 9I x 5f inches.)
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gift by her friends in 1633. The madrigals it contained

were composed by the most brilliant wits of the day;

they were transcribed by Nicolas Jarry, and embel-

lished with symbolic flowers by Nicolas Robert at a

hundred francs a page. Le Gascon completed this re-

cherche New Year's gift by enclosing it in a cover made
of Levantine morocco "within and without— a most

unusual thing," as Tallemont records. And on both

covers, also within and without, the artist binder

cleverly placed a profusion of J's in honor of the fair

recipient's Christian name.

The two bindings signed by Badier^ are of later

date. The similarity between the Badier and the Le
Gascon covers consists of a repetition of certain figured

tools which seem to be common to both. Badier broke

up his boards into compartments, just as did Nico-

las Eve, but in place of the laurel branches, birds, or

flowers, he filled these spaces with conventional figure

work, and many of his volumes were inlaid with much
skill and clever workmanship.

The seventeenth century is an interesting period

in which to browse among the French binders. In

it is sung the swan song of design in France. I like

to turn to one of the lovely covers made for Anne of

Austria by Antoine Ruette, whose father. Mace Ruette,

is said to have invented yellow marbled morocco and

marbled paper. Many of Antoine's bindings enriched

the libraries of Louis XIII and Louis XIV, and the

best of the beautiful examples in the Chancellor Se-

gurier's colle6lion are attributed to him. I like to hold in

"• See Plate at p. 210.
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my hand some volume bound by Luc Antoine Boyet,

Antoine Ruette's successor as Binder to Louis XIV,
and to admire his splendid double work, a style of lining

the inside of the boards with leather which Badier had

originated and Boyer made popular. From this point,

bookbinding in France was pra6liced as a craft rather

than as an art.

In studying French bindings I was frankly surprised

that the French workmen remained content for so long

a time after simplicity was made a basic principle of

their style; for the Latin temperament always ap-

proaches a change with the optimistic idea that it

must be for the better. Yet from Le Gascon down to

the end of the seventeenth century experiment was

happily abandoned. But when Padeloup le Jeune, the

most famous of a family devoted to the craft since

1650, succeeded Boyet as Royal Binder, he realized

that binding was on the wane, and aspired to establish

a new national style. He conceived the idea of com-
bining the designs from the glass painting of the Middle

Ages, the suns and the flowers of the Louis XIV period,

and Le Gascon's fine gold dottings. This mixture did

not work out with marked success, but Padeloup's

dentelle border, made up of lace-like dottings formed

by the repeated impressions of a single tool, and re-

quiring exceedingly delicate workmanship and rare

accuracy in manual execution, was a fascinating ex-

hibition of genius. I wish this binder might have

continued to develop this style, for it possesses infinite

possibilities in the hands of so skilful a workman
as Padeloup; but unfortunately he soon dropped it
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FLORIMOND BADIER'S TREATMENT OF A COVER
This binder is thought by some to have been Le Gascon, but the confu-
sion is probably due to the similarity of tools. This plate is from one of

two known bindings signed by Badier.

(From De Imitatione Christi, 1640. Red morocco, inlaid with green
and brown. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 15I x lof inches.)
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and devoted himself to inlaid bindings, for which the

debased demand at that time was incessant.

Jacques Antoine Derome^ was a contemporary and

rival of Padeloup. "While he added nothing new to the

dentelle pattern, he showed himself a sounder binder.

The charming design of a bird with outstretched wings

marks most of his beautiful examples.

From this date, 1750, down to the French Revolu-

tion, which efFe61:ually stopped development in all the

arts, the earlier and more decadent elaboration was ex-

pressed in inlaid bindings. In these the workmanship

is so much superior to the taste! The volumes are ad-

mirably fitted to be placed in my lady's boudoir, but

seem entirely out of keeping in a library made up of

serious volumes.

The great merit of the French bindings lies in the

marvelous skill developed by their gilders. While kept

under restraint, gold tooling adds intriguing beauty to

a cover, but many famous examples of the art in France

demonstrate that some binders failed to realize that by
its very nature gold tooling is a restri6led form of ex-

pression, requiring consummate taste and instin6live

feeling to prevent its limitations from dominating its

merits.

To those of us of Anglo-Saxon blood, who pride

ourselves upon our present contribution to the Book, it

is salutary to go back and contemplate how slowly the

art developed in England. It was not until the middle

of the eighteenth century that John Baskerville issued

1 See Plate at p. 212.
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his splendid Virgil— and this was the first time Eng-

land could claim to have produced the best-made book
of its period ! There were comparatively few private

libraries in England even as late as the sixteenth cen-

tury, and during the reign of Henry VIII so many
Italian books were imported that English printers and

binders, alarmed for their very existence, finally se-

cured the passage of the A61 of 1533 to proteft their

interests. Gold tooling had been practiced in Venice for

over fifty years before it was introduced into England
— in the shop of Thomas Berthelet, Pynson's succes-

sor as Printer and Stationer to the King. These early

English bindings were nothing but imitations of the

Italian, the tools being of the same patterns as those

used on the early Aldine bindings, worked on brown
leather made of calfskin or deerskin.

The volumes which followed the Berthelet bindings

are of poorer quality because the early ones were at

least based upon fine models. During the Elizabethan

period the binding appears to have been left in the

hands of the Queen's Printers, and these examples are

of greater historic than artistic interest. The binders

tried to imitate the Lyonnese school, using stamps and

azured corner pieces, and introducing original designs

quite out of harmony with the general scheme. Queen
Elizabeth had many books bound in velvet and em-

broidered with gold or silver clasps, sometimes having

precious stones or pearls set in the covers. Some of

these volumes are exquisite examples of the jeweler's

art, but refle6l no special credit upon the binder.
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A DENTELLE BINDING BY DEROME
Derome took the dentelle style of Padeloup and carried it nearer to per-

fe6tion. The charming device of a bird with outstretched wings marks

most of his beautiful examples.

(From Taciti Opera. Venice^ i473- Blue morocco.

British Museum. lo x 7 inches.)
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The first master binder in England who did not com-

bine with his own vocation that of printer was John

Gibson. He was appointed Royal Binder in 1581, and

served James I, son of Mary, Queen ofScots. The books

produced during this period differ little from those

preceding them. During the reign of Charles I a con-

siderably larger number of tools came into use, better

engraved and of smaller size. The whole tendency was

still French, but this time it was the Parisian gilders

who were copied rather than the Lyonnese. A compari-

son between the copies and the originals is distinctly

in favor of the French workmanship. One style of

binding which was chara61;eristically English covered

the entire surface of the boards with a diaper of small

circles or lozenges enriched by figure tools, and heavily

gilded.

The Civil Wars further postponed the real develop-

ment of bookbinding as an art in England. After the

Restoration of Charles II, in 1660, Samuel Meame was

granted the office of Bookbinder to the King for life.

The pecuniary value of this position would not seem

to be particularly attra6live, as it yielded a retaining fee

of only £6; but the eagerness with which printers and

binders sought Royal appointments, and the pride with

which they held them, is evidence enough that the

office included other perquisites. For the next twenty

years one finds in the accounts of the Great Ward-

robe references to Prayer Books and Bibles bound by

Meame to be used in the Royal chapels, and other

volumes which were probably bound for the Royal

library at St. James' Palace. In the Calendars of State
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are entries dating from 1660 to 1667 of thirty-six al-

manacs bound in turkey leather "for the use of the King

and Council." Methods may have changed since then,

but manners were essentially the same, for Mearne's bill

for this work was disputed by the King, who con-

tended that the bindings were needlessly extravagant

and the price too high

!

In Samuel Meame, England had for the first time a

binder who, in the beauty of his designs and in the skill

of his workmanship, could compare with the French

artists of the same period. In his elaborate filigree

gilding Meame showed the French influence, but in

the form and arrangement of his ornaments he intro-

duced a style which was distin61;ively English. Many
of his small stamps, which he combined with curves

and lines, were floral in their nature. Another favorite

stamp took the shape of a bird's head and beak. Meame
was exceedingly successful in getting a mass efleQ with

these small stamps.

Most of the volumes bound by Mearne for Charles II

were in red morocco bearing the Royal cipher, which

consisted of two crowned C's facing each other, par-

tially enclosed in a spray of palm. He developed two

distin61: styles, in the simpler of which he employed

only rectangular lines with small ornaments at the cor-

ners, while the title was usually stamped in letters of

generous size. The panels are filled either with the

crowned cipher or with smaller stamps of his own
design and cutting. It was this style that Roger Payne

later copied and improved. In his more elaborate style,

Meame replaced the redangular lines with decorated
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ROGER PAYNE IN HIS WORKSHOP
In this place were executed the most splendid specimens of binding;

and here, upon the same shelf, were mixed together old shoes and

valuable leases, bread and cheese, with most costly manuscripts or

early printed books."

(From Dibdin: Decameron.J
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fillets, frequently colored black. Sometimes he em-

ployed the "cottage" design, so called because it

resembles the gable of a cottage roof.

The work of Samuel Meame, and, later, that of

his son Charles, produced a lasting effeft upon Eng-

lish bookbinding, even though for some years after

their death binding in England fell into a decadence.

I like Roger Payne's work better than that of any

other English binder down to Cobden-Sanderson. He
was the Edgar Allen Poe of the craft, producing his

best work while yielding freely to his intemperate

habits. His genius reclaimed binding as an art and

gave England a national style. Payne is entitled to

particular credit because, finding the craft so far de-

based, he not only produced work of such high artistic

merit, but reformed the entire process. About 1770

he was established as a bookbinder by his namesake,

Thomas Payne, the famous London bookseller, in a

little shop near Leicester Square. Dibdin, in his Decam-
eron^ gives a portrait^ of him— a shabby little old

man, standing in a small room surrounded by books

on the floor, a pot of glue on the fire. "In this place,"

says Amett, "were executed the most splendid speci-

mens of binding; and here, upon the same shelf, were

mixed together old shoes and valuable leases, bread

and cheese, with most costly manuscripts, or early

printed books." At first his work seems to have been

mostly repairing old books, but it was not long before

his proficiency brought business enough to warrant

him in striking out for himself.

^ See Plate on p. 215.
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Payne was an eccentric genius. He did everything

with his own hands, even to the coloring of his end

papers and the making of his own tools. There is no
doubt that he made himself entirely familiar with the

work of Samuel Meame, for several of his stamps are

strikingly reminiscent. On the other hand, Payne cut

original stamps of exceeding delicacy and beauty,

which enabled him to produce bindings that stand

among the best of the English examples of the art.

No binder showed more scrupulous attention to minor

details, and some of his innovations are in common use

even at the present time.

In appropriating the more simple of the two styles

Meame had developed, Payne so handled it as to make
it individual and distin61:ive. He added ornamentation

to the re61:angular lines in the form of beautiful and

delicately stamped comers, with ornamentation filling

the space between the inner panel and the outer edge

of the book.^ He was fond of leaving the center of the

upper cover blank, but on occasion filled it with a coat

of arms. He was the first EngHsh binder to consider

the inside of his boards.

I particularly like the Payne covers because the

binder was so unerring in fitting the designs to the

subje6l. Instead of being a thing apart, the decoration

on the outside of a Payne volume is always a motiva-

tion for the text within. This painstaking charafteristic

was echoed even in his bills. Here is a paragraph taken

from one dated 1774:

"The subje61: of this book being Rusticum, I have
^ See Plate on opp. page.
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A ROGER PAYNE BINDING
A copy of the first book printed by Aldus Manutius. ^'hen this fell into

the hands of the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, he turned the volume over to

Roger Payne for an appropriate cover. The leather is smooth, olive-brown

morocco. The ornamentation on the sides and back is exceptionally fine

and is charafteristic of Pavne's wonderful tooling.

(From Lascaris: Erotemata. Venic , 1494. British Museum. 8x6 inches.)
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A ROGER PAYNE BILL
Imagine a modern binder rendering a bill like the above! These bills are

now considered as valuable as the Payne bindings.

(British Museum.)
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ventured to putt The Vine Wreath on it. I hope I have

not bound it in too rich a manner for the book. It

takes up a great deal of time to do These VineWreaths.

I guess within Time I am certain of measuring and

working the different and various small Tools required

to fill up the VineWreath that it takes very near 3 days

Work in finishing the two sides only of the Book. But

I wished to do my best for the Work— and at the

same time I cannot expe6l to charge a full and proper

price for the Work, and hope that the price will not

only be found reasonable, but cheap 0:18:0"

Roger Payne's work marked the high tide of excel-

lence in England. For a time Charles Lewis carried on

the traditions, counting among his patrons and ad-

mirers such collectors as the Earl of Spencer, Lord

Grenville, and the Duke of Devonshire; but it was a

losing struggle. After him, binding all over Europe

deteriorated because of the slavish copying of old de-

signs, varied only by occasional efforts to introduce a

larger style of decoration, suitable rather for ornament-

ing the cloth cases of popular books than for dignified

and pretentious volumes. Fine binding fell to perhaps

its lowest level in England about 1850. There were

binders who possessed technical skill, but decoration

as such had lost its vitality and significance. The turn

came with the William Morris era, and with the work
of T. J. Cobden-Sanderson, who restored ornamenta-

tion to its proper level.

The British Museum is fortunate in having an illu-

minating colle6lion of Cobden-Sanderson's bindings,

showing the evolution from his first book, Le Mare
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A COBDEN-SANDERSON BINDING
Cobden-Sanderson demonstrated his genius by combining simple ele-

ments in proper sequence. His workmansliip was superb, and in gold

tooling no English binder has been so successful. His work has had

immense influence upon modern binding.

(From Atalanta in Calydon, 1888. Green morocco. British Museum.)
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au Diable (1883), the plainest kind of leather binding,

with gold letters and blank lines, down to his Atalanta

in Calydon (1888), originally bound for his wife, in

straight-grained green morocco, superb in design and

workmanship. Of this latter book, the binder says of

his purpose:

"In designing the pattern for Atalanta in Calydon^

I had from the first, from long ago, the desire to ex-

press the ideas of a brand burning, and of swiftness,

and with these I afterwards, by accident, mixed up the

ideas of the green of the open country of Calydon,

and the stability of hearts combined with a flickering,

flame-Hke movement. On the inside I shall seek by the

stars to express the supervening stillness, the immensity,

which abides when passion is spent, and is even when
passion is at its height."

A significant commentary on modern manufa6lure

is given in the remark made by Dr. Henry Thomas,
the accomplished assistant Keeper of Printed Books at

the British Museum, the last time we examined the vol-

umes together:

"We have had to take two of Cobden-Sanderson's

best bindings from the exhibition case,'* he said, "be-

cause the leather has begun to fade."

This recalls the violent outburst of William Morris

:

"Leather is not good now. What used to take nine

months to cure is now done in three. They used to

say, 'What's longest in the tanyard stays least time in

the market,' but that no longer holds good. People

don't know how to buy now; they'll take anything."

1 See Plate at p. 220.
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Cobden-Sanderson demonstrated his real genius by

combining simple elements in proper sequence, just as

the early Italian binders had done in achieving their last-

ing fame. He made separate tools, for instance, of bud,

or flower, or leaf, but used them in such a manner as to

express a definite feeling of growth. His workmanship

was superb, and in gold tooling no English binder has

been so successful. His style of design has had immense

influence upon the best modem binding, and through

his example it is now recognized that an artist binder's

tools must be so conne6l:ed in their use as to form an

organic whole.

It is a fair question to ask why no reference has been

made to fine binding in America. I wish that the omis-

sion might have been inadvertent; but this is a phase

of bookmaking that has never flourished in the United

States. The cost of labor and the duty on leather have

made fine binding in America praftically prohibitive.

We have had a few binderies which have produced

distindive work, but the workmen have not been

Americans, and the establishments have been subsidized

by wealthy colle6lors. We have had a few American

artist binders — notably women — whose volumes

compare favorably with those of England or France,

but they are conspicuous by their rarity. American

colle61:ors have never been so keen on bindings as they

have been on imprints or dates.

As the binding of books began to approach modem
times leather became too expensive a covering to be
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pra6l:ical. Vellum was employed as a substitute, but

the modem custom of heating houses by steam made

this material undesirable. I once visited the library

of a well-known American collector who boasted the

proud distin61:ion of possessing William Morris' own
copies of the Kelmscott books. I was permitted to open

the glass door of the bookcase, to take one of the vol-

umes in my hand. Imagine my horror to find it warm
to the touch! The bookcase backed squarely against

heated steam pipes

!

In the early part of the nineteenth century such utili-

tarian volumes as di6lionaries, schoolbooks, and books

of reference were bound in roan or sprinkled sheep,

but other publications appeared in paper boards, with

printed labels. These had the unhappy tendency to crack

at the joints, so calico or cloth came to be used for the

shelfback. From this it was a natural evolution to em-

ploy cloth for covering the entire board, and credit

for this innovation, upon which our modem method

of binding rests, is variously given to R. E. Lawton,

of Blackfriars, and Archibald Leighton, of London.

Mr. Leighton is surely entitled to the credit of sug-

gesting the idea of embossing the cloth, introducing a

method which is essentially the same as that employed

today.

The first volume bound in cloth is said to have been

made up of sheets of music in manuscript, in 1823.

This curiosity came to the notice of Pickering, the

London publisher, who was then about to issue his

Diamond Edition of the Classics, and he decided to

use cloth covers. Paper labels were used until 1832,
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when John Murray, the London publisher, first used

gold stamping upon an edition of Byron's Life and

Works,

Cloth skilfully stiffened, calendered, and embossed,

as it is today, is an obvious material to use on volumes

which are intended for superficial use, and the multi-

plicity of shades now available offer untold oppor-

tunity for artistic stamping in gold or ink. I wish the

publisher more often took full advantage of this op-

portunity! The design is too frequently made by an

artist who knows little or nothing of the subje61: mat-

ter or the decorative scheme of the inside. "Some
subtle relation there should be," Cobden-Sanderson

once said, "between the inside and the outside of a

book, between its contents and ornamentation; and no

one can produce a right design for a book who knows
nothing about the book."

The present interest on the part of their readers in

the physical beauty of even ordinary volumes, has en-

couraged publishers to pay more attention to this por-

tion of the book. They have come to a realization that

to make the cover attraftive is not enough, that to

make it unusual is not necessarily to make it attraftive.

They recognize the supreme fa61: that the Book only

approaches perfe61ion when each of its parts has been

successfully considered in its relation to all its parts,

and the whole is combined as an harmonious vehicle

for the message sent by the author to the world.
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A Personality and a Shrine





VII

A PERSONALITY AND A SHRINE

SOME wise writer once said that a man's personality

is explained by his work, and it is equally true that a

man's work is better understood by knowing some-

thing of his personality. Ever since I became interested

in the old-time worthies of the Book I have been con-

scious of a vast difference in the vividness of their

chara6lerization. Fust and Schoeffer, Gutenberg, Jen-

son, the Etiennes, the Elzevirs, and even so recent a

celebrity as John Baskerville, seem to me almost leg-

endary figures of the far distant past. The Letters of
Indulgence of 1454, the Maiarin Bible of 1456, the

Eusebius of 1470, the Royal Greeks of 1540, the Ter-

ence of 1635, and the Virgil of 1757, are tangible

evidences that they really existed; but the heroes them-

selves are so merged with their work as almost to lose

individuality. On the other hand, there are others who
have come to be as real to me as those artist printers

whom I have personally known.

Christophe Plantin is one of the stellar lights in

typography with whom I seem to have an intimate

acquaintance. I know that experts classify him as be-

longing to the second rather than to the first group

of great artist printers, but I cannot help feeling that,

although his produ6l averaged below the quality of
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Aldus or of Robert Etienne, his contribution to the

Book was in a way as great. Printing in the sixteenth cen-

tury had changed from an art to a Hberal art, and Plantin,

by proving himself a Hberal artist and a praftical busi-

ness man, met the conditions of the period as he found

them; and through his courage, his public spirit, and

his imagination, he held his work true to his ideals

and far above that of any other printer of his epoch.

The first time I visited the Plantin-Moretus Museum
at Antwerp, years ago, I had little knowledge of old

Christophe's history, so naturally found in that historic

shrine simply an astonishing number of typographic

and other exhibits which contributed much in interest

and information, not only to a maker of books but

to the casual tourist. As a result of the impressions

produced by that visit I received an incentive to be-

come better acquainted with Plantin himself, and later

visits have proved veritable pilgrimages as to a shrine,

from which I have always gained encouragement and

inspiration.

I wish I might make Christophe Plantin appear as

real to you as he does to me. His portrait, which hangs

in the Second Drawing Room of the Museum, painted

for his son-in-law, Jean Moretus I, makes a physi-

cal visualization possible: the short-cropped hair and

beard, the strong nose and piercing eyes, the firm but

kindly mouth, which seems to smile a welcome. The
white linen goffered collar over the black coat adds a

pifturesque touch of antiquity to the quiet dignity,

while the expression on the face and the confidence in

bearing give evidence that the great master printer
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Plantin-Moretus Museum.

(From " Harpers Magaiine." Courtesy Harper and Brothers.)
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not only was fully aware of his preeminence but knew
that he knew.

All modem bookbuilders should be drawn to him
by a common bond of sympathy, for many of the

problems he had to meet and solve are the same as

those we have been forced to recognize. In the fifteenth

century Aldus competed against the hand-lettered vol-

ume; in the sixteenth as in the nineteenth century the

competition was against inferior workmanship and ma-
terials. It requires even more courage to maintain a

high degree of excellence when the world is satisfied

with mediocrity than to produce well-made books be-

cause readers demand them. Thank Heaven that the

twentieth century has developed so definite a demand
for printing as an art!

I remember once hearing the head of one of our best

known private Presses remark, "I don't expeft to make
money out of my printing. I should be ashamed to do
that." This printer has an independent income, which

explains his ability to be indifferent to the financial

return. During the existence of his Press he has main-

tained a wonderfully high average in quality, and has

thus contributed conspicuously to the present public

appreciation. Typography in America and England

owes him a deep debt of gratitude for his material

unselfishness in putting into his work more than he can

hope to draw out of it. Yet printing to exist must rec-

ognize the economic relation of cost and price. Aldus

and the Etiennes produced wonderful volumes, but

barely eked out an existence. John Baskerville began

his career as a printer with a fortune made out of the
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japanning business, and died a poor man. Christophe

Plantin lost money on his masterpiece, the Polyglot

Bibkj but left his family a comfortable fortune of over

$200,000, and maintained his position as the greatest

printer of his time by putting quality into low-cost

books.

It is not usual to associate romance or beauty with a

printing office, yet the relics of the Plantin Press, ex-

hibited in Antwerp, represent both. The thousands of

visitors who pass through the various rooms are at-

tra6led by more than the portraits, or the furniture,

or the presses, or the types; but what the appeal is few

probably could clearly state. Some know nothing of

the significance of this colle6lion, most know little. It

is the intangible lure of the Book, and those who yield

themselves to it receive back in proportion to their

understanding.

The last time I was at the Museum, in 1924, as I

stepped into the entrance hall I felt, even more strongly

than before, a curious sensation of finding myself a

part of the sixteenth century, having left all twentieth-

century atmosphere checked with my cane at the

entrance door. Although only a portion of the present

Museum represents the original home in which Plantin

lived, the additions and changes made by his successors

have been so completely in accord with his own con-

ception that it requires no stretch of the imagination

to consider him a part of it all.

There is a bit of a mystery about Christophe's birth.

Even the date has been a matter of discussion. On his

tombstone the year 15 14 is recorded, while in an
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PLANTIN'S PRIVATE OFFICE
Plantin-Moretus Museum.
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inscription beneath an engraved portrait of his father-

in-law, Franciscus Raphelengius states emphatically that

May, 1520, is the corre61: date, calling attention to a

letter from Christophe to the Magistrates ofAntwerp,

dated 30 April, 1582, in which Plantin declares that at

that time he was sixty-two years old.

Some claim that Christophe was the son of the fa-

mous Charles de Tiercelin, while others, with equal

vehemence, maintain that his father was a townsman
of Saint Avertin, a small hamlet near Tours, in France.

The latter theory is probably correal, and the confusion

perhaps arises from the fa6l that the boy's mother died

of the plague while he was very young, and his father

moved to Lyons to escape the contagion, later going

on to Orleans and to Paris. Little Christophe was left

behind in Lyons with a small sum of money, in the

care of Claude Porret, audencier of the Church of Saint

Just. This was the last the youngster ever saw or heard

of his father! He grew up with Porret's own son, Peter,

whom he loved as a brother, until he grew old enough
to strike out for himself.

From this point on the records are fairly clear.

Young Christophe apprenticed himselfto Robert Mace,

printer in Caen, where he remained until after his mar-

riage in 1546, then going on to Paris in search of

fortune. Here he was reunited with his foster brother,

Peter Porret, and their Damon and Pythias relations

at this time undoubtedly gave rise to the unplausible

theory that both boys were sons of Charles de Tierce-

lin. This famous nobleman died, so the story goes,

leaving behind him little save gloryj and the two boys,
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proud of their birth and unwilHng to cast a shadow on

the illustrious coat-of-arms by engaging in trade, as-

sumed the names of two plants, the plantain and the

leek,— or in French, Plantin and Porret^— Chris-

tophe setting up a bookshop in Antwerp to which

he added bookbinding and the making of ornamental

cases for books, while Peter became an apothecary.

Those who are familiar with the glories of the £ti-

ennes may well wonder why Christophe, a Frenchman
and a printer, should have left Paris when the oppor-

tunity would seem to be at hand to continue the work
which had made France supreme in the art of printing.

But that is to forget the censorship which made the

printer's life so irksome. Henri II ascended the French

throne just at this time, and one of his earliest pro-

nouncements was that he would recognize heresy as

high treason. Dolet, condemned publisher, was hanged

and then burned at the stake; Robert Etienne, master

printer to the new King's father, escaped with his life

only by fleeing to Geneva. This made the youthful

Christophe pause and think, with the result that he

considered discretion the better part of valor, and se-

le6led as an abiding place that city which welcomed
immigration, and at that time surpassed Paris and even

London in commerce, wealth, and artistic appreciation.

The latter part of the Plantin-Porret story at least

is substantiated. Christophe prospered in his little Ant-

werp shop, and his jewel boxes, his cases, his bindings,

and his mosaics became famous. His customers in-

cluded personages of high degree, among them no
less than the Secretary to King Philip II of Spain,
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Built by Francois Jean Moretus in 1761.
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Gabriel de ^ayas. It was through a commission given

Christophe by this patron that an unhappy accident

occurred. The Secretary had secured a valuable stone,

intended as a gift to his Royal Master, and desiring a

fitting case in which to enclose the gem he gave the

commission to Plantin. One night at dusk, having

completed the task, Plantin set out to deliver the pre-

cious casket, preceded by a servant carrying a torch.

Suddenly he was set upon by a band of masked ruffians,

who mistook him for a guitar player whom they sought

to punish for some offense. The defenseless vi6lim

was grievously stabbed, while the miscreants made
good their escape. Old Farinalius, highly famed as a

surgeon, with the aid of Dr. Gorophous Becanus, suc-

ceeded in saving Plantin's life, but his right hand had

forever lost its usefulness.

I like to think that it was Fate that forced Chris-

tophe Plantin to abandon the manufa6lure of gadgets,

no matter how artistic, and return to the making of

books; but at any rate the history of printing was dis-

tin6lly altered by this accident. Even during this same

year, 1555, Plantin issued his first publication, a little

volume in Italian and French, and from that moment
he forged steadily ahead, leaving other printers far

behind.

There is something splendid in the determination

with which Christophe met adversity and conquered

it; but he needed all his courage, for Nemesis seemed

to pursue him without mercy. The death struggle had

begun between the State, the Press, and the Church,

and Plantin had inadvertently placed himself in the
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very center of the battle ground! In 1562 a tra6l was

issued from the Plantin office which the Margrave of

Antwerp declared to be heretical. Three of Plantin's

workmen and Plantin himself, in ahsentio (he being in

Paris at the time), were condemned, and his property-

was seized and sold at au6lion. Later, Plantin was able

to prove that the offending treatise had been printed

without his knowledge, but the workmen were sent to

the galleys. Fortunately his friends had bought in most

of the property when sold at au6lion, so the harassed

printer was not hopelessly ruined; but the persecution

was coming too close. He preferred the galleys of the

printing office to the galleys of the Spaniards, so, dur-

ing the next year, he found refuge in Paris. Then, the

tempest having subsided, he returned to Antwerp, and

formed one of the earliest printing and publishing

associations, including his loyal friends Charles and

Comeille Bomberghe (the latter a famous typecutter),

Jacques de Schotti, and the same Do6lor Becanus who
had previously saved his life. Plantin became the man-

aging direftor of the company.

This partnership lasted only four years, lightning

again striking in the form of heresy charges, this time

against the Bomberghe brothers and De Schotti, who
had to fly for their lives. Then, through the good of-

fices of his old patron at the bookshop, Gabriel de

(Jayas, still King Philip's Secretary, Plantin came fully

under the proteiSlion of the King himself. I have an

idea that old Christophe eventually possessed very

mixed sentiments concerning King Philip, for while

the King was indireftly the occasion for Plantin's later
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fortune, for many years he was the direft cause of most

of his tribulations.

Plantin announced his desire to produce a polyglot

Bible, and patrons of the art of printing in Frankfort,

Heidelberg, and even Paris, overwhelmed him with

proposals to be associated with the great work. King

Philip had no idea of letting any such honor escape

him, so, pushing the others aside, he agreed to sub-

sidize this momentous undertaking by paying Plantin

some $34,000 in exchange for twelve copies of the

completed work, printed upon vellum— and these

twelve copies would require more skins than there

were in the entire extent of the Low Countries ! Un-
fortunately the coffers of the King were nearly as empty
as those of the private citizens who came under his

domination, so the promises meant nothing, and Plan-

tin suddenly discovered himself with his Polyglot Bible

well under way, hopelessly involved in financial com-
plications. With his other hand King Philip made the

gesture of securing for Plantin a license from the Holy
See, little realizing that the monopoly thus granted

would eventually more than atone for his financial

defaults. During the two hundred years of this license

the Plantin office turned out literally millions of Mis-

sals, Breviaries, Diurnals, Psalters, Antiphonaries, and

Offices of the Virgin.

If monarchs in those days were affli61:ed with con-

sciences this may explain why King Philip was led to

make further amends by appointing Plantin proto-

typographer. This was in 1570, when the great printer

was fifty years old, and at the height of his fame. There
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was no remuneration from the office, nor dire6l ad-

vantage beyond perhaps the freedom it gave from the

burden of housing soldiers; but indireftly it placed

Plantin in a position where he could prevent other

printers from issuing volumes of questionable ortho-

doxy while he himself was limited by no such restric-

tions. I do not mean to suggest that Plantin ever took

advantage of the situation (yet one may admit that

the temptation must have been great!), but the posi-

tion surely kept him in touch with what his rivals were

doing.

By the year 1576 Plantln's office had grown to

twenty-two presses, with one hundred and fifty em-

ployees, and a payroll of 200 gold crowns a day. In this

year Christophe, with chara6leristic boldness (or rash-

ness), moved the entire establishment to the present

site of the Museum. Within six months the "Spanish

Fury" burst upon Antwerp. King Philip's unpaid sol-

diers had rebelled at last, and took reprisals on the

unoffending citizens. "Nine times," Christophe com-

plained bitterly, " did I have to pay ransom to save my
property from destru6lion; it would have been cheaper

to have abandoned it." For eight or nine years business

was pra6lically at a standstill, and the city never fully

recovered from the results of the devastation. At no

time was the work in the Plantin office wholly stopped,

but frequently only a single press would be running

instead of the full quota of twenty-two.

Qiristophe endured this situation until 1583, when,

despairing of peace and urged by his good friend

Lipsius, the historian, formerly a corre£lor at the
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Plantin office, he left his Press in charge of his sons-

in-law and went to Leyden, where he became Printer to

the new University which William of Orange had given

that city in recognition of the courageous resistance

of the inhabitants to the Spanish assaults. Louis Elzevir,

who became foreman of this new Leyden office, was
the first of that famous family to appear in typographi-

cal records. Two years later the Duke of Palma re-

captured Antwerp, and although Plantin had declared

he would never return, the urge of the "Golden Com-
passes" was too strong, and he resumed his old-time

labors.

The attra6live name of the "Golden Compasses,"

with which Plantin had christened his establishment,

had its origin in the famous device^ adopted for the

Plantin office : the hand emerging from a cloud, grasp-

ing a pair of compasses standing on one foot with the

other turning, while a ribbon floats gracefully between

the two points, on which are inscribed the words La-
bore et Constantia, On one side stands Hercules, sym-
bolizing Labor; on the other a woman, personifying

Constancy; and even the compasses themselves ex-

press the same thought— the turning arm represent-

ing Labor while the arm at rest is Constant.

It was here, in the Marche du Vendredi where the

Museum now stands, that the battle-scarred veteran

spent the last four years of his life. When Plantin

originally took the property over from Martin Lopez,

in 1576, the frontage was on the Hoogstraat, near the

old Saint Janspoort, and the white-stone front and

^ See Plate on p. 249.
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entrance which the visitor sees today, built by Francois

Jean Moretus nearly two centuries later, was then only

an unpretentious gateway. After the "Spanish Fury"

swept over Antwerp the estate was cut in two, and

Plantin occupied that portion with the garden which

opened out on the Marche du Vendredi.

In this garden he ere6led three buildings, converting

a coach house into a fourth, and here he housed his

printing establishment. How he loved to ring in the

changes on the Plantin mark! One of the buildings he

called the "Iron Compasses," another the "Wooden
Compasses," a third the "Copper Compasses," and,

finally, the "Silver Compasses." By what magic form

of alchemy he amalgamated these into the composite
" Gold Compasses," producing the finest volumes of

any printing office in the world, is explained by his

motto, Lahore et Constantia. The "Iron Compasses"

and the "Wooden Compasses" now comprise the

Folklore Museum, while the "Copper Compasses"

and the "Silver Compasses" form part of the present

Museum. The printing shop as we see it today was

added by Plantin in 1579.

The inventory of 1575 still exists, showing that at

that time Plantin possessed 38,128 pounds of cast type,

divided into seventy-three different fonts. When he

died, fourteen years later, the type room in Antwerp

contained 44,605 pounds of type and the branch office

in Leyden had 4,042 pounds. In 1565 Plantin owned
seven presses, ten years later fifteen, in 1576 twenty-

two; but after the "Spanish Fury" he sold seven of

them. Even the remaining fifteen constituted a very
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large office for that time. The fitiennes, for instance,

never had more than four presses at work.

The greatest produ61:ion of the Plantin office, the

Polyglot Biblcj was not made in these buildings which

have now become the Plantin shrine, but in two of the

earlier offices, called the "Golden Unicom" and the
*' Golden Falcon," both situated in the Kammerstraat.

Still, it is fitting that the Museum should stand on this

spot, even though only Plantin's lesser books were

produced here. It was here that he surrounded himself

with those things that most interested him in his labors

and in his private life, and it is this spot which he most

impressed with his personality.

Old Christophe was fortunate, since he had no son,

in having his son-in-law and grandson so competent

and so loyal in their efforts to continue his policy and

to maintain his high ideals. At his death, in 1589, the

old man had stipulated that the management of the

business should always pass into the hands of that des-

cendant who, in the opinion of the family, was best

qualified to handle it; and this injunftion was care-

fully observed. As time went on and generation suc-

ceeded generation, the Plantin-Moretus family added

to the substantial fortune already established. In the

fifth generation Balthazar Moretus III enjoyed the dis-

tin61:ion ofbeing created a nobleman by King Charles II

of Spain, with the special privilege of exercising his

profession without derogation of nobility. This is par-

ticularly significant, for by the end of the seventeenth

century printing in general had degenerated into a

trade. King Charles recognized in the descendant of
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Christophe Plantin one who still held fast to the family

tradition that printing was an art, and that as such it

might be exercised by nobleman or plebeian with equal

grace. Printing was then, as it is today, an art or a

trade according to the approach made to it by the

printer.

The successors of Balthazar III managed the busi-

ness with diminishing abiHty until 1866. By that time

all the concessions had been lost, and the House of

Plantin had become saturated with that commercial in-

stin6l which made Its produ61: no different from that

of other printing offices the world over. Edouard Jean

Hyacinthe Moretus-Plantin, great-great-grandson of

Balthazar III, was Its head, and he was sufficiently far

removed from the ideals of old Christophe by the in-

tervening three centuries to be willing to consider

closing the establishment, and even to permit posses-

sion to pass from the family. Gradually rumors spread

around Antwerp that he was negotiating for the sale

of the property, and a small group of Belgians, who
realized what the Plantin traditions meant to Antwerp

and to Belgium, became alarmed by the prospeft of

having this historic plant transferred bodily to some

other country.

These patrons placed the situation squarely before

the National Government and the municipal authori-

ties, finding an immediate response. After some poHti-

cal complications a plan was devised whereby the State

and the City combined to purchase the property for

1,200,000 francs. This was in 1876— just three hun-

dred years after Christophe acquired the property.
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Thus fortunately was established for all time this price-

less exhibit of the home and workshop of the greatest

printer of his period.

Can you wonder that I feel old Christophe's per-

sonality when I visit this historic shrine— even more
than that of any of his successors, though the More-

tus family occupied the property for several genera-

tions? Nothing exists today which so clearly shows

how closely, in those times, a man's business was as-

sociated with his home life. Even though the family

drawing rooms and bedrooms are now filled with cases

containing autograph letters and papers and historic

souvenirs, no one can fail to receive the intangible im-

pression that the former occupants are not far distant.

To some visitors the greatest interest centers in the

sixteenth-century furniture and tapestries in the draw-

ing rooms and chambers; to some the portraits by
Rubens and other artists contribute in creating or es-

tablishing personalities; to the printer or to the lover

of books these interests are but secondary.

There is a fascination in studying the external and

internal influences expressed in any great masterpiece.

A famous engineer who is about to plan a bridge makes

himself familiar with the stru6lures which have pre-

ceded him, and gains knowledge and inspiration that

enable him to surpass previous effort; the architeft ap-

proaches a new building projeft in the same way. Thus
Plantin, before undertaking his Polyglot Bible^ made
an exhaustive examination of earlier volumes of similar

nature— and I like nothing better than to handle these

very publications, to discover in them those features
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he adopted, and to note the pitfalls he avoided. In

addition to the Latin of the Gutenberg Bihle^ Plantin

had to consider the addition of three other parallel

columns, in Greek, Hebrew, and Chaldee; instead of

being a straightforward printing and publishing prob-

lem, the text of the new Bible had to be ensured against

heretical paragraphs. To gain the whole story, I must

go back and forth between the Tapestry Drawing

Room, where the volumes are exhibited, and the Li-

cense Room, where I may study the documents which

had to be secured before Plantin's publications could

be issued— showing that in the case of the Polyglot

Bible^ for instance, permission was obtained only after

five tedious years of diplomacy. And in the meantime

more capital than he possessed was locked up in the

inactive volumes!

1 like to linger in the Proofreaders' Room,^ and com-

pare old Christophe's problems with those of his prede-

cessors and successors. I am sitting in the very chair

where Franciscus Raphelengius, Plantin's son-in-law

and most accomplished correftor, used to dire6l that

important side of the produftion. A great scholar was

Raphelengius, formerly professor in the University of

Cambridge, in England. He had to supervise and edit

manuscripts in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, Ger-

man, Spanish, Italian, Flemish, Dutch, and English,^

and he commanded the largest salary of any member
of Plantin's staff— no less than the equivalent of

^ See Plate on p. 241.

2 See title page, on page 3 3, of volume printed in Plantin's Leyden office,

of which Raphelengius was placed in charge.
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$640 a year/ Faithful old Kilanus, fifty years in service,

author of Latin poems, writer of prefaces, translator

of manuscripts, and compiler of a Flemish di61:ionary,

never received over $6.40 a week! And what of the

younger Plantin daughters, who held copy, even in

foreign languages, before they were twelve years old?

Yet the corre6lors received a princely income com-

pared with the compositors, who averaged perhaps

$200 a year, with a work day which began at five

o'clock in the morning with no hour set for closing.

And there were dedu6lions to be made even from this

meager income: a fine for errors exceeding six letters

(splendid notion!); 64 cents for "initiation" fee, with

monthly payments of $2.40 a month to the poor box.

The binders received 8 cents a copy for the labor on an

o61:avo sheepskin volume, 12 cents for a folio, and from

56 to 88 cents for a folio in full calf. The large skins of

vellum used in the Polyglot Bible cost $3.60 a dozen.

The Plantin authors also were less exa6ling than

at present. The careful records of the establishment,

running unbroken from 1555 until the end of 1864,

disclose the faft that Jean Isaac, in 1 5 54, received in full

for the copyright of his Hebrew Grammar one hundred

copies of the book; and that Stadius, for his Commen-

taries on Florusj in 1 567 was paid $32.00. And so it goes.

The press correctors and revisers received all the way
from board and lodging and $96.00 a year to $336.00.

All this explains why the Humanae Salutis Monumenta

of Arias Montanus, with seventy-two plates, could be

^ The purchasing power of money in the sixteenth century is esti-

mated at about ten times its present value.
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sold in the little shop for $4.20, and even the famous

Polyglot Bible in eight volumes for $112.00, with a

15% discount to bookselling customers. No wonder

that a Plantin o6lavo Virgil brought only forty cents

!

I wander through the Type Foundry/ attrafted by
the molds withwhich old Christophe cast his charafters.

I wonder if he would have been interested in the mod-
em facilities for securing machine-made type with only

that effort required to di6late a letter or to make a tele-

phone call ! I suspe61: he would still prefer the prestige of

owning the exclusive designs made for him by Robert

Grand]*on or Guillaume Le Be, and cut by Guyot or

Van Everbrocht, even though he had to cast the char-

adlers laboriously by hand, using his own molds and

punches. In those days a printer's types brought him
as much reputation as his work, and expressed his own
personality.

When I enter the Pressroom I instinftively listen

for the rumble made by the revolution of the cylinders;

but even had Plantin's full quota of twenty-two presses

been at work, I should have heard only the fall of the

tympan frames upon the bars. The last time I was there

a single press was turning out the souvenir copies of

Christophe's famous sonnet, "The Happiness of This

World," composed in the original Plantin types.^ But

two of old Christophe's original presses still remain,

the same in principle as those used in our day by
Cobden-Sanderson at the Doves Press, and capable

of printing sheets as creditably as can be produced

with all our boasted material advancement.

^ See Plate on p. 253. 2 See Plate on p. 265.
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The editions printed on these presses were not as

small as I had supposed. Plantin never issued less than

1250 copies without a subsidy, and of the Pentateuch

in Hebrew he ran 3900 copies. The little bookshop

dispensed only a fraction of his output, copies being

sold by booksellers at fairs or in other cities. Perhaps

Plantin would have admitted that Aldus and Robert

fitienne had maintained a higher average in quality,

but he might well have added, with a touch of pride,

*T proved for all time to come that quality in low-cost

books can be made pra6lical."

The little bookshop, where Martine and Madeleine

Plantin used to serve as shop girls, at present contains

framed exhibits; but as I stand there I can easily imagine

the train of scholars and learned men who passed in and

out the narrow door, examining and taking away with

them the precious volumes,— from the stern Duke of

Alva to the black-robed professors and the students

from the Universities,— all seeking the power that

comes from the knowledge that is in books. Perhaps

modem bookstores might count upon better patronage

if they employed shop girls clad in the quaint goffered

collars and linen head dresses passed down to posterity

in the portraits of the Plantin daughters.

There is a side to Christophe Plantin that is little

known, but which might be suspe6led after a careful

study of his eyes and mouth. Back of all his cleverness

as a business man, in spite of his pra6licality in handling

the perplexities arising from his printing and his pub-

lishing, he was full of temperament, and always felt

the urge to express himself in poetic meter. Few of the
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visitors to the Museum who purchase for a souvenir

the Httle leaf on which the sonnet "The Happiness

of This World" is printed on an ancient hand press, in

the original Plantin type, realize that this is a master-

piece competing with the Polyglot Bible in establishing

Christophe's enduring fame. No poem was so imitated

during the seventeenth century, and this sincerest form

of flattery has occasioned much discussion as to Plan-

tin's right to the credit of authorship. The latest con-

tributing evidence of Maurits Sabbe, one-time Dire6lor

of the Plantin-Moretus Museum, seems to remove all

reasonable doubt, and the Sonnet may be taken as an

additional exposition of the great printer's personality;

To have a lovely home^ free from the stress oflife^

A garden wall bedecked with fragrant vine;

A modest progeny^ a bit offruit and wine,

A model household, and a faithful wife.

To have no debts, to be at peace with all;

A single love aside from our relations;

To ape no Prince, content with expeolations

;

To base our acls on justice, great or small.

Freely to live, without undue ambition.

To let our faith accomplish its fruition.

To hold our passions leashed in full control.

To keep ourjudgment free as passing breath.

To tell our beads while laboring for our soul^

And then, content, await the call ofdeath,
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LE BONHEUR
DE CE MONDE.

SONNET.

AVoir une maifbn commode, propre &c belle,

Un jardin tapiflfe d'efpaliers odorans,

Des fruits, d'excellenc vin, peu de train, peu d enfans,

Pofleder feul fans bruit une femme fidele.

N'avoir dettes, amour, ni proces, ni querelle,

Ni dc partage a faire avecque fes parens,

Se contenter de peu, n'efperer rien des Grands,

Regler tous fes defTeins fur un jufte modele.

Vivre avecque franchife &c fans ambition,

S'adonner fans fcrupule a la devotion,

Domter fes pafTions, les rendre obeifTantes.

Conferver I'efprit libre, & le jugemenc fort,

Dire fon Chapelet en cultivant fes cntes,

Ceft attendre chez fbi bien doucement la more
PLANTIN'S FAMOUS SONNET
" The Happiness of This World."

(^Composed in the original Plantin types, ii x 8^^ inches.)
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I like to stand in the old courtyard and ruminate on

the permanence of the art of printing as symbolized

by the gabled walls rising on all sides, broken only by

leaded glass windows. The vines growing so luxu-

riantly over the bricks and stones find their parent

stock in the roots set out by Christophe Plantin over

three hundred years ago. They are symbolic. Books,

of course, will live forever, and while they recall the

old-time master printers, our familiarity with them les-

sens the full realization of that for which they stand.

But to see the very types and presses and engravings

that have outlived the power of Spain and Austria and

France, to be able to follow the detailed records of a

printing office with an unbroken succession of over

three centuries, to become intimately acquainted with

a personality so powerful as to be all-enduring, gives

a new meaning to Plantin's guiding word-stars, Lahore

et Constantia,
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henvoi

OUR traveling has perforce been intensive in order

to traverse even that Hmited portion of the Kingdom
of Books included in our itinerary. Our conferences

with the Prime Ministers have had to be curtailed,

and our examination of the fascinating exhibits has

been necessarily crowded into a space far too restricted.

Yet the reader may have discovered that the more
intimate he becomes with King Book, the more freely

does that engaging and democratic monarch admit

him to the inner shrine.

If this hope be realized, some readers, after making
with the author this cursory journey into the Kingdom
of Books, may be tempted to take side trips which

will give a fuller acquaintance with and understanding

of personages and things that have necessarily been

sketched lightly in these pages. For such, the author

takes much pleasure in presenting letters of introduc-

tion to a few well-qualified and amiable mentors:

To
T. F. Dibdin: The Bibliographical Decameron, 3 volumes (18 17).

A. A. Renouard: Annales de I'imprimerie des Aides (1838).

G. A. Crapelet: Robert Estienne (1839).

Charles Pieters: Annales de I'imprimerie des Elzevier (1858).

Le Roux de Lincy: Recherches sur Jean Grolier (1866).

Ambroise Firmin-Didot : Aide Manuce et I'Hellenisme a Venise

(1875).
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Joseph Cundall: On Bookbindings Ancient and Modern (1881).

Leon Gruel: Manuel Historique et Bibliographique de I'Amateur de

Relieures(i887).

Henri Bouchet: The Book: its Printers, Illustrators, and Binders

(1890).

S. T. Prideaux: Historical Sketch of Bookbinding (1893).

Alfred W. Pollard: Italian Book Illustration (1894).

Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent: John Baskerville. A Memoir

(1907).

AuGUSTE Bernard: Geofroy Tory. Translated by George B. Ives

(1909).

Alfred W. Pollard: Fine Books (191 2),

Charles Dodeman: Le Long des Quais (1924).

Maurits Sabbe: Plantin, the Moretus, and their Work (1926).

Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson : Journals (1926).
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Adventures of an Illustrator, Pen-

nell's, 149
Advertising brochure, the, 144J art

displayed in modern, 144

Africa, leather from, 193

Aldine bindings, 189, 190, 195;

compared with Grolier and Mai-

oli examples, 195; early English

bindings based on, 212

Aldine classics, the, 15; their trans-

portation interfered with by war,

16

Aldine Press, the, location of, 8;

staff of, 9; first issue from, 12;

under the successors of Aldus,

18; Grolier's patronage of, 18,

191; title pages of, 40, 43; stimu-

lated demand for bindings, 189;

referred to, 194
Aldines, 78, 87, 88, 90, 106, 192

Aldus Manutius, 7; a tutor at Carpi,

7; his vision, 7; his preparations

for his work, 8; his abode in

Venice, 8; invents and cuts the

first Italic letters, the first small

capitals, and the first complete

Greek font, 8; his household, 9;

Musurus a friend and collabora-

tor of, 9; supplies lack of Greek
and Latin lexicons, 11, 12; his

own Greek and Latin diftionary,

12; his experiments with Greek,

12; his ^mwf/e of 1495, 12; his

Aristophanes of 1498, 12; his

heart set on producing the clas-

sics at low cost, 12; his series of

Latin and Italian texts in small

oftavo form, 15; his letter to

Navagerus, 16; methods of dis-

tributing his volumes, 16; his

copyrights pirated, 16; his busi-

ness harassed by war, 16; prob-

lems of, 18; his death, 18; his

funeral, 18; his burial, 18; his suc-

cessors, 18; a great scholar, 29;

Plantin's work compared with

that of, 35; the pioneer in the art

of printing, 49; his bindings,

188-190; his friendship with

Grolier, 191; died a poor man,

231; referred to, 31, 51, 88, 105,

121, 122, 160, 189, 228

Alva, the Duke of, 263

Amiatine Bible, the, 186

Amman, lost, woodcutter, 161

Anglais, the Cafe, in Paris, 76, 77
Anne of Austria, 209

Anthology, a Greek, printed by
Libri, II

Antwerp, leading commercial city

in the world, 31, 236; becomes
tlie center of the art of printing,

31; destroyed by the " Spanish

Fury," 244
Antwerp, the Margrave of, 240
Apollonius Rhodius, the, 1

1

Aquinas, St. Thomas, 116

Arabia, binders from, in Venice, 190
Aristophanes of 1498, Aldus', 12

Aristotle of 1495, Aldus', 11, 12

Amett, quoted on Roger Payne,

217
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Ars Moriendi, the, 157
Artists, early, forerunners of the

early printers, 157; subordinated

themselves to the early printers,

159
Arts, Pont des, the, in Paris, 76
Ascensius, Jodocus Badius, 26

Ashburnham colleftion, the, se-

cured by Italy, 194
Ashburnham, Lord, 194
Ashendene Press, the, London, 66

Askew, Doftor, 188

Atalanta in Calydon, bound by
Cobden-Sanderson, 221

Augsburg, printing at, 115

Augustine, Saint, 116

Aurelius, Marcus, quoted, 196

Authors, welcome the disappear-

ance of illustrations from novels,

178; methods of, 178

Badier, Florimond, 207; bindings

of, 207; compared with Le Gas-

con, 209; with Nicolas Eve, 209

Badius, printer in Paris, 26

Bagford, John, scrapbooks of, 134;

estimates of, 135

Bamberg, printing at, 115

Baskerville, John, 7; personality

of, 38-43; his Virgil, 41, 43, 212,

227; publications of, 43; the

first printer who properly visual-

ized the title page, 51; his con-

tributions to the art of printing,

51; gave a new quality to

printing ink, 51; the first to use

surfaced paper, 51; the Didots'

attitude toward, 52; the first

printer to give England supre-

macy, 211; died a poor man, 231

Baskerville volumes, 106

Beardsley, Aubrey, 148, 150, 151
*' Beauty," the watchword of Wil-

liam Morris, 60

Beaux Arts, the Cafe des, in Paris,

77
Becanus, Dr. Gorophous, 239, 240
Bellini, Giovanni, 160

Bennett, James Gordon, 172
Berthelet, Thomas, 212

Bewick, Thomas, revives wood-
cutting, 162; transforms wood-
cutting into wood engraving,

164

Biaeus, Jacobus, 100, 102

Biagi, Dr. Guido, 193; quoted on
Grolier, 194

Bible, the, first book printed in

Germany, 115; first in popular-

ity, 116; legend of Dr. Faustus

and the Devil, 116

Biblia Polygloua, Plantin's, 31; a

financial failure, 232; its con-

ception, 243; not made in pres-

ent Plantin shrine, 251; models
for, 255; referred to, 255, 259,
260

" Bibliophile Jacob," See Lacroix^

Paul

Bibliotheque Nationale, the, at

Paris, 30, 80, 132, 203

Binders. See French binders^ Italian

binders, English bindings

Binding. See Bookbinding

Bindings, early, 188; leather usual

material used in, 188; other ma-
terial, 188; neglect of shelfback,

188; Aldine Press stimulates de-

mand for, 189; high quality of,

189-190; method employed,

190. See also Aldine bindings,,

Italian bindings, Grolier bindings,

Maioli bindings, French bindings,

English bindings

Birrell, Augustine, quoted, 105

Blades, William, 135

Block books, 157; method of mak-
ing, 157; Pollard quoted on,
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157; as forerunners of printing,

157; as forerunners of stereo-

typing, 157; limitations of, 158

Block printing, 158

Boccaccio, the Philocolo of, 125

Bodoni, Giambattista, type of, in-

troduced a new style, 52

Bodoni type, the, introduced a new
style, 52

Bologna, Francesco da. See Fran-

cesco da Bologna

Bomberghe, Charles, 240

Bomberghe, Corneille, 240

Book, the, on its physical side

a highly organized art objeft,

49; artist decorator retires from

the making of, 159; Cobden-
Sanderson's definition of the

Ideal, 182; Venice the home of,

190; Grolier's conception of pur-

pose of, 192; only approaches

perfection when each of its parts

is considered in its relation to the

other parts and to the whole,

224; the intangible lure of, 232

Bookbinding, the art of, earliest

example of, 185, 188; became a

necessity when early Presses

were established, 188; leather

material generally used in, 188;

started at high level, 188; su-

premacy of Italy in, 189-199;

supremacy of France in, 199-21 1;

Frangois I becomes patron of,

199; development postponed by
Civil Wars in England, 213; falls

into a decadence in England, 217

Booklovers, educational impress of

William Morris' work upon, 62;

various classes of, 62

Book of Hours (1525), Geoffroi

Tory's, 22, 23; the first book to

be treated as the produQ of a

distinft art, 22

Books, Carlyle's conclusion con-

cerning, 72; as witnesses, 136;

intended to be read, 140; wood
engravings in, 164

Borders, the first, 143; woodcut,

160

Boston fire of 1872, the, 169

Boston Public Library, the, 66

Boulard, 90
Bourdillon, quoted, 128

Boyet, Luc Antoine, bindings of,

210

Bradley " vogue," the, in America,

144
Bradley, Will, 144; his " Things

Clerical," 146; his Fringilla, 148,

150, 151

_

Breze, Louis de, 201

British Museum, the, 15, 36, 134,

153, 158, 185, 200, 220, 221

Burrows Brothers Company, the,

of Cleveland, Ohio, 148

Byron, Lord, 82

Byzantines, the, jewelers and gold-

smiths of, 3

Ccesar, the Elzevir, 37
Calendars ofState, the, 213

Calfskin, used in binding, 188, 212

Calico, used in binding, 223

Calladon, accuser of Servetus, 30
Calvin, John, 30
Cambridge, the University of, 256

Cambridge University Press, the,

70

Camera, the, has no understanding,

178

Carlyle, Thomas, quoted, 72

Carpentras, the Bibliotheque de, at

Lyons, 194
Carpi, Aldus at, 7; Aldus buried at,

18; referred to, 12

Carpi, the Princess of, 7; assists

Aldus, 8
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Caslon type, the, 54
Caxton, William, moves Press

from Bruges to London, 128

Caxtons, 106

^ayas, Gabriel de. Secretary to

Philip II of Spain, 239; his

friendship for Plantin, 239, 240

Cellini, Benvenuto, 27

Cennini, 125

Censorship, 29, 30, 88, 129, 236

Century Company, the, 170

"Century Magazine," the, 144, 170

Ceofrid, Abbot of Wearmouth,
186

Champfleury (1529), the, Geoffroi

Tory's, 22; importance of, 22,

23; quoted on Grolier, 192

Champfleury, Monsieur, 90
Chapbooks, 160

Charles I, King of England, 213

Charles II, King of England, res-

toration of, 213; bindings made
for, 214

Charles II, King of Spain, 251

Charles VIII, King of France, 199

Charles IX, King of France, 203,

204

Chevalier, Dame, 81

China, paper makers of, 3

Chiswick Press, the, London, 54,

55

Christianismi Restitutio, Servetus',

30
Church, the, censorship over print-

ing exercised by, 29, 30; opposes

printing, 37; attacked through

woodcuts, 157; struggle between

State, Press, and, 239
Cicero of 1538, Robert Etienne's,

29

Cicero of 1543, Robert Etienne's,

}°
Cicero, printed by John of Spires,

121

Ciceronians, the, 126

Cinema, the, 178

Civil Wars, the, in England, post-

pone development of bookbind-

ing, 213

Classics, the, earliest books printed

in Italy, 115; the educated Ital-

ians familiar with, 121

Classics, Greek, 7
Classics, Roman, 7
Clement, Jacques, 205

Clement VII, Pope, 88

Cloth, used in binding, 223; first

volume bound in, 223; an obvi-

ous material for modern bind-

ings, 224

Coated paper, first use of, 170;

objeftions to, 174

Cobden-Sanderson, T. J., 7; how
he became a binder, 61; came to

express the ideas of William

Morris better than Morris him-

self, 61; brought to his task from

without something essential and

permanent, 68; the Doves Bible

a tangible expression of prin-

ciples laid down by, 70; his def-

inition of the Ideal Book, 182;

his bindings, 220; genius of, 222;

his influence on English binding,

222; quoted on cover designs, 224

Codex Amiatinus, the, 186

Cole, Timothy, wood engravings

of, 177, 179

Colines, Simon de, 21; his Book of
Hours (1525), 22, 23; referred

to, 26

College de France, the, in Paris, 76

Colloquies, by Erasmus, 9
Cologne Chronicle, the, 115

Cologne, printing at, 115

Colombel, Jehan, supplies leather

for Grolier bindings, 193

Colonna, Francesco, 122
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Colonna, Marc Antonio, 88

Commentaries on Floras, Stadius',

259
Conches, Feuillet de, 90

Conquetes et Vicloires des Francois,

85

Constantine, the IVorks of the

Emperor, 98

Constantinople, the fall of, 190

Conti, the Quai de, in Paris, 75, 76,

80, 90, 98

Coppee, Francois, 106
*' Copper Compasses," the, 248

Copper-plate engraving, eclipses

woodcutting, 160

Cortissoz, Royal, quoted on the

halftone, 172, 173

Coster, Laurens, 132

Cover designs, Cobden-Sanderson

quoted on, 224

Cracherode, Rev. C. M., quoted, 36

Cradle books, 112; human docu-

ments rather than bibliographi-

cal exhibits, 113; open tlie door

to a world hitherto forbid-

den, 114; reveal manners and

customs in countries of origin,

115, 118; size of editions of, 120;

their influence upon the Latin

language, 126; disclose manner
of life in France, 128; of the

Netherlands, 132; disappearance

of, 134; mutilation of, 134; na-

ture of large percentage of, 135;

spaces for initial letters left un-

filled in, 156

Crasso, Leonardo, 122

Cruikshank, illustrator, 164

Culprit Fay, Drake's, 143, 145

Cylinder press, the first in America,

169

Dance ofDeath, Holbein's, 160, 162

Dante, printed by Aldus, 1

5

Dark Ages, the, 113

Da Vinci, Leonardo, 199

Day, Frederick H., 148; as a book
builder, 1 48; his edition oi Esther,

148, 155

De Arte Amandi et de Remedlo

Amoris, Ovid's, 121; a library

favorite of the fifteenth century,

121, 122

Debas, Pere, 80, 8r, 106

Decameron, Dibdin's, 188, 217

De Civitate Dei, St. Augustine's,

116, 117

Decoration, running riot in French

books of 1533, 24; inter-rela-

tionship of type and, 139, 149,

152; printer must know history

and precedent of, 143; at first

did not include illustration, 143;

used to convey information, 144;

Will Bradley's relation to, 144;

Aubrey Beardsley's contribu-

tion to, 148; Joseph Pennell's

mastery of, 149; the desire for,

152, 156, 181; subordinated to

type, 159; Ratdolt's skill in com-
bining type with, 159, 160; mod-
ern printers not so successful,

160; thevalueof restraint in, 182.

See also Illustration ^ Illustrator,

the, art of
Decorator artist, retires from the

making of the Book, 159

Deerskin, used in binding, 212

De imitatione Christi, by Thomas a

Kempis, 116

Delisle, Leopold, 79, 80

Demidoff, Prince, 77
Demosthenes, printed by Aldus, 15

Dentelle border, Padeloup's, 210;

Derome's, 211

Derome, Jacques Antoine, bind-

ings of, 211; his dentelle border,

211
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De Vinne, Theodore L., 58; his

attitude toward printing as an

art, 58; his attitude toward pub-

lishers, 58; experiments with

coated paper, 170

Devonshire, the Duke of, 220

Diary of Lady Willoughby, the,

revives the use of the old-style

types, 54
Dibdin, Thomas, quoted on Plan-

tin's work, 35; on Bagford, 135;

on bindings, 188; on Roger
Payne, 217

Didot, Firmin, 51

Didot, Pierre, /'awe, 51; his attitude

toward Baskerville, 52

Didots, the, 7, 38; their contribu-

tions to the art of printing, 51;

xheir Racine, 51; their handmade
paper, 51; their type, 51; great

type founders, 52; their editions

du Louvre, 52; their presswork,

52; given quarters in the Louvre,

52; referred to, 86, 90
Didot type, the, 51; introduced a

new style, 52; its popularity, 52;

the charm of, 54
Dodeman, Charles, 81, 82, 106

Doeskin, used in binding, 188

Dolet, £tienne, executed for heresy,

30, 236; his punning epigram, 30
Don Quixote, Cervantes', 85

Dore, Gustave, 85

Doves Bible, the, most fully ex-

presses basic principles of the art

of printing, 68; Emery "Walker

entitled to full credit for the

mechanical excellence of, 70; a

tangible expression of the prin-

ciples laid down by Cobden-
Sanderson, 70; reveals the

elusive "something" that book-
lovers seek, 71; what the creators

expressed in, 71

276

Doves Press, the, 61

Doves Press books, the, 62; Emery
Walker's part in, 62

Doves type, the, 62; designed by
Emery Walker, 62; consigned

by Cobden-Sanderson to the

Thames, 62

Drake, A. W., 170

Dresden, Royal Library in, 132

Dryden, quoted, 91

Ducat, the, value of, 1

5

Diirer, Albrecht, 160

Du Seuil, 78

Editions du Louvre, Didots', 52
Edward IV, King of England, 128

Egypt, papyrus workers of, 3

Eleftrotyping, block books fore-

runners of, 157
Elizabeth, Queen, of England, 212;

bindings executed for, 212

Elzevir, Abraham, 37, 98
Elzevir, Bonaventura, 37, 98
Elzevir books, discussed, 38; ex-

amples of, 39, 78, 97, 98, 100;

copper-plate titles in, 162

Elzevir, Isaac, 98
Elzevir, Louis, 37, 247
Elzevirs, the, 7; discussed, 37-38;

their contributions to the art of

printing, 50; the first publishers,

50; their Terence of 1635, 227
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, quoted, 82

England, an historical romance the

first book printed in, 115; arts

of printing and binding devel-

oped slowly in, 211

English bindings, at first nothing

but imitations of the Italian, 212;

those for Queen Elizabeth, 212;

turn to Lyonnese school, 212;

effeft of the Civil Wars upon,

213; efFe61: of Samuel Meame's
work upon, 217; of Roger
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Payne's, 218; lowest level of, 220;

turn came with Morris era and

Cobden-Sanderson, 220; Cobden-

Sanderson's influence on, 222

English language, the, broken into

confusing variants, 128; nation-

alized by the printing press, 128

Engrosser, the, wood blocks re-

place work of, 158

Epigrammatum, Owen's, 39, 100

Erasmus, Desiderius, at the Aldine

Press, 9; Musurus' estimate of,

9; his Colloquies, 9
Esperanto, 126

Este, d', 196

Esther^ the Copeland and Day
edition of, 148, 155

fitampes, Madame d', 202, 203

Etienne, Henri, 21, 26

£tienne, Robert, 7; his apprentice-

ship, 26; his marriage, 26; ap-

pointed Royal Printer, 27; his

printing establishments, 27; his

household, 27; his publications,

27; prepares a Latin diftionary,

27, 50; a great scholar, 29; edits

his texts, 29; the first to sub-

divide the New Testament into

verses, 29; his expensive and his

low-cost volumes compared, 29,

30; Plantin's work compared

with that of, 35; his contribu-

tions to the art of printing, 50;

his Royal Greeks, 227; barely

eked out an existence, 231; re-

ferred to, 31, 52, 98, 228, 236, 251

fitienne volumes, 106

Euripides, 11

Eusebius of 1470, the, printed by
Nicolas Jenson, 227

five, Clovis, contributes to a dis-

tinctive French style, 207

five, Nicolas, 78; bindings of, 205;

his contribution toward a dis-

tinflive French style, 207; com-
pared with Badier, 209

" Every Saturday," the first cylin-

der press imported from France

to print, 169

Expositiones librorum Veteris et

Novi Testamenti,Lyra's, 118, 120

Fabriano paper mills, the, 9
Fanfare style, the, in binding, 208;

a protest against the lugubrious

bindings of Henri III, 208

Fanfares et Courvees Abbadesques^

208

Farinalius, the surgeon, 239
Faustus, Doftor, legend of, 116
" Fifteeners." See Cradle books

Fine Books, Pollard's, 157
Fine cut paper. See Coated paper

Flechier, Esprit, Bishop of Nismes,

193

Fletcher, W. Y., 135

Florence, printing at, 125

Florentines, the, burn their secular

books, 125; then burn Savon-

arola, 125

Folksongs, earliest books printed

in France, 128

Fore-edge painting, described, 189

Fox skin, used in binding, 188

Foy, Pere, 85

France, cradle books disclose man-
ner of life in, 128; earliest books
printed in, 128; supreme in art

of binding, 199-2 11

France, Anatole, quoted, 80

Francesco da Bologna, 15; cuts

Italic charafters for Aldus, 1

5

Francisque, 81

Frangois I, appoints Robert
Etienne Royal Printer, 27; am-
bitious to become Maecenas of

the Arts, 27; his liberal patron-

age of the Book, 27; protefts
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Robert Etienne from the cen-

sors, 30; his patronage of bind-

ing, 199; Diane de Poitier's

influence upon, 202

Frangois II, King of France, 203,

204
Franklin, Benjamin, 44
Fredericus IV, the Emperor, 102

French, the, described by Bour-

dillon, 128

French binders, criticize Italian

tooling, 196; introduce gold

edges, 200; their efforts to create

a national style, 204. See also

Tory^ Geoffroi; Eve, Nicolas;

Eve, Clovis; Le Gascon; Badier,

Florimond; Ruette,Antoine; Boyet,

Luc Antoine; Padeloup le Jeune;

Derome, Jacques Antoine

French bindings, at first based flatly

on Italian models, 199; those

made for Frangois I, 200; for

Diane de Poitiers, 201-203; fo^

Henri II, 203; for Henri III, 206;

influence of Henri III upon, 207;

of Nicolas and Clovis Eve, 207;

of Le Gascon, 207; of Badier,

209; of Antoine Ruette, 209;

ofBoyet, 210; of Padeloup, 210;

of Derome, 211; great merits of,

211

French Revolution, the, 78, 199
Fringilla, Blackmore's, 148; Brad-

ley's edition of, 148, 150, 151

Frontispieces, the early, 159
Fust and Schoeffer, 1 1; their Para-

doxa of Cicero, 11; their Letters

of Indulgence, 227; referred to,

115

Fust, John, 116; death of, 118

Gaiffe, Adolphe, 77
Garnett, Dr. Richard, 185-187

Garrett, Edmund H., 143

Gautier, Theophile, 76
Gaza, Theodorus, compiles Greek

grammar for Aldus, 12

Germany, the Bible the first book
printed in, 115; life and customs

in, 118, 119; printing as an art

passes to Italy from, 1 1 8; wood-
cuts first used in, 122, 156

Geryon, 9
Gibson, John, first master binder

in England, 213

Gilders, in France, 199, 213

Gillede, Jean, French binder, 208

Goat skin, used in binding, 188

Gold tooling, a restricted form of

expression, 211; prafticed in

Venice fifty years earlier than in

England, 212
" Golden Compasses," the, 247,

248
" Golden Falcon," the, 251
" Golden Unicorn," the, 251

Goltzius, Herbertius, 100, 102

Gonzagas, the, 196

Goodhue, Bertram Grosvenor,

148, 155

Gothic fonts, 24, 159
Gramont-Caderousse, the Due de,

77
Grandjon, Robert, cuts the Royal

Greeks, 29, 98, 260

Grands Augustins, the Quai des,

in Paris, 76, 84, 88

Graphic arts, the, domination of

the halftone in all branches of,

171, 177
Greece, binders from, in Venice,

190

Greek lexicons, lack of, ri; supplied

by Aldus, II, 49
Greek refugees, at Venice, 7, 1

1

Greek type, Aldus cuts first com-
plete font of, 8; based upon
handwriting of Marcus Musurus,
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8, 9; earliest uses of, 9; criticism

of Aldus' design, 12; Robert

Etienne's Royal Greeks, 29,

98; Plantin's revision of, 31, 50,

98

Gregorii, Giovanni and Gregorio

dei, 121

Grenville, Lord, 220

Griffo family, the, 15

Grolier bindings, 191, 192, 193;

compared with Aldine and Mai-

oli examples, 195; now executed

in France, 203; display rare com-

bination of Italian design and

Italian workmanship, 204

Grolier, Jean, 12; his patronage of

the Aldine Press, 18, 88, 191; the

first to stamp lettering on shelf-

back, 1 89; glory of Italian bind-

ing due to, 191; patron of the

art of binding rather than crafts-

man, 191; sketch of, 191; his

friendship for Francesco de Tor-

resani, 191-192; his uncanny

vision of the Ideal Book, 191;

his library, 192; his conception

of the purpose of a book, 192;

his relations with Tory, 192; his

Paris residence, 192; disposition

of his library, 193; manuscript

of the Cortegiano presented to,

194; autograph of, 195; con-

tinues his bindings after return

to France, 200, 203; becomes
Treasurer-General of France,

203; maintains his binder as

member of household, 203; kept

all bindings harmonious in de-

sign and shade, 204
Guidobaldo, Duke of Urbino, 122

Guirlande de Julie, the, bound by
Le Gascon, 208

Guise, Henri de, 205

Gutenberg Bible, the, 115, 136, 256

Gutenberg, John, his Bible, 227;

referred to, 4, 49, 115, 119, 132

Guyot, 260

Halftone plate, the, described,

165; the successful result of desire

to translate photograph into

medium to print on a press, 165;

rival claims to invention of, 170;

Stephen H. Horgan's experi-

ments with, 1 70- 1 73; the first,

170, 171; its domination in all

branches of the graphic arts,

171, 177; Cortissoz quoted on,

172; hostility to introduction of,

172; was never suitable to be

combined direftly with type,

174; triumph won by, 174

Halles Centrales, the, in Paris, 84

Hand presses, replaced by cylinder

presses, 169

Hanotaux, Gabriel, 106
" Happiness of This World," the,

Plantin's sonnet, 260, 264, 265

Harper and Brothers, 91

Harry, Blind, the minstrel, 128
" Harvard Lampoon," the, 170

Haussmann, Baron, 83, 84
Headpieces, the first, 143

Hearne, Thomas, 135

Hebrew Grammar, Isaac's, 259
Hellenica, Xenophon's, printed by

Aldus, 15

Henri II, King of France, enforces

censorship against printers, 30;

influence of Diane de Poitiers

upon, 203, 206; bindings made
for, 203; declares heresy to be

high treason, 236

Henri III, King of France, 205;

his charafter revealed by his

bindings, 205; his romance, 206;

lived only in the Kingdom of

Books, 207; his influence toward
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better taste in French bindings,

207; protest against lugubrious

bindings of, 208

Henri IV, King of France, 207

Henry VIII, King of England, 212

Herkomer, Sir Hubert, 173

Herodotus, printed by Aldus, 15

Herter, Albert, 143, 149
Highlight halftone, the halftone of

the future, 174; described, 174;

opens up a new era in illustra-

tion, 177

History of the Roman Emperors,

Goltzius', 102

Holbein, Hans, 160; his Dance of
Death, 160, 162

Holy Grail, the, motif oi, 148

Holy See, the, grants license to

Christophe Plantin, 243
Homer, printed by Libri, 1

1

Horgan, Stephen H., early experi-

ments with the halftone by, 170-

173

Hornby, C. St. John, 66, 67
Hugo, Viftor, 81

Humanae Salutis Monumenta,
Montanus' 259

Humanistic movement, the, 120

Humanistic type, the, page of, 166

Humanists, the, creed, of, 59
Human skin, used in binding, 188

Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, Aldus',

105; one of the most popular

romances of the fifteenth cen-

tury, 122, 123; plot of, 122;

skilful combination of type and

illustrations in, 160

Ideal Book, the, Cobden-Sander-

son's, 70, 71; quoted, 182

Illumination, an example of an un-

finished, 153; combined with

printed pages, 156

Illuminator, wood blocks replace

work of, 158; the art of print-

ing liberated by the art of

woodcutting from dependence
on, 159

Illustration, not included in early

decoration, 143; used to convey
information, 144; introduced in

periodicals, 164; the highlight

halftone opens up new era in,

177; disappears from novels,

178

Illustrator, the, art of, 142; its

relation to the art of printing, 142

Imitatione, the, of Thomas ^ Kem-
pis. See De imitatione Christi

Imprimerie Royale, the, in Paris,

52

Incunabula, defined, iii. See also

Cradle books

Initial letters, the first, 143; in

cradle books, 156, 158; cut on
wood 159; combined with type,

159, 160

Ink. See Printing ink

Ink making, modern, revolution-

ized by the halftone, 171

Intaglio engraving, 173
" Iron Compasses," the, 248
Isaac, Jean, 259
Italian binders, 189-199
Italian bindings, Grolier respon-

sible for glory of, 191, 193;

claim to supremacy of, 195;

criticism of tooling on, 196;

dominate all European work,

199; originality disappears from,

199; rest on basic rather than

national principles, 204
Italic letters, invented and cut by

Aldus, 8; based upon Petrarch's

handwriting, 8; cut for Aldus by
Francesco da Bologna, 15; first

attempt to standardize, 22; Plan-

tin's revision of, 31
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Italy, the classics the earliest books

printed in, 115; printing as an

art passes from Germany to, 1 1 8;

popularity of secular books in,

122; supplies all the world with

books, 125; supreme in art of

binding, 189-199; secures the

Ashburnham colleftion, 194;

super-standard in manners and

customs in, 196

Jacket, the decorative, 181

James I, King of England, 213

Janin, Jules, 76
Jarry, Nicolas, 209
Jegher, Christophe, 102

Jenson, Nicolas, 7; his use of Greek
charafters, 11; his Roman face,

49, 54, 121; establishes himself

in Venice, 121; his Eusebius, 227;

referred to in, 112, 117

Jenson volumes, in
Jerome, Saint, 116

Johnck, Kibbe, and Company, of

San Francisco, 160; their edition

of the Rubdiydt, 160, 166, 167

John of Spires, gains monopoly of

printing in Venice, 121; death of,

121

John Rylands Library, the, at Man-
chester, England, 156

Kangaroo skin, used in binding,

188

Karr, Alphonse, 76
Kelmscotts, sham, 142

Kelmscott volumes, the, 59; Spiel-

mann's estimate of, 139, 140; the

glory of, 140; not really books
at all, 140; inconsistencies of,

142; their influence on American
books, 148. See also Morris,

JVilliam

Kempis, Thomas a, 116

Kilanus, 259
Koberger, 116

Koelhoff, John, 1
1

5

Koopman, Dr. Harry Lyman,
quoted, 49

Labels, paper, 223

Lacroix, Paul, quoted, 84, 87; his

interest in the bookstall men,
83-85

Lancastrians, the, 128

Lascaris, Constantinus, compiled
first Greek and Latin lexicon,

11; makes revision of it for

Aldus, 12

Latin language, the, influence of

the cradle books upon, 126;

receives its death blow as com-
mon means of communication,

126

Latin lexicons, lack of, 11; supplied

by Aldus, 11, 49; that of Robert
Etienne's, 27

Laurenziana, the Biblioteca, in

Florence, 186, 193, 195

Lauwrin, Marc, 192

Lawton, R. E., of Blackfriars, 223
Leather, usual material for bind-

ings, 188, 190; William Morris

quoted on quality of, 222; be-

comes too expensive for modern
bindings, 222

Le Be, Guillaume, 260

Le Gascon, 78; marks conscious be-

ginning ofdistinctive French style

in binding, 207; his bindings, 208;

Badier compared with, 209

Legends, earliest books printed in

France, 128

Legion of Honor, the, museum of,

in Paris, 75, 82

Leighton, Archibald, of London,

223

Lelio, Lucretia, 122, 123
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Le Mare au Diable, bound by

Cobden-Sanderson, 220

Le Roy, Guillaume, printer of

Lyons, 130, 132

Letters of Indulgence of 1454, Fust

and Schoeffer's, 227

Lettres de Voltaire, 78

Levant, the, leather from, 193

Lewis, Charles, bindings of, 220

Leyden, becomes the center of the

art of printing, 37; Plantin's

branch office at, 247, 248

Leyden, the University of, 247

Libri, Bartolomeo di, 11; his early

books, II

Libri-Carucci, Monsieur, 194

Libro del Cortegiano, Castigli-

one's 40; manuscript of, pre-

sented to G roller, 194; story of,

194-195; binding on Grolier's

copy of. 196

Life and Works, Byron's, first

cloth-bound volumes on which

gold stamping was used, 224

Lindisfarne Gospels, the, 186

Lipsius, the historian, 31, 244

Lira, the, value of, 1

5

Longmans, the House of, 54
Lopez, Martin, 247
Lorris, Guillaume de, 130

Louis XII, King of France, 88, 191,

199
Louis XIII, King of France, 209

Louis XIV, King of France, 209,

210

Louvre, the, at Paris, quarters

given to the Didots in, 52

Lovers' Bible, the. See Roman de

la Rose, the

Lyonnese school of binding, the,

212, 213

Lyons, printing at, 125; the head-

quarters for light literature, 128;

no censorship over printers in,

282

129; the Roman de la Rose, 129-

132

Lyra, Nicolas, 118, 120

Macaulay, Thomas B., 44
Mace, Robert, Plantin apprenticed

to, 235
" Magazine of Art," the English,

139
Magazines, modern, importance of

the halftone to, 172

Maintz, printing at, 115

Maioli bindings, 195; compared

with Aldine and Grolier exam-

ples, 195

Maioli, Tommaso, 192; a mythical

figure, 195; his bindings, 195

Malaquais, the Quai, in Paris, 76,

81, 84

Malerey, Pere, 76, 80, 81, 106

Manuscript, the, taken as model for

the early book, 153

Manutius, Aldus. See Aldus Manu-
tius

Manutius, Paulus. See Paulus

Manutius

Ma Republique, La Croix', 87

Marie, Princesse de Conde, 206

Margins, first decorated with

woodcuts, 159
Marmier, Xavier, 92, 97
Massimi, the brothers, invite

Sweynheym and Pannartz to

Rome, 119

Massimi Palace, the, at Rome,
Sweynheym and Pannartz set up
their estabHshment in, 119

Ma^arin Bible, the. See Gutenberg

Bible, the

Mearne, Charles, English book-
binder, 217

Mearne, Samuel, bindings of, 213,

214; takes rank with French

binders. 214; his stamps. 214;



INDEX
effeft of his work upon English

binding, 217; Roger Payne's

work influenced by, 218

Medici, the, 196

Medici, Catherine de', 203; domi-

nates the reigns of her sons, 206

Medici, Lorenzo de', 106

Meditations, printed by Zainer, 115

MenteUn, John, 1
1

5

Merrymount Press, the, Boston, 65

Metamorphose d'Ovide, Za, printed

by Jan de Tournes, 98, loi

Meun, Jean de, 130

Meursius, 98

Michelangelo, 88, 199
Modern type, the, birth of, 52, 53;

not well handled after the Didots

and Bodoni, 54; loses popularity,

54
Moliere, an Elzevir, 106

Montanus, Arias, 259
Montebello, the Quai, in Paris, 75
Moretus, Balthazar I, 100, 102, 103

Moretus, Balthazar III, 251

Moretus, Francois Jean, 248

Moretus, Jean I, 228

Moretus-Plantin, Edouard Jean

Hyacinthe, the last head of the

Plantin Press, 252
Morris era, the, in binding, 220

Morris, William, 7; a very great

scholar, 29; the personality of,

59; Rossetti's influence on, 60;
" beauty " the watchword of, 60;

what he taught the world, 60-61;

effeft of his work, 61; educa-

tional impress of his work upon
booklovers, 62; brought to his

task from without something

essential and permanent, 68; his

Wood Beyond the JVorld, 148,

154; quoted on quality of leather,

221. See also Kelmscott volumes^

the^ 476

Morris, Mrs. William, indireflly

responsible for Cobden-Sander-
son's bindings, 61

Murray, John, London publisher,

first used gold stamping on cloth

bindings, 224

Musaeus, 12

Musurus, Marcus, chief compositor

at the Aldine Press, 9; his hand-

writing taken as basis of earliest

complete font of Greek type,

9; his estimate of Erasmus,

9; friend and collaborator of

Aldus, 9

Napoleon III, 83-85

Navagerus, letter from Aldus to, 16

Navarre, Henri de, 205

Netherlands, the, cradle books of,

132; art ofwoodcutting prafticed

in, 156

Neuf, the Pont, in Paris, 83

Newspapers, importance of the

halftone to, 172, 178

New Testament, first divided into

verses by Robert Etienne, 29
" New York Daily Graphic," the,

first halftone printed in, 171
" New York Herald," the, 172

New York Public Library, the, 170
" New York Tribune," the, 172

New York Tribune. Incidents and
Personalities in its History, Cor-
tissoz', 173

Nordier, Charles, 105, 208

Notre Dame Cathedral, in Paris,

75
Novels, disappearance of illustra-

tions from, 178

Nuremberg, printing at, 116

Old Creole Days, Cable's, 143, 149
Old-style type, the, becomes un-

popular, 54; revived, 54
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Olympiodofus, Byzantine histor-

ian, quoted, i86, 187

Opusculum de Herone et Leandro^

by Musaeus, 1

1

Orsay, the Quai d', in Paris, 76, 81

Orsini, the, 196

Ortuin and Schenck, printers of

Lyons, 130, 132

Osgood, and Company, J. R., 169

Ovid, the Metamorphose of, 98,

loi; his De Arte Amandi et de

Remedio Amoris, 121

Padeloup le Jeune, bindings of,

210; his dentelle border, 210

Palma, the Duke of, 247
Pannartz, Arnold, 119

Paper, from Fabriano mills, 9;

deterioration in quality of, 35,

38; Baskerville's, 44, 51; the

Didots', 51; first use of coated,

170

Paper-board bindings, 223

Paper-bound editions, 204

Paper makers, of China, 3; at

Fabriano, 9; in Switzerland, 35
Paper making, modern, revolution-

ized by the halftone, 171

Papyrus, 185

Papyrus workers, the, of Egypt, 3

Paradoxa of Cicero, the, printed

by Fust and Schoeffer, 1

1

Paravicinus, Dionysius, printer at

Milan, II

Paris, becomes the center of the art

of printing, 21; the houquinistes

on the left bank of the Seine, 75;

earliest books printed in, 128

Paulus Manutius, 18, 88, 89, 194
Payne, Roger, 214; sketch of, 217;

an eccentric genius, 218; in-

fluenced by work of Samuel

Mearne, 218; his stamps, 218;

his style, 2i8j his bills, 218, 219;

284

his work marks high tide of ex-

cellence in England, 220

Payne, Thomas, London book-

seller, 217

Pen-and-ink drawings, 164; made
in frank imitation of woodcuts,

165

Pennell, Joseph, 149; a master in

expressing co-relation between

type and decoration, 149; his

Adventures of an Illustrator^ 149;

would have made a wonderful

typographer, 149 _

Periodicals, introduflion of illus-

trations in, 164

Petrarch, Francesco, Italic letters

based upon handwriting of, 8;

the Trionfioi, 125

Petrarch of 1525, bound by Tory,

200

Petrarch, printed by Aldus, 1

5

Petri, 125

Pfister, Albrecht, 1 1

5

Philip II, King of Spain, 236, 239,

240; agrees to subsidize Plan-

tin's Polyglot Bible, 24y, de-

faults, 243; secures license from

Holy See for Plantin, 243;

appoints Plantin prototypogra-

pher, 243
Phillatius the Athenian, 185, 187

Philocolo of Boccaccio, printed by
Petri, 125

"Phiz," illustrator, 164

Photo-engraver, the, evolves the
" halftone " process, 165

Photo-engraving, the art of, estab-

lished, 164; replaces wood en-

graving, 169

Photograph, the, cannot translate

the value of a pifture with ab-

solute precision, 177
Pickering, William, London pub-

lisher, 223



INDEX
Pigskin, used in binding, i88

Pilgrim s Progress, 130

Plantin, Christophe, 7; under-

takes to emulate the achieve-

ments of his predecessors, 31;

his great artistic gesture, 31; be-

comes a liberal artist, 32; admira-

tion for work of, 35; his work
compared with that of Aldus and

Robert Etienne, 35; his Leyden

branch, 37; his contributions to

, the art of printing, 50; belongs

to second rather than first group

of great artist printers, 227; his

contribution to the Book, 228;

a liberal artist, 228; his person-

ality, 228; his problems, 231;

puts quality into low-cost books,

232; his birth, 232; his early his-

tory, 235-236; his apprentice-

ship, 235; his marriage, 235; in

Paris, 235; settles in Antwerp,

236; his friendship with Peter

Porret, 236; loses use of right

hand, 239; becomes a printer,

239; his first publication, 239;

accused of heresy, 240; flees to

Paris, 240; his property sold,

240; forms a company, 240; be-

gins his Polyglot Bible, 243; his

relations with King Philip II of

Spain, 243-244; receives license

from the Holy See, 243; made
prototypographer, 243; his print-

ing office, 244; moves to present

site, 244; harassed by the " Span-

ish Fury," 244; removes to Ley-

den, 247; his printer's mark, 247;

construes his new establishment,

248; his motto, 248; his suc-

cessors, 251; his sonnet, 260,

264, 265; his temperamental na-

ture, 263; the Plantin-Moretus

Museum an enduring monument

to his principles, 266; referred

to, 98, 100

Plantin, Madeleine, 263

Plantin, Martine, 263

Plantin-Moretus Museum, the, at

Antwerp, 100, 102; the appeal

of, 232; additions and changes

in 232; the Tapestry Drawing
Room, 256; the License Room,
256; the Proofreaders' Room,
256; the Type Foundry, 260; the

Pressroom, 260; the Bookshop,

263

Plantin Press, the, publications of,

35; the Leyden branch of, 37;

copper-plate titles used in publi-

cations of, 162; the relics of, 232;

efTeft of the " Spanish Fury "

upon, 244; the device of, 247;

the buildings, 248; the inventory

of, 248; successive managers of,

252; purchased as national monu-
ment, 252; wages paid by, 256;

royalties paid authors by, 259;

prices charged for books, 260

Plato, printed by Aldus, 15, 16

Piatt, Thomas C., 172

Pliny, the Elzevir, 37
Pliny, printed by John ofSpires, 121

Poitiers, Diane de, 201; her bind-

ings, 201-203; her device, 201-

202; her power in the French

Court, 202-203, 206

Pollard, Alfred W., quoted on
block books, 157

Polyglot Bible, the, Plantin's. See

Biblia Polyglotta

Porret, Claude, provides for young
Christophe Plantin, 235

Porret, Peter, foster brother of

Christophe Plantin, 235; their

friendship, 236

Practice of Typography, the, De
Vinne's, 58
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Press, the, struggle between the

Church, the State, and, 239
Presswork, French, 52

Printed book, the, echoes the manu-
script, 153; woodcuts replace

work of illuminator in, 158; its

position made impregnable, 158

Printer, the, formerly had little

incentive to become an expert,

55, 58; the "old-line" compared
with the modern, 64-68; must
know history and precedent of

decoration, 143; the proper ex-

pert to determine corre6l com-
bination of types and decoration,

149
Printers, the early, combine type

and decoration, 152, 153, 156;

early woodcutters were fore-

runners of, 157; the early artists

subordinated themselves to, 159
Printing, invention of, 4; anecdote

concerning, 132; its progress

seemed doomed to interruption,

156

Printing, the Art of, beginnings of,

4; centers in Venice, 8; in Paris,

21; in Antwerp, 31; in Leyden,

37; in Birmingham, 43; opposed

by Church and State, 37; Aldus
the pioneer in, 49; Robert Eti-

enne's contributions to, 50; Plan-

tin's contributions to, 50; the

Elzevirs' contributions to, 50;

Baskerville's contributions to,

50; the Didots' contributions

to, 51; becomes divorced from
publishing, 55; De Vinne's at-

titude toward, 58; owes most to

men who have approached it

from without, 68; passes from
Germany to Italy, 118; com-
bined with the art of woodcut-
ting, 122; its relation to the art

286

of the illustrator, 142; as ex-

pressed in advertising brochures,

144; close relationship between
art of woodcutting and, 156;

liberated by the art of wood-
cutting from dependence upon
the illuminator, 159; born fully

armed, 189; becomes a liberal

art, 228

Printing ink, 9; deterioration in

quality of 36, 38; Baskerville's,

44, 51, 52; the Didots', 52; the

Elzevirs', 100

Printing press, the, forces the na-

tional languages of Europe to

become permanent, 126, 128;

bookbinding becomes a necessity

with the establishment of, 188

Printing presses, modern, revolu-

tionized by the halftone, 172

Publishers, formerly did not look

upon printer as expert, 55; the

old-time printer's attitude to-

ward, 58; now taking pride in

issuing volumes of distinftive

typographic treatment, 63
Publishing, founded by the El-

zevirs, 50; becomes divorced

from printing, 55

Pujoult, quoted, 78

Puy, Claude de, 192

Pynson, Richard, 135, 212

Queen Mary's Psalter, 143

Racine of 1801, the, Didots', 51

Rambouillet, Mile, de, 208

Raphelengius, Franciscus, 37;
quoted on date of Plantin's

birth, 235; at the Plantin Press,

256

Ratdolt, Erhard, 121, 122; a master

in combining type and decora-

tion, 159, 160, 163
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Reformation, the, 28

Reid, Whitelaw, 172

Renaissance, the, 113, 120, 199
Renner, Franz, 121

Revivalism, Spielmann quoted on,

140

Richelieu, Cardinal, 106

Roan, used in binding, 223

Robert, Nicolas, 209

Rogers, Bruce, 57, 66

Romance, historical, the first book
printed in England, 1

1

5

Romances, popular, earliest books
printed in France, 128

Roman de la Rose, the, popularity

of, 129; the "Lovers' Bible,"

129; described, 130; first printed

copies of, 130

Roman face, the, first attempt to

standardize, 22; Plantin's re-

vision of, 31; Jenson's design of,

49, 121^

Rosez, Pere, 80, 81, 106

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, his in-

fluence on William Morris, 60

Roveri, della, 196

Rowfant Club, in Cleveland, Ohio,

143

Royal Greeks, Robert Etienne's,

29, 30; cut by Grandjon, 29;

referred to, 50, 98
Royal Library, the, in Dresden,

132

Royal, the Pont, in Paris, 76, 97
Ruidiydt, the, Johnck, Kibbe and

Company's edition, 160, 166, 167

Rubens, P. P., 100, 102, 255

Ruette, Antoine, bindings of, 209
Ruette, Mace, 209

Sabbe, Maurits, 264

Sachs, Hans, quoted, 161

Saint Augustine, printed by John
of Spires, 121

Saint Christopher of 1423, the, 156
Saint Germain, the Faubourg, in

Paris, 76, 77
St. James' Palace, London, Royal

library at, 213

Saint-Michel, the Pont, 97
Saint-Michel, the Quai, in Paris, 76
Saint Paternian, church of, in Ven-

ice, 8; Aldus' body lies in state

in, 18

Saint Peter, the Holy Sepulcher of,

186

Saint Scholastica, the Monastery of,

at Subiaco, 119

Salomon, Bernhard, 202

Savonarola, influences choice of

literature in Florence, 125;

burned at the stake, 125

Schoeffer, Peter, 153

Schotti, Jacques de, 240
Sealskin, used in binding, 188

Segurier, Chancellor, colleftion of,

209

Seneca's Morals, 90-95
Sentimental Journey, Sterne's, 75
Serif, defined, 54
Servetus, executed for heresy, 30
Shakespeare, William, 135; his

J^enus and Adonis, 135

Shaw, G. Bernard, 92
Sheepskin, used in binding, 188

Sheep, sprinkled, used in binding,

223

Shelfback, Grolier the first to stamp

lettering on, 189

Silk bindings, 188
" Silver Compasses," the, 248

Sixtus IV, Pope, petition from
Sweynheym and Pannartz to, 1 19
120

Small capital letters, invented and
cut by Aldus, 8

Snowbound, Whittier's, printed on
hand presses, 169
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Society of Printers, the, Boston,

64, 66

Sophocles of 1502, the, Aldus', 15

Sorbonne, the, in Paris, 76, 128
" Spanish Fury," the, 31, 244

Spencer, the Earl of, 220

Spielmann, Marion H., quoted on

Kelmscott volumes, 139, 140;

quoted on revivalism, 140

Stadius, 259
Stamping, machine, 196

State, the, opposes printing, 37;

struggle between the Church,

the Press, and, 239
Stereotyping, invented by the

Didots, 52; block books as fore-

runners of, 157

Strassburg, printing at, 115

Subiaco, first printing in Italy at,

II, 118, 119

Sweynheym, Conrad, 119

Sweynheymand Pannartz, 11; their

Laclandus, 11; first printers in

Italy, at Subiaco, 119; their

Expositwnes lihrorum Veteris et

Novi Testamend, 118; their

famous petition to Pope Six-

tus IV, 119, 120; invited by
Massimi brothers to come to

Rome, 119; their experiences

there, 119; average size of their

editions, 120

Syber, Jean, printer of Lyons, 130;

his " Venetian " type, 132

Tailpieces, the first, 143

Tallamont, quoted, 209
Terence, the Elzevir, 37
Terrail, Monsieur, 77
Ther Hoernen, Arnold, 115

"Things Clerical," Bradley's, 146,

147

Thirty-Six Line Bible, the, 115

Thomas a Kempis, 116

Thomas, Dr. Henry, quoted on
Cobden-Sanderson's bindings,

221

Thou, Christophe de, 192

Thucydides, printed by Aldus, 1

5

Tiercelin, Charles de, 235
Title pages, 40, 41, 43; Basker-

ville the first printer properly

to visualize, 51; copper-plate,

162

Tonson, Jacob, 90, 91
Tooling, on early Italian bindings,

196; in France, 204
Tools, binder's, 190; those used on

the Aldine, Grolier, and Maioli

bindings compared, 195; in

England, 213

Torresani, Andrea de, 18; becomes
the successor of Aldus in the

Aldine Press, 18; his relations

with Grolier, 191; referred to,

88

Torresani, Ferderico de, 18, 88, 192
Torresani, Francesco de, friend-

ship between Grolier and, 191,

192; referred to, 18, 88

Tory, Agnes, 24
Tory bindings, 200

Tory, Geoffroi, author, designer,

engraver, 21; his influence upon
the Book, 22; his Book ofHours

(1525), 22; his Champfleury

(1529), 22; his device, 24, 25,

201; death of, 24; designs of, 27;

his relations with Grolier, 192;

his bindings, 200

Tour d'Argent, the, in Paris, 77
Trionfi of Petrarch, the, printed by

Petri, 125

Turrecremata, Juan, 119

Type, first methods of securing, 8;

inter-relationship of decoration

and, 139; woodcuts first printed

with, 159; decoration subordi-
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nated to, 159; Ratdolt's skill in

combining decoration and, 160;

the halftone never suitable to be

combined direftly with, 174.

See also Bodoni type, Didot type,

Roman face, Modern type, Old-

Style type, Caslon type. Doves
type, " Venetian " type

Type design, Tory's influence

upon, 22; Baskerville's, 44; the

Didots', 52; Bodoni's 52

University Press, the, at Cam-
bridge, Mass., studio of, 144;

use of halftones at, 165; sets

up the first cylinder press, 169;

first experiments with photo-

engraved plates, 170

Updike, D. Berkeley, 65, (sG

Urbino, the Duke of, 88

Uzanne, quoted, 90

Valdarfer, Christopher, 121

Vallee, La, in Paris, 84

Van Everbrocht, 260

Vellum bindings, 223

Velvet bindings, 188, 212
" Venetian " type, Syber's, 132

Venice, Aldus in, 7-18; printing

in, 121, 125; the home of the

Book, 190; gold tooling prac-

ticed in, 212

Venus and Adonis, Shakespeare's,

135

Vespucci, Amerigo, 106

Vindelin of Spires, 11, 121

Virgil of 1 501, the, Aldus', 15,

88

Virgil of 1757, Baskerville's, 41,

43, 212, 227
Virgil ol 1 471, Cennini's, 125

Virgil, the Grenville, in British

Museum, 158

Virgil^ printed by Plantin, 260

Voltaire, the Quai, in Paris, 76,

81, 85, 100, I02

Walchius, 118

Walker, Emery, 7; his part in the

Doves Press, 62; designer of

the Doves type, 62; entitled to

full credit for the mechanical

excellence of the Doves Bible, 70
Wallace, William, 128

Walton, Isaac, 105

Warren and Company, S. D., of

Boston, 170

Welch, A. K. P., brings to America
from France the first cylinder

press, 169

White, Gilbert, 105

Whittingham, Charles the younger,

revives the old-style types, 54
William of Orange, 247
Wood Beyond the World, the

Morris', 148, 154
Woodcuts, first used in Germany,

122; combined with printed text,

157; exerted tremendous influ-

ence, 157; preserved records of

customs, costumes, and man-
ners of their period, 157; first

printed with the type, 159;

eclipsed by copper-plate en-

gravings, 160; pen-and-ink

drawings made in frank imita-

tion of, 165

Woodcutters, the early, 157; fore-

runners of the early printers, 157;

method of work of, 162

Woodcutting, the art of, com-
bined with the art of printing

122, 156; its close relationship

to the art of printing, 156; an

art of the people, 156; limita-

tions of, 158; liberates the art of

printing from dependence upon
the illuminator, 159; revived

289
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by Thomas Bewick, 162; trans- a lost art, 177; Timothy Cole's

formed into wood engraving, contribution to, 177

162, 164 Worde, Wynken de, 135
" Wooden Compasses," the, 248

Wood engraver, the, 161 Xenophon, 15; the //e&mca of, 15

Wood engraving, 162, 164;

Thomas Bewick's contribution Yemeniz, Monsieur, 194

to, 164; receives impetus from York, the House of, 128

introduftion of illustrations in

periodicals, 164; in books, 164; Zainer, Giinther, 115

photo-engraving replaces, 169; Zell, Ulrich, 115
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THIS VOLUME is composed in the Foumier type,

revived by the Lanston Monotype Corporation,

London, from the beautiful face designed in the

eighteenth century by Pierre Simon Foumier, of

Paris.

The cover, a modern adaptation of the Nicolas five

fanfare design, used on a copy of Falerii Maximi
Dictorum, Antwerp, 1574, is designed by Enrico

Monetti.

The illustrations, many now appearing in book form

for the first time, were secured chiefly through the

courtesy of the librarians of the Grolier Club,

New York; the British Museum, London; the

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; the Biblioteca Lau-

renziana, Florence; and from private colleftors.

The plates of the illustrations were made by the

Walker Engraving Company, New York City,

and are printed on Warren's Cameo Dull Coated

Book. The text paper is Warren's Olde Style,

Wove.

The typography, presswork, and binding are by the

Plimpton Press, Norwood, Massachusetts, executed

under the personal supervision of the author,

William Dana Orcutt.
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